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FLENATE 
YOUR 
SENSES 

The Napoleon of Rémy Martin. 
This extraordinary cognac is matured to 

an elegant depth in bouquet and a subtle complexity 
BiFIve a earning it the official cognac 

appellation: Napoleon. Cognac connoisseurs will 
find it a rare and superior achievement. 

THE NAPOLEON OF REMY MARTIN 
ABOUT $40 THE BOTTLE 
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‘The finances were 

definitely being drained. 

The best word which des- 

cribes my situation is ex- 

haustion. | was mentally 

exhausted from having to 
read all the time about 

AIDS. But also, | was just 
plain physically tired. | 

think this is the first time in 

four and a half years that | 

have had two days in arow 

off. 
—Tom Post 

They ‘Broke the Silence, 
Now NGN is Broke 

by Will Snyder 

A very curious thing happened to Tom Post two months ago. At that time, Post suspended opera- 
tions for the National Gay Network (NGN), his news agency which sends gay news to radio stations 

around the world. When he sent his last tape to KNON, an FM station in Dallas, he got an unexpected 
response. 

“KNON called me to say people were crying over the phone when they heard on the tape that I was 
stopping operations,” Post remembered. “That very same day, I started getting calls from people in 
Dallas offering to send $25 here and $35 there if that would help defray our costs. 

{ Continued on page 2) 

1528 15TH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103 

New Poll 

TELEPHONE: 415/861-5019 

Shows 

AIDS Backlash 
Bar, Baths Closure, Quarantine Favored; 

But Majority Disapprove of Job Bias 
by George Mendenhall 

The disapproval level of homosexuality has not increased 
since 1973 even in the era of AIDS, according to a new Los 
Angeles Times poll. However, 42 percent of respondents would 
enact laws to close gay bars and 48 percent would withhold 
federal funds from any city that allowed gay steambaths to stay 
open. When asked, 51 percent favored quarantining AIDS pa- 
tients and 48 percent would require that anyone who tested 
positive on the AIDS virus test to carry an L.D. card. A surpris- 
ingly high 55 percent said they favored allowing homosexuals 
in the armed forces although government regulations still pro- 
hibit gay people from serving. 

A large 73 percent of the 
population believed homosex- 
uality was wong. according to the 
Times. However. its pollster 
commented. “there is no con- 
vincing evidence of the much- 
rumored puritanism in the 
United States. Many key moral 
attitudes are unchanged since the 
sexual revolution of the late 1960s 
and early 1970s.” 

MORE SYMPATHETIC 

San Francisco was predictably 
the most liberal city in attitude 
toward gay people with 49 per- 
cent saving being gay is not 
wrong and 44 percent disagree- 
ing. Los Angeles and New York 
had over 60 percent calling it 
wrong. When asked if they were 
sympathetic to the gay com- 
munity, 30 percent said they were 

two years ago but that figure, 
probably reflecting the AIDS 
epidemic. has now risen to 41 
percent. The number who were 
unsy mpathetic dropped from 63 
percent to 52 percent. 

(Continued on page 2) 

Saliva is unlikely to 
transmit the AIDS virus, 
according to a new re- 
search study. George 
Mendenhall reports, 
page 2. 

Dance out the old year, 
dance in the new year. 
Allen White tells where 
to celebrate on New 
Year's Eve, page 3. 

Lesbian and gay stu- 
| dents at S.F's Com- 
munity College are or- 
ganizing themselves 
through the GLENA Pro- 
ject. Jay Newquist ex- 
plains on page 14. 
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Wasn't That A Year! 
Spies, Quarantine, Gay Banks and Gay Bashers; 
Allegations, Accusations, Denials, Convictions and More 

by Brian Jones 

First of Two Parts 

Maybe the worst is over. Maybe we bottomed out in 1985. Maybe the year now ending will mark a 
turning point. Maybe our long run of tragedy and despair has hit its depth and will begin to lessen. 

Maybe. Who can blame us for hoping so? 

A number of profound changes marked 1985. They were subtle and incremental but they were pro- 
found changes. In 1985 in San Francisco, the growth of new AIDS cases hit a plateau. It was the first 
time anywhere that happened. 

Doctors worked with anti-viral drugs long common in Europe and reported marked success for 
people with AIDS. Americans went over the border to Mexico to buy Ribavirin and Isoprinosine. Some 
of them reported that the drugs helped. 

Rock Hudson died of AIDS. 
The tragedy of the popular 
leading man put the national 
spotlight on AIDS. In January, 
Pres. Ronald Reagan asked for 
only $89 million to fight AIDS. 
In December, the Congress gave 
him $234 million. 

In California, Gov. George 
Deukmejian vetoed $11 million 
in funds to fight AIDS. But out- 
cry from throughout the state was 
great. Deukmejian was forced to 

restore nearly $6 million of those 
same funds two months later. 

In October, a determined band 
of people with AIDS-Related 
Conditions—whose only affilia- 
tion was hope, spunk, and a 
disease—began a vigil. At 
Christmas, they were still there, 
chained to the old Federal Build- 
ing. They had turned despair 
into hope, powerlessness into 
defiance, and so became a sym- 
bol to—and of —our community. 

They got a mailbox and tents, 
and the feds got the impression 
that these AIDS activists were 
there to stay. 

They were there to stay. Even 
as the dread disease pulled one or 
another of the activists from the 
vigil, two took their place. 

There was a profound message 
of hope there. 

In other areas, 1985 demon- 

(Continued on page 12) 
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They lit candles for Rock Hudson on Castro St. (Photo: Rink)  



   

* AUTO INJURY 
* WORK INJURY 
* ORTHOPEDIC INJURY 

MARK DENZIN, C.A. 

(License CZ 2178) 

ACUPUNCTURE 
PAIN CONTROL 

* BACK, NECK, JOINT, MUSCLE PAIN 

INSURANCE, PERSONAL INJURY CASES WELCOME 
* USING STERILE DISPOSABLE NEEDLES ONLY 
*® 24-HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 

WHEN NO ONE ELSE CAN HELP, CALL 

CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD CERTIFIED ACUPUNCTURIST 

(415) 567-2315 

    

     

    

     

      

  

        

    

    

    
  

Walter Larsen presents 
San Francisco's Midwinter 

ANTIQUES SHOW & SALE 
Dec. 27, 28, 29, 1985 
  

  

  

    

  

Crystal Court « SF Concourse 
Eighth & Brannan Streets 
  

Hours: 11 to 8 PM Sun 12 to 5 PM 
Adm $300 ea with ad or card $2 50 ea 

Senior Citizens $100 Friday Only 
Free Return Ample Parking 

       Buik in 1883 . 
On the Mendocino Coa 

Cap’n Capps’ 
Country Inn 
(707) 964-1415 

For a restful stay, out of the fast lane, visit 

the Mendocino coast. Alone, or with a friend 

you can enjoy walks along the ocean, a warm 

fireplace, and a variety of local activities 

Located near the village of Mendocino 

32980 Gibney Ln., Fort Bragg, CA 95437 

  

    
  

ALL ANTIQUES FOR SALE 
  

  

  

Affordable luxury within walking 
distance tothe Zoo Old Globe Thea 
ter musuems and restaurants 

A sute tor the pice of a room 

  

  

  
  

  

HAVE A 
SMOOTH ’86 

    
PERMANENT 

HAIR REMOVAL 

Free Consultation 
John Frizzell 

Registered Electrologist 

(415) 626-2729 

CHIROPRACTIC 
OUTLOOK ¢ 

o | 

a 
By DR. RICK PETTIT 

STIFF NECK 

  

You wake up with a sharp neck 
ache. Turning your head to one side’ 

triggers a jabbing pain. You probably 
know this as a “crick” in your neck. 

To a chiropractor, this is acute tor- 
ticollis, the result of a slight injury to 
fibers in a muscle that attaches to vour 
neck vertebrae. The injury triggers 
the muscle into a reflex spasm that 
does not go away. 

This sort of “crick™ may be traced 
to subluxation. or slight displacement. 
of a neck vertebrae. Chiropractic 
treatment applics gentle spinal mani- 
pulation. The muscle is soothed as it 
1s freed of pain-causing wastes 

As part of total body hcaling, your 
chiropractor advises on proper sitting 
or sleeping postures to case strain 
Gentle traction restores the normal 
cervical curve and loosens up your stitf 
neck. 

Presented as a service to the 
community by 

Dr. Rick Pettit 
470 Castro, Suite 205 

(415) 552-7744       

THOUGHT-PROVOKING 
THE BAY AREA REPORTER 
ONCE A WEEK 
B.A.R. SUBSCRIPTION 
FORM 
1528-15th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CIty 

STATE 

zp 
26 Issues $35.00     

  

BAY AREA REPORTER 

  

52 Issues $65.00 

    “...hard problems?” 

Computers save time... 

buying the wrong one doesn't! 

(415) 974.6979 

  

    

184 2nd Street * San Francisco, Ca 91105 
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Poll 
(Continued from page 1) 

Do you feel uncomfortable 
around homosexuals? 50 percent 
said no. Among the remaining 
who said they were uncomfort- 
able—0 pecent said yes, around 
gay men, 11 pecent said yes, 
around lesbians, and 18 percent 
were uncomfortable around 
both. Eighty-nine percent said 
they would be upset if their 
children were gay. 

The Times poll explored at- 
titudes about gay people in 
regard to AIDS. It found that 28 
percent believed God is punish- 
ing gays by giving them AIDS 
and 23 percent said “they are get- 
ting what they deserve.” Fifty- 
nine percent believed there is a 
backlash against gay people be- 
cause of AIDS. 60 percent 
thought the news media was 
responsible for the hysteria over 
AIDS and 39 percent said the 
news coverage does not exag- 
gerate the threat of AIDS. 
Eighty-one percent said AIDS 
had no effect on the way they con- 
duct their lives while 13 percent 
said there had been some small 
change. 

In addition to considerable 
support for closing gay bars and 
bathhouses, 77 percent would 
make it a crime for a gay person 
to donate blood. 51 percent 
would support a law making it a 
crime for an AHS patient to 
have sex with another person and 
a small 15 percent would support 
tattooing those with AIDS. Re- 
spondents thought there should 
be a law allowing health care 
workers to wear protective 
garments while treating AIDS 

NGN 
(Continued from page 1) 

Post knew that NGN. while a 
professional success, was drain- 
ing his bank account. He said it 
was costing a “bare minimum of 
S15.000 per vear™ to put out his 
product. which he packaged for 
386 radio stations and various 
newspapers and magazines. The 
tapes were also hooked up to 
phone lines in San Francisco for 
people who wished to catch up on 
gay news by phone. 

“The finances were definitely 
being drained.” Post said. but 

there were other reasons too. 
“The best word which describes 
my situation is exhaustion. I was 
mentally exhausted from having 

to read all the time about AIDS 
But also. I was just plain physi- 
cally tired. 1 think this is the first 
time in four and a half years that 
1 have had two days in a row off.” 
said Post. 

It's no wonder Post is tired. He 
was not only the anchor on the 
news broadcasts, but he also 
oversaw much of the technical 
aspects of San Francisco's second 
computerized newsroom. He fed 
tapes to all of his affiliate sta- 
tions. This meant giving up 
precious sleep in order to feed 
tapes to radio stations in the 
United States as well as the 
Netherlands and Australia for 
their broadcast times. 

“You gotta remember,” he 
said. “that these affiliates want 
these tapes at all different times. 
We fed live to Pittsburgh, but 
Atlanta wanted its tape at 8:30 
p-m. every Friday night. When 
the Dutch or Australians called. 
it would be at times when I had to 
drag myself out of bed.” 

Post said there was a supreme 
irony in the time slots for many of 
NGN's broadcasts. Many of the 
newscasts were aired on Sunday 
mornings. 

“In some of these towns, our 
broadcasts were on while many 
people went to church and heard 
all of these nasty things about 
us.” 

NGN has not been broadcast- 
ing since Oct. 15, but Post said 

patients (93 percent). 

A high 48 percent said it made 
‘no difference” how much 
money was spent on AIDS 
research while 39 percent favored 
more AIDS funding—if it went 
primarily to protect the hetero- 
sexual population. Only 7 per- 
cent said less money should be 
spent. A one-cent national sales 
tax to finance more AIDS re- 
search was backed by 39 percent. 

POLITICS AFFECTED 

The Times revealed that there 
is now a greater aversion to elect- 
ing known homosexuals to office 
and a reluctance to support can- 
didates who support gay issues. 
When told that a presidential 
candidate “might be homosex- 
ual,” support for the person 
dropped from 70 percent to 11 
percent. In congressional races. 
the public was more tolerant with 
49 percent say ing they might sup- 
port a gay candidate while 47 
percent would probably not. 
Barely 1 percent (even in San 
Francisco) said they might be 
more likely to support a gay 
candidate. 

When asked if they would sup- 
port a candidate who supported 
gay causes, 52 percent said they 
would be less likely while 37 per- 
cent said it did not matter. 
However, the Times revealed that 
anti-gay candidates might also 
have trouble as 35 percent said 
they would be less inclined to 
support such anti-gay people— 
with 38 percent saying they 
would be more inclined. Those in 
urban areas with large gay pop- 
ulations responded the same as 
other areas on these questions. 

Surprisingly, Democrats were 
not significantly different in their 

the network may just be in hiber- 
nation rather than retirement. 

“I am re-evaluating whether 1 
can or cannot continue NGN 
News.” he said. “If I can deter- 
mine gay advertisers will support 
it. And then and again. 1 might 
possibly apply for a National 
Public Radio grant, which would 
mean $100,000 in the bank. That 
would mean I could actually pay 
reporters and 1 would still have 
time and money to buy new 
equipment.” 

But whether NGN makes it 
back on the air or not, Post 
knows he has covered news events 
and covered them well. 

“We had a man covering the 

Rock Hudson thing for months,” 
Post said. “So. when he died, we 
had it on the air only minutes 
after his death. We covered the 
1984 Democratic Convention 
and had timely information on 
the air right away. We did a live 
remote of the last lesbian/gay 

parade. We covered the first Gay 
Games and fed tapes to CNN.” 

Post said he thought NGN was 
a big part of what he feels is a 
maturing gay press. 

answers to AIDS questions than 
were Republicans and Indepen- 
dents. But when the public was 
asked which party would be “on 
the side of public welfare on the 
AlDS issue” there was a 2-1 tal- 
ly for the Democratic Party. 
When asked if they supported the 
Democrats commitment to gay 

rights, only 32 percent said they 
approved, 27 percent disapprov- 
ed and 39 percent weren't sure. 

When asked if gay people are 
getting the right amount of atten- 
tion from government, 43 percent 
said the right amount, 24 percent 
too much, and 23 percent too lit- 
tle. When asked if gays had 
enough political power, 39 per- 
cent said the right amount with 
34 percent said too much. A high 
07 percent said they believe gay 
people have greater political 
power today than they had in 
1980. 

The Times asked if 
respondents supported the hiring 
of gay people. Half (50 percent) 
said they would, 33 percent said 
they would not. A majority 
(51-40 percent) favored laws to 
protect gay people against em- 
ployment discrimination whe- 
ther they had AIDS or not. 

The Times reported that 34 
percent of those responding to its 
survey said they do not know any 
associates or relatives who are 
gay. Twenty-four percent said 
they did know gays and 21 per- 
cent said that some people near 
them are gay. Ten percent were 
gay themselves. The survey of 
2,308 people involved 100 ques- 
tions. It was conducted Dec. 5 to 
12 and has a 3 percent possible 
error factor. 

G. Mendenhall 

“1 think we set a standard for 
good reporting in gay radio,” Post 
said. “and I think members of 
the gay print media such as the 
Bay Area Reporter and the Ad- 
vocate are doing excellent jobs,” 

He added, however, that there 
are certain areas of improvement 
he would like to see in the gay 
media. One of them is coverage of 
events which, on the surface, 
seem non-gay in content. 

“1 think we have to get over 
this whole thing that it always has 
to be news just about gay people,” 
he said. I think we have to look 
attopics which don’t involve any 
gay personalities and then ask 

how it affects gay people. For in- 
stance, how would Pres. Rea- 
gan's tax plan have an impact on 
most of us who are single? Or, 
how about something like Christ- 
mas shopping in San Francisco? 
There are lots of stories such as 
that.” 

But those are things Post 
wants to take a break from for a 
w hile. He has some sleep to catch 
up on. a 

W. Snyder 
  

Saliva Low Risk, 
Researchers Say 
AIDS Virus Not Usually Found in Saliva 

by George Mendenhall 

A new study reveals that in an analysis of the saliva of 71 gay 
men with AIDS, only one had the AIDS virus present in his 
saliva. In that one case, the amount of the virus in the saliva was 
ten-thousandfold lower than the amount of the virus in the 
person's blood. Dr. David D. Ho of Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Boston, authored the report in the Dec. 19 issue of 
the New England Journal of Medicine. 

Dr. Harold Jaffe. chief of 

epidemiology at the Federal 
Centers for Disease Control in 
Atlanta, responded that this is 
consistent with epidemiological 
evidence, but the CDC continues 
to recommend against kissing. 
He wld the New York Times, 
“Transmission of the virus by 

  

saliva has not been documented. 
We don’t have any evidence that 
transmission has occurred 
through intimate kissing, but we 
don’t feel it would be wise to say 
it's safe.” t 

Considerable confusion exists 
over how AIDS is transmitted. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Bye-Bye ‘85; 
Hello, 1986 
by Allen White 

Next Tuesday evening is New Year's Eve, and the party plan- 
ners are hard at work trying to outdo themselves. 

Unquestionably the largest and most extravagant event will 
be So Many Men 1986 at the GiftCenter Pavilion. The key word 
of advice here is to buy your tickets now if you plan to attend. 
There will be no party at the Galleria. the Moscone Center or 
any of the other large party palaces. other than Trocadero 
Transfer. 

Last year producer Sanford 
Kellman orchestrated an event 
that built up to the midnight 
hour. This year the plans have 
been made to, he believes. create 
an even more exciting audio- 
visual extravaganza. Also on the 
entertainment list at the Gift- 
center is the group Lime from 
Montreal and Robert Gruen- 
berg. 

Gruenberg juggles chainsaws. 
I'hose attending can write their 
friends, telling them they started 
off 1980 watching a man juggle a 
buzzing chainsaw. 

The DJ's will be the ever 
popular Michael Garrett and 
Mark Ryan. 

Another major party event will 
be at the Trocadero Transfer. 
The remodeling of the facility 
should be complete, and the $15 
admission includes champagne 
party favors and a buffet. The 
party will go until dawn. Like the 
Gifteenter, the Trocadero will be 
sold out, and advance ticket pur- 
chases are prudent. 

Tickets for both events are 
on sale at Headlines, Ron's 
Records, All-American Boy and 
other outlets. At some point over 
the weekend, there will be a rush 
for tickets. Ticket purchasers are 
well advised to note that the loca- 

tion they go to purchase their 
tickets may be sold out. But other 
outlets may not be. If you really 
want to go to one of these events. 
don’t give up. Try some of the 
other ticket locations. 

The third major spot to be on 
the New Year's Eve list is free. 
and there is no cover. The loca- 
tion is the corner of 18th and 
Castro Streets at midnight. 
Every year the bars empty out. 
people drink champagne in the 
streets, and it simply is fun. For 
a few minutes, the corner turns 
into a gay version of New York's 
Times Square. 

The women’s bars are also go- 
ing all-out for the party night. 
Amelia’s will be open until 6 in 
the morning with a specially 
planned Look Into the Future. 
The Baybrick Inn will also be 
filled to capacity. 

Over on Polk Street, the David 
Kelsey Trio will be entertaining 
at the New Bell Saloon through 
the midnight hour. At the 
'N Touch, Cindy Herron will be 
entertaining earlier in the even- 
ing at 5:30 p.m. 

Other places planning wild 
and crazy parties are the Alamo 
Square Saloon, the Rawhide on 
7th Street and the S.F. Eagle. 

eS 

Happy New Year! 
  

(Photo: Rink) 
  

Saliva 
(Continued from previous page) 

although it is generally accepted 
that it is through intimate sex 
contact and through the use of 
needles. The transmission of 
blood or semen from one person 
to another is considered the 
major source of contact. 

SAFE GUIDELINES 

Holly Smith, speaking for the 
San Francisco AIDS Founda- 
tion, said, “Our local ‘safe sex 
guidelines’ are not as conser- 
vative as some others. We have 
not put saliva in the ‘unsafe’ 
category. The Ho research indi- 
cates again that the A1DS virus 

is rather difficult to exchange 
and requires specific intimate 
activity.” 

She said that the Ho study 
“corroborates what we have been 
saying and will hopefully calm 
the fears that people have about 
casual contact. The public is still 
emotional and irrational about 
AIDS, often saying, ‘Well, what 
if,” which is not being scientific. 
Studies indicate that the estab- 
lished transition routes are still 
what are transmitting AIDS.” 

The AIDS guidelines in San 
Francisco call dry, social kissing 
“safe.” Wet French kissing is 
listed as ‘possibly safe.” No form 
of kissing is listed as “unsafe,” 
but oral contact with the anus 

and semen in the mouth are listed 
as “unsafe.” 

Jaffe emphasized that kissing 
involving salivary exchange 
should be distinguished from 
light kissing, touching and sim- 
ply being in close proximity with 
an infected person. He urged that 
no family members of people 
with AIDS have become infected 
— ‘indicating that such contacts 
are safe.” 

Dentists and ophthalmolo- 
gists have increasingly used 
gloves, eyeglasses and masks in 
working on clients. The federal 
expert said, however, that there 
were no cases of such profes- 
sionals having contracted AIDS 
from contact with patients. gg 

"HEADLINES NEW YEAR'S SALE! -- 

x 

. SAVE UP TO 75% THROUGHOUT THE STORE 
We're clearing our shelves to make way for the New Years’ Merchandise! 

* 9 & 

1217 Polk 
at Sutter + 
776-4466 Zudlns 
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TRADITIONAL HERBAL MEDICINE 

EAR: 

ACUPUNCTURE 
SPORTS INJURIES « GASTRO/INTESTINAL DISORDERS « URINARY DISEASES 
BACK/NECK PAIN « CHRONIC INFECTIONS/INFLAMMATION « HEADACHES 

STRESS & FATIGUE STOP SMOKING PROGRAM « AIDS-RELATED SYMPTOMS 

BILL TEETER, C.A. (415) 621-2921 
California State Certified Acupuncturist 

Conveniently located in Castro Area   
  

COUPLES COUNSELING 
FOR STARTING, BUILDING OR IMPROVING 

A RELATIONSHIP 

. MICHAEL BETTINGER, MECC 
./ 563-6100 « 2340 SUTTER STREET, #201 
*/! SLIDING SCALE FEE » INSURANCE WELCOME 

ALCOHOLISM and 
DRUG ABUSE 
Out Patient Treatment 
for the Gay Community 

420-9879 
Staff consists of licensed 

therapists, substance abuse 
counselors and/or recovering 

personnel. 

      

        

    

   

  

Gay Recovery Center 
CEA, Inc., A Non-profit 

Organization 

pon Vaupe! ror 3004-16th St., Suite 101 
Program Coordina San Francisco, CA 94103 

   
Lou Bordisso, Ph.D 
Xecutive Director     

  

SAN FRANCISCO 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 
wl, VL 

AN ASSOCIATION OF MENTAL HEALTH PRO 

TO SERVING THE GAY COMMUNIT 

ISSUES. SEXU/ L AND RELATIONSHIP DIFFICU 

INSURANCE WELCOME - SLIDING SCALE RATES 

[oA Rr FOR AN INITIAL APPOINTMENT 

  

    Be Yoursell  cligni hp 
Catholic Gay Men, Lesbians, our Friends and Families 
vin Worship win Service win Community & Song 

Sunday Mass, 5:30 p.m., St. Boniface Church 
133 Golden Gate (nr. Civic Center), 415/584-1714 

  

  

  

  

GENERAL DENTISTRY 

At the office or 

on the town, 

your smile gets results, 

  

   
397-1004 
4 90 POST 
AT UNION SQUARE 
SUITE 1.428       
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Schools Calendar 
Lists Gay Events 
New Edition Includes Freedom Day; 
Mentions Lesbian, Gay Writers 
by Charles Linebarger 

Galileo High School has produced a 1986 version of its calen- 
dar and this time they haven't forgotten the gay and lesbian 
community. Pictures of Harvey Milk and Rock Hudson, 
quotes by Gertrude Stein and Walt Whitman, and frequent 
references to gay authors, poets and artists in the calendar’s 
monthly listings and eight page index show that the criticisms 
of several months ago about Galileo's last calendar were taken 
to heart. The calendar, produced under the auspices of the 
public schools, is intended to highlight events of significance 
to San Francisco's many sub-communities. 

“1 think it’s good.” said Judy 
Bebelaar, creative writing 

teacher and co-editor of the 
calendar. “1 was showing it to the 
kids and showed them the picture 
of Rock Hudson and the phone 
number of the AIDS Foundation 
that is printed alongside it. 1 told 
them that if they had questions 
about AIDS to call and they 
seemed very interested. They 
were full of misinformation.” she 
said. 

Asked whether she had gotten 
any negative feedback on the 
references to gays and lesbians in 
the new calendar, Bebelaar 
answered, “We haven't had any 
bad feedback on this so far but it 
Just came out. I had talked about 
ita lot before so there wasn't any 
surprise about it.” 

Among the things included 
this year in the calendar entitled 
“And Still It Moves,” which were 
absent in the last calendar, is a 
reference on Now. 27 to the assas- 
sinations of Harvey Milk and 
George Moscone in 1978. The 
month of November includes a 
photograph of the late supervisor 
with a following quote: 

* Yesterday my esteemed col- 
league on the Board said we can- 
not live on hope alone. 1 know 
that. but I strongly feel the im- 
portant thing is not that we can- 
not live on hope alone, but that 
life is not worth living without it. 
If the story of Don Quixote 
means anything, it means that 
the spirit of life is just as impor- 
tant as its substance. What others 
may see as a barbers basin, you 
and 1 know is that glittering 
legendary helmet, Harvey Milk 
in a speech made after his in- 
auguration in 1978.” 

The Lesbian and Gay Free- 
dom Day Parade in San Fran- 
cisco is mentioned on June 29 but 
the most interesting part of the 
new calendar for gays and les- 
bians is its lengthy index. This is 
where you will find the following 
mentions, “Ashbury, John, a gay 
poet, won the Pulitzer Prize in 
1976. He has received many 
other awards as well. Ecology 
and man’s relationship to the 
world of nature are at the center 
of his work.” 

Gay Freedom Day hasits own 
reference in June and in the in- 

Neighborhoods Dress 
Up for Holidays 
Polk, Haight Streets Join In 
For Holiday Festivities 
by Allen White 

Polk Street doesn't really change at the holiday season. it just accentuates everything that makes the area totally uni- que. There are few parts of the city where you can buy an 
American flag (or any other type of flag) next door to a store 
that sells X-rated birthday cakes. This is just one part of Polk 
Street, yet it emphasizes the wide variety of merchandise 
available on the street. 

Clothing stores abound with 
such crazy names as Hard On 
Leather to Take Off Clothes and 
The Bottom Half. Midway up 
the street is the famous Sukker's 
Likkers. which has a marquee 
that may be as notorious as their 
liquor store. The sign is so well 
known it overshadows the wide 
liquor selection available inside. 

The character of Polk Street 
can be found in the many gay 
bars. The New Bell Saloon has 
been decorated from top to bot- 
tom with a sea of lights and a 
huge Christmas tree. 

From the White Swallow and 
the Cinch on the north end of the 
street to the Stallion and the Polk 
Gulch on the south. the street is 
a party person's delight. 

Food is also for the asking on 

‘olk Street. The premier restau- 
rants on the street at the P.S. and 
the Casa de Cristal. Over the 
vears the two restaurants have 
refined their service to perfection 
and the dining experience is 
always a treat. At Peppino’s 
restaurant, the option is 
available to eat outside and 
check out the street action, 
which at times, can be dramatic. 

Live entertainment has been 
a feature of several bars on Polk 

Street. David Kelsey is featured 
Wednesday through Sunday at 
the New Bell. At the QT. the 
weekend entertainment is a mix- 
ture of rock and gospel. The 'N 
Touch has just begun a cabaret. 

If successful, their new format 
will combine the best of gay 
comedy, cabaret music and 
dancing. 

A visit to Haight Street this 
holiday season is an entry into a 
wonderland of creative visions 
that would charm any sugar- 
plum fairy. The district has 
changed from its Haight-Ash- 
bury 60's reputation and the 
results can be delightful. 

The underground mystique 
that covers Haight Street seems 
enhanced by the yuletide ingre- 
dient. Stores like Play With It 
are filled with gifts. Across the 
street is La Rosa which adver- 
tises “vintage clothes. They do 
indeed have the clothes for the 
person who has everything. 

Walking down the street, 
telephone poles covered with 
flyers announce many causes, 
rallies and small rock groups. 
These community billboards 
reflect a laid back approach that 
began in the 60s. The people on 
the street reflect that attitude. 

dex. “On the last Sunday in June, 
a parade is held in San Francisco 
to honor the rights of gay people. 
This date was chosen because it 
is near the date of the Stonewall 
riots in New York City when gay 
people rataliated against police 
who had been harassing them.” 
says the calendar. 

Harvey Milk is of course in the 
index as “a leader in the gay com- 
munity,” Walt Whitman is des- 
cribed as “probably America’s 
most famous gay poet,” and 
Oscar Wilde is not forgotten. But 
neither is Jose Sarria. The 
Widow Norton, a.k.a. the Em- 
press Jose, has the following 
mention, “Mr. Sarria was the 
first person in America to make 
the fact that he is gay part of his 
political campaign. He ran for 
supervisor in San Francisco in 
1964." To the surprise, and 
maybe chagrin, of many closeted 
gays of his day Sarria apparent- 
ly has made history. Put he made 
it in 1900, not 1964. 

“Gay Russian composer’ 
‘Ichaikovsky gets a three-liner 
with a mention of his best-known 
work, the Nutcracker Suite. But 
a surprise is “Roosevelt, Eleanor, 
Ms. Roosevelt was an American 
humanitarian who played a 
leading part in lesbian-women's 
rights organizations.” According 
to Bebelaar this was the delicate 
way the calendar makers made 
reference to Roosevelt's now 
famous love affair with another 
wonian. 

There are other gay mentions 
but somehow they forgot to 
ascribe homosexuality, or at least 
something akin to it, to Socrates. 
Plato, Alexander the Great 
(Plato’s most famous student). 
and Julius Caesar (who the 
Romans knew as every woman's 
husband and every man’s wife). 
But the good intentions in the 
new calendar are obvious and 
gay people interested in buy ing a 
copy (88) can do so at Headlines 
on Castro Street. m 

C. Linebarger 

The difference in 1985 is that 
the merchants have shown that 
to be laid back does not mean to 
be lazy. Christmas trees seem to 
be everywhere. Windows have 
been painted and decorated, 
each in their own creative 
manner. 

The gay bars have also joined 
in the spirit. The decorations at 
the DeLuxe bar are an invitation 
to a hot brandy. Just down the 
street, Trax has turned their 
hanging lamps into miniature 
Christmas trees. Each lamp has 
been craftily decorated with 
glistening tiny lightbulbs. 

Sunday afternoons the 1 
Beam is packed for their tea 
dance. This weekly event has 
been so successful for so many 
vears that it has become stan- 
dard ritual for dancers. 
Throughout the years the people 
and the music have changed. 
W hat has not changed is the gay 
social dancing ambiance. 

A walk through the Haight 
this week can be an adventure. 
Whether to window shop or do 
some serious shopping. Prices 
are competitive to most other 
parts of the city and in many 
cases lower. As unique as any 
store in the city is Forma located 
near the west end of Haight 
Street. The wild and wonderful 
toys and gifts in their windows 
are only a prelude to what is 
found inside. 

A visit to Haight Street 
wouldn't be quite complete 
without a slight walk off the 
beaten path to see the area 
known as Cole Valley. It is about 
three blocks south of Haight 
where Cole Street intersects with 
Carl. Located within a few doors 
of each other, are Bradley's Cor- 
ner, which may be one of the 
oldest neighborhood gay bars in 
the city, and Maud’s, now al- 
most having achieved legendary 
status as a lesbian bar. nm 

A. White 
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Christmas Dinner 
—A Tradition Lives 
by Allen White 

Every year there are miracles that surface at this holiday 
season. One miracle was the continuation of the annual 
Christmas dinners for the seniors and people in the gay com- 
munity who need a place to celebrate Christmas Day. 

Empress Tessie had, for the last several years, worked to put 
together this event. A few weeks ago, Empress Tessie died. 
Several of her friends picked up the ball, and several hundred 
people were served at the Rathskeller Hall on Polk Street. 

Don Jackson, a member of the 
committee which prepared the 
dinner, said, “We had no idea 
how much work Empress ‘Tessie 
did until we had to do it our- 
selves.” Tessie spent weeks going 
out into the community, getting 
volunteers and raising money. 
Calls wold be made, and turkeys 
and hams would be donated. 
Every year the dinner would 
come together. 

Friends of Empress Tessie 
rallied around immediately when 
they heard of her death. They 
called the restaurant to make sure 
it was reserved. They started 
looking for volunteers, and they 
got on the telephone. 

It is a testament to Empress 
"lessie that what one person had 
done in the past now took a com- 
mittee of four. Don Jackson, 
Rick Hansen, Empress Phyllis 
and Tom Webster all went to 
work. 

Yesterday, from noon until 
2:30 p.m., Christmas dinner was 
served. Empress Tessie would 

Gay Radio 

have been proud. The tradition 
has been carried on. 

It is significant to know that 
the dinner has been an annual 
event that dates back over two 
decades in San Francisco. It was 
begun by the Society for Indi- 
vidual Rights (SIR), then the 
Metropolitan Communit 
Church presented the dinners. 
and in recent years the Pride 
Foundation had prepared the 
dinners. 

In the most recent years, 
Empress Tessie had been the 
primary mover and shaker to 
make the dinner a reality. At 
Thanksgiving, the last dinner 
presented by Tessie, over 400 peo- 
ple joined together for a feast. 

Following yesterday 's success, 
Don Jackson said the dinners 
that gave so much pride to Tessie 
and the gay community will con- 
tinue. They will be presented at 
Easter, Thanksgiving and at 
Christmas. As has always been 
the case, everyone will be served 
at no charge. Ld 

Packs A Punch 
Where can you hear gay rockers Bronski Beat, The Dicks. 

The Smiths, Frankie Goes to Hollywood, gay singer/song- 
writers like Charlie Murphy, disco artist Sylvester, Strange de 
Jim, Doris Fish and the cast of Naked Brunch, poets James 
Broughton, William S. Burroughs and Allen Ginsburg, film 
director John Waiers, plus the camp gay serial, My Ex Wife 
Has All My Children? On Fruit Punch, a gay men's radio show 
coming to you every Wednesday night on KPFA 94.1 FM in 
Berkeley, and KFCF 88 FM in Fresno. 

Fruit Punch. the nation’s 
longest-running gay radio pro- 
gram, is celebrating its twelfth 
anniversary. The show currently 
utilizes a magazine-of-the-air 
format which mixes interviews, 
documentaries, cultural per- 
formances. newscasts, live on-air 
discussions, and broadcasts of 
community public service an- 
nouncements. The program has 
been produced by an all-volun- 
teer staff of talented gay men 
since its inception in June 1973. 
The staff includes John Mor- 
rison, who directs the technical 
side of airing the show. 

David Lamble is the senior 
member of the Fruit Punch Col- 
lective. He also produces the 
Traffic Jam show heard on 
KPFA-FM 94.1 on Wednesday 
afternoons at 4:30. He hosted the 
David Lamble talk show for a 
year and a half on KGO-FM. 

John Wetzl, Lavender News 
programmer, states that “my ap- 
proach to the news, particularly 
when covering topics like the 
AIDS crisis, is to keep a steady, 
even-keel on subjects that could 
easily sound hysterical or chaotic 
on the airwaves.” 

Jon Sugar. rock 'n roll queen 
and avant-garde libertine, was 
asked to join the Fruit Punch 
Collective by Sister Missionary 
Position in September 1983, add- 
ing music and maniacal pro- 
gramming to the Fruit Punch 
Collective agenda. “I wanted gay 
radio to be fun,” says Sugar. 
“Cultural, as well as informa- 
tional.” 

In 1985, Sugar brought 
avante-garde music composer 
Bill Bent to the collective. Most 
recently, Sugar invited play- 

wright Jerome Moskowitz to col- 
laborate with the collective on the 
creation of the weekly serial 
drama, My Ex Wife Has All My 
Children. 

My Ex Wife. . . was a collec- 
tive idea fired by Gerry Proffett, 
organized by Sugar, with char- 
acter and story ideas submitted 
by the entire collective at weekly 
“idea jam sessions.” Working 
from a tape of these sessions, 
Moskowitz constructs a seven- 
minute script which is then 
recorded at Randy Schiller’s 
studio. Incidental organ music is 
by David Kelsey. 

The drama focuses on the 
trials and tribulations of Grent 
Grenville, just out of the closet 
and newly arrived in San Fran- 
cisco from the backwater burb of 
Deadwood City, where his 
abusive ex-wife, Gretchen. is su- 
ing him for custody of the 
children, little Grodee and 
Grungee. Espisode One finds 
Grent at chic Cafe Attitudee, 
“his mind drifting off somewhere 
between the ferns and Calvin 
Klein sweaters.” 

Through the next four epi- 
sodes, Grent’s adventures lead 
him into a romance with butch 
leather lawyer Dent Dixter, 
formerly with the law firm of 
Femme and Fey, Swish and Dix- 
ter. He also encounters sassy 
secretary Miss Thing (“you can 
call me Thelma”); Allen Beige, 
editor of the Tea Room Times; 
tofu-afficionado Jo Daly City, 
editor of Going Down Magazine 
and celebrity judge at costume 
balls; and famed gossip photo- 
grapher Crank. Before long he 
ends up in a compromising posi- 

(Continued on page 14) 

  

  

  

  

A Time 
To Sing 
Members of Ward 86 staff at 

San Francisco General Hospi- 
tal entertain patients with 
Christmas carols. 

(Photo: Rink)     

SF AIDS Stats 
Defended as Accurate 
The reporting of AIDS cases in San Francisco is exceptional- 

ly high and recent charges that San Francisco General Hospital 
does not report all cases are unfounded, according to health 
officials. 

In a review of AIDS diagnoses in San Francisco since 1981, 
the Department of Public Health has determined that 98 per- 
cent of patients diagnosed as having AIDS are reported to 
health officials. 

“That is an exceptionally high 
reporting percent,” according to 
Dr. George Rutherford of the 
Health Department's Disease 
Control Division. 

The ongoing study, which 
does not yet include 1985 data, 
shows that no case of AIDS went 
unreported at San Francisco 
General Hopital. 

Active surveillance of AIDS 
cases began at SFGH in 1982. 

Dr. Rutherford, who did the 
reporting review, said all 
pathology and microbiology slips 
at the hospital were reviewed over 
that time. 

Although no oversights were 
found at SFGH, there were 19 
unreported cases of AIDS un- 
covered in the city through 
December, 1984. Those cases 
have now been included in 
statistics so monthly data releas- 

ed on AIDS cases and deaths is 
accurate. 

The unreported cases were due 
to confusion at various hospitals 
over who should do the reporting 
and to the diagnosis being in 
question at the time of death, ac- 
cording to Dr. Rutherford. 

“People realize the importance 
of accurate statistics in dealing 
with the AIDS epidemic,” Dr. 
Rutherford said. “That is why 
the reporting incidence is so ex- 
ceptionally high.” 

Physicians at SFGH, where 
the only AIDS ward in the coun- 
try exists, are even more aware of 
the importance of accuracy and 
are less inclined to fail to report 
an AIDS diagnosis, according to 
Dr. Rutherford. mw 

  

  

  

     
UN 
COMMON 
LAW. 
Uncommon 
Lawyers. 

WOTMAN 
& HALL 

ATTORNEYS *AT*LAW 

We Speak Your Language. 

2370 Market at Castro 
San Francisco, California 94114 

| Call 552-5600 

    

  

  

“Being a Shanti volunteer 
1S not depressing” 

It has been one of the 
most rewarding 
experiences of my life. I 
don’t see Shanti as 
dealing with death 
anyway. I see Shanti as 
dealing with the quality 
of life. 

My experience as a 
volunteer helped me to 
maintain a tremendous 
sense of dignity during 
the time I was a 

hostage. For 17 days I was faced with a 
life-threatening environment. I reached 
for things that were within myself. I 

  

Jack McCarty 
Hostage on TWA Flight 847 
Shanti Emotional Support 

Volunteer 

found that whatever was to happen, it 
was somehow acceptable. 

There’s been so much said about the 
bravery of the hostages. I want to say 
something about the bravery of people 
with AIDS. I thought a lot about my 

Volunteers needed. Call today for more information. 

Shanti friend Scott when I 
was a hostage. I thought 
that by comparison what I 
was going through was 
nothing. He once said that 
he felt that AIDS was all 
worth it because of the 
quality of the people that he 
met around the experience. 
That’s bravery! 

Shanti has helped me 
overcome a lot of fear, to 
address the moment and to 

take some risks for the good of other people. 
It’s far more important to help others than 
to sit and worry. 

ShantiProject 
Affection not Rejection 

558-9644   
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A Proper Defense 

O'Connell is one more signal that justice is possible for gay 
victims of brutal assaults. Although there was some debate 

about the prosecution's approach to the case—some argued that 
first degree murder charges should have been sought—D. A. Bill 
I'azio pursued the case vigorously and won. 

T he conviction of three men from Vallejo in the killing of John 

The defense was, of course, vigorous too. So vigorous that the 
behavior of defense attorneys, led by Public Defender Jeff 
Brown's office, raises serious questions about that office and 
even about the conduct of trials in U.S. courtrooms. 

First, the defense wanted proceedings closed to the press. 
Then, they wanted the trial moved out of San Francisco. Then, 
they polled the city to show how wildly pro-gay the town is. 
Then, they rvoted out any juror who might be gay or sym- 
pathetic to gay victims. 

limits to advocating your client's cause. There are rules for 
courts of law so that disputes can be settled in an orderly 

manner, quickly and fairly. Without those rules, advocacy 
degenerates into hucksterism. Justice is to be served. And justice 
is not measured simply by enterprising lawyers springing their 
clients. 

A merican jurisprudence is an advocacy system but there are 

A jury of one’s peers does not mean a jury that favors the vic- 
tim. But neither does it mean one that favors the accused. 
“Peers” refers to all citizens considered eligible for jury duty. 

Of course, defendants are entitled to a jury free of prejudice 
and defense attorneys must question jurors to determine biases. 
That is part of any jury selection process. But in the O’Con- 
nell case, questions by attorneys were clearly aimed at excluding 
a class of jurors, not just prejudiced individuals. It was assum- 
ed that membership in that class—gay—meant bias. 

Law yers wouldn't dare exclude all blacks or all women in cases 
involving black or female victims. But they still want to argue 
against gays. The reason that the Public Defender feels it is 
proper trial practice to toss gays off juries in such cases has to 
do with institutional homophobia. 

nstitutional homophobia is like institutional racism and sex- 
| ism. The persons invoking the prejudice may not be preju- 

diced themselves. They ’re just following the standard prac- 
tices of the organization. 

Jeff Brown is not personally homophobic. In fact, he has long 
been a friend of the gay community and his office has defend- 
ed gay people as well. But one who indulges in homophobic 
practices can’t expect to be seen as anything other than bigoted 
himself. 

It is time to take the next step in obtaining justice for gay peo- 
ple. We've gotten the courts to treat anti-gay violence seriously. 
We've ended the absurdity of the “homosexual panic” defense 
for attackers. Now, abandon the bigoted charade of excluding 
gay jurors as a class from cases with gay victims. Fairness 
demands it.     

Are We Receptive? 

  

Letter Policy 
* Lam concerned that we not hear more opinions from 
men whose lifesty les are strongly influenced by AIDS. 
Is the gay community creating an environment that is 
conducive and receptive to these lifestyles? 

The majority of men diagnosed with AIDS, par- 
ticularly those experiencing visible K.S. lesions, are will- 
ing to appear in public only infrequently. Those who 
formerly exercised in gyms regularly are unwilling to 
expose themselves to other gay men. Are we unw ittingly 
reinforcing an association of shame with AIDS? 

Many of us have assumed that those men with AIDS 
have formed support groups. It appears that this is not 
the case. Of the 839 men in San Francisco diagnosed 

Every man with AIDS has the right to lead his own 
lifestyle as he wishes, but the gay community has the 
responsibility to provide as many options as possible. 
Unless we get feedback from men with AIDS, we do 
not know if those options are sufficient or adequate to 
specific needs. 

The emphasis on research, cure, and education ex- 
pressed in terms of funding has obscured those aspects 
of AIDS which are personal and nonfinancial. Can we 
handle personally an association with a man covered 
with K.S. lesions? Perhaps we need to experience more 
of these realities in the press. 

Martin F. Stow 

The Bay Area Reporter welcomes 
your letters to the editor. 

Letters must be signed; anony- 
mous letters will not be published. 
Please include your mailing address 
and telephone number so we may 
verify your letter—this information 
will not be published. 

In order to print as many views as 
possible, we ask letter writers to be 
brief. To promote diversity in the 
Open Forum, we favor letters from   with AIDS. only a small percentage are involved in 

group support. Are we encountering some withdrawal writers who do not appear frequent- 
ly, over repeated correspondence 

San Francisco 

  and isolation because of an inadequate or inhospitable 
gay community environment? from a single author.       

  
  

BRIAN JONES 
No Room at the Inn 

have to do. The hardship is worse when the wife is with child, 
and going into labor, and the husband is distraught. 

There are modern-day metaphors, and the most apt 
involves—of all things—a group of people with AIDS-Related 
Conditions. 

S leeping in a barn in Jerusalem is something no one should 

The sharp yuletide nights find people with ARC and their 
supporters sleeping under the ice-blue sky at Civic Center 
Plaza. If you have visited their AIDS V igil at night (those peo- 
ple you see around town wearing green ribbons with a little chain 
are those who have visited the vigil), then you know that sleep- 
ing on the cement at Civic Center is something no one should 
have to do. The hardship is worse because the people with ARC 
are seriously ill. and their friends and family are distraught. 

But the residents of Vigil Village at 50% United Nations 
Plaza do indeed believe that sleeping on the cement is something 
they have to do. They are right. 

spiritual myths. Foremost among the latter is a thing call- 
ed Christmas, which really doesn’t have any historical con- 

nection to Jesus. 

A merica is a land which survives on material goods and 

Christ was born in late April or early May and in fact, early 
popes banned any late-December carryings-on as pagan. 
Which they were, of course. All this madness is really just the 
old Roman Saturnalia, stripped of its sex and revelry (well, offi- 
cially, anyhow), and repainted with the face of the Virgin and 
little fat flying babies. 

But the glow of the yule log (that tradition comes from Nor- 
dic peoples’ celebration of the solstice, and also predates Jesus) 
has warmed even the core of my hard heart. I'm looking at this 
from the other way now and giving Jesus his due. 

Jesus really is one uf the greats of all time. Men can and do 
disagree over whether Jesus was the Christ—the son of God— 
and I take no position on what has, at times, been a very bloody 
and bitter controversy. 11d rather put my energy into reading 
what Jesus had to say, and trying to follow it. The Sermon on 
the Mount is my favorite. Do what Jesus says there, and they'll 
call you a commie. Probably nail you to a cross, too, if that were 
still the custom. 

Digression: Oscar Wilde was, among other things, a scholar 
of the life of Jesus. When he was sent to prison for two years, 
he was told he could read only one book: the Bible. And so Oscar 
ordered the original Greek texts. Christ's words were original- 
Iy recorded in Greek. I didn’t know that until Oscar pointed it 
out. 

did before and have since. But what really pissed off the 
Romans and a lot of others is that Jesus lived that life. There is no sin so deep as falling for your own PR. Nobody has done 

it quite like Jesus and for that, rightly, the man is a hero. 
Central to Jesus’ message was that we must treat our neighbor as ourselves. This has been called the Golden Rule, though Jesus eschewed gold, and said “Do unto others. . .” The guru to the Beatles in 1966 put it as “I am you as you are me,” and that will do nicely too, ’ 

_ The proper Christian standard for judging any nation is how it treats the very least fortunate among its people. 
And so we come back to our own people with ARC, sleeping on the concrete at the old Federal Building. All they want is the care they deserve. They probably won't get it. 
That's the shakes, living here in Christian America. 

J esus illuminated for us a way of life, which many preachers 

      

AIDS on the Ballot 
  

* Sun Franciscans for a Highrise Moratorium wish 
Wo correct your statement in your Dec. 12 section of 
Editorials & Opinions that “Election Action put Prop. 
I" on the (June 1985) ballot.” This statement is incorrect. 

San Franciscans for a Highrise Moratorium initiated. 
drafted, and qualified Prop F. Our group, made up of 
over 100 unpaid volunteers, organized the campaign and 
worked for passage of this measure for six months. 

Election Action. as well as other groups, participated 
in the campaign. In fact, 26 neighborhood organiza- 
tions and community groups endorsed and worked for 
the passage of F. 

Many of our supporters and volunteers have long 
worked for controls on downtown development. Even 
though downtown developers spent approximately 
$350.000 to defeat F, we obtained 41 percent or 41.000 
voles. 

We intend wo continue to build support for meaningful 
grow th control. 

Joel Ventresca, Campaign Coordinator 
Richard Valdez, Endorsement Coordinator 

  

* If the B.A.R. is going 1 oppose the AIDS Research 
Initiative, you should at least get your facts right. Your 
Dec. 12 editorial fails to do this on many counts. 

There is not a shred of truth to your statements that 
our initiative would create “an enormous bureaucracy 
to command all research”. We agree that “central con- 
tol of all efforts” is wrong: that’s why we're not satisfied 
merely to have increased funds for the feds’ Center for 
Disease Control. Our initiative specifies “all view points” 
and is a necessary antidote to the monolithic approach 
of the government. 1 have attached a copy of the in- 
itiative’s text: if you can’t find any passage in it about 
central “command” or “control”, you owe your readers 
a clarification. 

It is true that the initiative is vague in many ways, 
largely the result of our having to write it a full year 
before it would be voted on. But it is not vague about 
who is to do what. It’s whole theme throughout is that 
everybody (not just the government) should join in a 
united effort for AIDS research. It describes a general 
idea for an AIDS Research Council, since the specific 
details would be out of place in a voter initiative. It con- 
cludes by telling city officials to determine whether a 
suitable form of such a council exists; if so, to support 
it, and if not. to support its formation. 

Mobilization has long called for a National Research 
Coordinating Council, which would come very close to 
fitting the sanie need as to research. Elizabeth Taylor 
and others have recently launched the American Foun- 
dation for AIDS Research, which promises to deal with 
the need for fundraising. Our proposal includes both 
these needs, while not trying to spell out every detail. 
If you support such efforts, you should vote Yes; there's 
nothing “vague” about that. 

Stony Gebert, 
AIDS Research Initiative 

  

* 1 feel that your Dec. 12 editorial criticizing the AIDS 
Research Initiative should be reconsidered, both as to 
its facts and as to its spirit. 

As to facts, there is not a word in the initiative that 
could possibly be interpreted as supporting any kind 

of central “command” capable of stifling research. Since 
this seems 0 be your main criticism, you owe us a retrac- 
tion (assuming you can’t back up your interpretation 
with any actual quote from the initiative). 

But even if you still have some criticism of the ac- 
tual wording of the initiative, let me remind you that 
you were consulted repeatedly during its drafting. We 
consulted dozens of groups and individuals, especially 
in the gay community and the medical community, 
making it clear to all that the wording could not be 
changed after signatures were collected. 

Most of those consulted responded promptly with 
their feedback (though we of course couldn't satisfy 
everyone, since people often offered opposite opinions). 
But the B.A.R. never responded in any way. Natural 
ly. we feel that you had your chance to influence the 
wording, and didn't take it, so it seems a bit late now 
Ww suddenly discover that you have something to say 
about it after all. 

I feel you're also off-base in accusing us of “insen- 
sitive meddling”. You didn’t explain what you meant 
by this. Since we include John Lorenzini (president of 
People With AIDS), naturopathic MD Keith Barton 
and other scientists working on AIDS, longtime Shanti 
volunteer Brownie Mary Rathbun, women’s blood drive 
organizer Lenore Chinn, ete., your accusation seems 
to be unjustified. 

1 agree that it would be harmful if the initiative is 
defeated in the June vote. But it seems as if this is ex- 
actly what you're trying to accomplish. with factional 
attacks of unclear motivation. 

This world would be u lot better off with a bit more 
unity and a bit less factionalism. With the death tol 
rising daily, we especially need unity against AIDS. If 
our initiative doesn’t seem perfect in every way, well, 
neither is the B.A. R. Still, wouldn't it be better to be 
allies than enemies? 

Pebbles Trippet. 
Election Action 

  

  

Ed.s Note: My apologies for attributing the defeat 
of Prop. F to Election Action even though it was 
sponsored by San Franciscans for a Highrise 
Moratorium. The point of the editorial, however, 
was that ballot initiatives should be more careful- 
ly presented. 

Any clarification regarding Election Action’s 
proposal should come from them. Vague is hardly 
the word—confused and naive are closer to the 
truth. Urgings for “everybody” to join in are sim- 
ple but don’t carry much weight in political circles 
and government agencies. 

If an enormous bureaucracy is not called for in 
the initiative text, that certainly is what is describ- 
ed in the “AIDS Research and Education Council.” 

B.A.R. was never “consulted repeatedly during 
its drafting”, to my knowledge. Nor does that mat- 
ter. We report the news, we don’t make it. What we 
have reported on this ballot initiative are comments 
by gay community representatives that the move is 
unwise. If it passes, it is meaningless. But it could 
backfire and likely it will fail. 

Pebbles’ off-hand remark about not being perfect 
hardly demonstrates much concern for the very 
serious consequences of the AIDS initiative. 

Ray O'Loughlin 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking 

  
         

    

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health. 

LEARN HOW TO STOP SMOKING! 
For most people, quitting “cold turkey” just 

doesn’t work. Our proven method does! 
NO HYPNOSIS * NO HUMILIATION NO ACUPUNCTURE 

NO SHOCK THERAPY * NO MEDICAL FILMS TO VIEW 

You will stop smoking 5 weeks after joining our 7-week 
program! Calmly—proudly—successfully 
NEW GROUP STARTS EVERY 7 WEEKS = ma FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL | HER ) 

GAY SMOKE-STOPPING GROUPS 
& NON-SMOKING INFORMATION SERVICE FOR GAYS 

PO. BOX 640688, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94164-0688 (415) 776-3739 
* Continuously Facilitating Successful Smoke-Stopping Seminars Since January 1981 # 
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Pass the Pepto 

* This is in response to the editorial by Brian Jones 
about “Kiss of the Spider Woman." I disliked the movie 
not because the character was a nelly faggot, but 
because he was a nelly faggot as interpreted by a straight 
director and scriptwriter. 

Molina is presented as pathetic, self-loathing and a 
woman in a man’s body (welcome to “Boys in the 
Band”). He is also, of course, a coward and a mom- 
ma’s boy. When he talks about ‘‘that thing between my 

legs.” he refers to it as “a mistake. If I could cut it off, 
I would.” Sexually, he “always takes it lying down” from 
(what else) a “real man.” (My dear, I've been fucked 
by enough drag queens to disprove that negative 

    

stereoty pe.) 

When he does do something heroic at the end of the 

movie (straight liberals love to be fair), he is killed and, 
more tellingly, thrown onto a garbage heap. Valentin, 
the straight character, is also killed, but we're shown 
his death in dream images as a romp on a tropical beach 
with his girlfriend. 

Honestly, the whole affair was just too galling for 
words, and how any queen could defend it is beyond 

me. The fact that [director Hector] Babenco has the 
straight character tell the drag queen to “stand tall and 
never be ashamed of who you are” shows how off the 
mark and patronizing the movie is. Drag queens do not 
need to be told by straight men to be brave and stand 
tall. 

They've got high heels for that. 

But I digress, and my point is that none of the above 
“negative stereotypes” are part of Molina’s character 
as written by Manuel Puig in his novel. It’s important 
to remember that Puig (who is gay) has disowned the 
whole mess. Really, Brian, wake up. It's a hateful movie. 

Puke, puke, puke. 

Donald Currie 
San Francisco 

  

Pepto II 

* What can we do about Brian Jones? I thought “But 
You Are, Blanche” was going to be a serious discussion 

of William Hurt’s portrayal of a nelly faggot, but in- 
stead we got the sophomoric ravings of a second-rate 
journalist. He argues that masculine-acting gay men 

are ashamed of being gay and are trying to hide the fact. 
We must all follow Brian's example and swish our way 
up and down Castro Street. 

To substantiate this interesting idea, he offers proof 
which I now quote in its entirety: ‘Puke, puke, puke.” 

Such eloquence! Such elegance! The language of 

Shakespeare has come a long way. 

But let's disregard the obvious bad taste, and let's 

ignore Brian's annoying habit of offering his opinions 
so dogmatically. I am writing to suggest to Brian that 
there is another, equally plausible explanation for his 

effeminate conduct: He is trying to deny his masculin- 
ity by acting like a woman. In any event, it is pure folly 
to criticize a man for acting like a man, and it is vicious 

to criticize a man who is compelled to act like a woman. 
Let's all just relax and enjoy each other exactly as we 
are and ignore Brian Jones, who would remake us in 
his tattered image. 

Robert E. Edwards 
San Francisco 

Intimate Explorations for Men 
is a powerft weekend workshop about loving yourself and 
others. Toge.ner we will explore male sexuality and spirituality 
(there will be some nudity); honesty, clear communication, and 

loving unconditionally; touching, sensuality, erotic massage; 
dealing with fear, anger, loneliness; 
how to get your wants, needs 
and desires met. 

Workshop Dates: 

At Wildwood Resort, 
Russian River 

January 3-5, March 21-23 
July 18-20 

Level II: April 25-27 

Visa/MC accepted 

    
Bay Area Workshops 

February 21-23 April 4-6 
June 20-22 

For More Information 
Contact Floyd Goff (415) 431-3899 

or Greg Smith (415) 552-6181 
or write [.LE.M., 66 Levant St. 

San Francisco, CA 94114 v 

Next Wednesday night drop-in January 8th, 7:30-10:30pm at 66 Levant, 
San Francisco. $15.00 

Christmas Gift Certificates Available! 
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SENSITIVE LEGAL SERVICES 

Barry Schneider ® Family Law 

® Probate and Wills 

LAE et FINO) 1 TT 

® Personal Injury 

ATTORNEY 

400 Montgomery Street 

Suite 1111 

San Francisco 

(415) 781-6500 
® General Civil Matters 

  
SEMI 
SCHMID 
INSURANCE 

SINCE 1970 
130 BUSH STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104 
TELEPHONE (415) 981-3915 

PALM SPRINGS (619) 320-3288 
CALIFORNIA - TOLL FREE (800) 292-9992 
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MEET THAT SPECIAL 
GUY! 5 
the quality service for 

quality men since 1974. 

DISCREET ¢ AGES 20-60 

Relationship Renaissance 

Expensive, Exclusive, 

Effective. 

David the MatchMater 

Los Angeles (213) 854-1800 or 
San Francisco (415) 775-9169   

  

  
  

THE NAKED TRUTH — 
about electrolysis 

Eliminate superfluous hair—anywhere 
on the face or body: shoulders & back, 
penis and scrotum, buttocks, arms/legs, 
chest, abdomen, perineum/rectal areas, 
nape of neck, brows, and beard shaping. 

  

   

Electrolysis is a safe, sterile process 
for permanent hair removal but it does 
take time. Fall & Winter are ideal to 
prepare for next Spring & Summer. Call 
today for a complimentary consultation. 

ACCEPT ONLY THE BEST 

CASTRO VILLAGE 
ELECTROLYSIS 

LARRY 82] - 113 CHUCK 
i X SEEMAN 712A Castro JOHNSON 

S.F 94114 

  

  
  

  

  

  

*‘Getting arrested is a 
traumatic experience. 
You need immediate help 
from an attorney, - to 
protect your rights and 
help you get out of jail. 
I care about my clients.’’ 

Paul W. Comiskey 

Available Day or Night 

415-824-1070 
® Criminal Defense Only 
* Honest 
* Good Rates* 
® 10 Years Experience 

*Initial consultation without charge 

PROTECTION OF RIGHTS 24 HRS A DAY 
1317 18th Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 

  

Attorney at Law   
      

  

   

  

    

AUTO INSURANCE 

RO 
EXPERTS 

CONNETT AGENCIES 
234 VAN NESS - AT GROVE 

a31- 6986 
FAST PHONE QUOTES 
YOUNG DRIVERS 
PROBLEM DRIVING RECORDS 
GREAT MOTORCYCLE RATES 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 

OPEN WEEKDAYS 9-6 AND SATURDAYS 9 - 1 
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The Vigilers Are Courageous 

* | have read with interest Allen White's coverage of 
the ARC/AIDS vigil at UN Plaza, and 1 would like 
to highlight the role that 1. my office and others have 

played in support of the vigilers. 

I have formally endorsed the vigil, and. during my 
keynote address at the Annual Dinner of BAPHR and 
my testimony before Senator Art Torres’ Public Policy 
Committee on AIDS, 1 stressed the need to ensure that 
people with severe ARC receive the same Social Security. 
State Disability. and Medi-Cal benefits as people diag- 
nosed with AIDS and that PWARC's be equally eligi- 
ble to receive experimental treatments. 

Chris Bowman of my staff was instrumental in ob- 
taining the endorsements for the vigil of Concerned 
Republicans for Individual Rights. the Lesbian 
Gay Freedom Day Committee and the Tavern Guild 
of San Francisco. 

W hen inclement weather first threatened the vigil, 

my office worked closely with Rev. Jim Sandmire of 

Golden Gate Metropolitan Community Church and the 
Tavern Guild's thrift shop to obtain blankets, rain gear, 
and winter clothing for the vigilers. 

More recently, we have facilitated the trip to Los 
Angeles where Steven Russell of the vigil will testify 

before Senator Dianne Watson's committee. Richard 
Twinning of Scenic Hyway tours and a member of Con- 
cerned Republicans for Individual Rights donated use 
of one of his buses, and his driver donated half of his 
salary for the trip to L.A. The Tavern Guild. through 

the hard work of Randy Johnson, Mark Friese, Ron 
Ross and others, and the owners of LD. Tiffany's, a 
new women's bar on 29th Street. helped raise the rest 
of the monies to defray the costs. 

Housing and meals for the approximately 30 vigilers 
going to L.A. was arranged thanks to the good work- 

ing relationship between Jose Sarria—Empress 1 de 
San Francisco. the Widow Norton, and Pat Lindoff of 

the U.S. MissionHudson House in Los Angeles. 

I salute the courage and demeanor of the vigilers. 
and the support they have received from all quarters 
of the community and the media, and urge those who 

have not yet stopped by UN Plaza to do so. The vigil 
is making its mark in City Hall. the State Capitol. and 
Washington, D.C. but its efforts must be sustained by 
vour help if its goal are to be reached. 

Milton Marks 
State Senator 

Sacramento 

  

Fodder for Falwell 

* Re: Mike Hippler's column in the December 12 
B.A.R. entitled “AIDS Hysteria: A Clear and Present 

Danger.” It seems to me that some of the hysteria 
emanates from the gay community itself. Since the 
advent of the AIDS crisis, most gay leaders, while clain- 
ing not W want to politicize the.issue. have tried to do 
just that by blaming everyone from President Reagan 
to. as in Mr. Hippler's column, the paranoid straight 
community. 

Trying to assess blame and trying to seek a political 
remedy for that blame will not benefit either the 
victims of AIDS or the gay community. In his column, 
Mr. Hippler attempts to blame and terrorize the straight 
community by writing” that the hysteria will end only 

when AIDS becomes so w idespread in the straight 

community that heterosexuals will be forced to respond 
in a more responsible manner 

This is a stupid and offensive statement. In the first 
place. as one whose family, friends, and co-workers 
belong the straight community, 1 deeply resent Mr. Hip- 

pler’s wish that AIDS spread to that community just 
0 his own hysteria can be justified. 

Secondly. sexual transmission of AIDS in the straight 
community is very limited (158 cases, as opposed to 
10.950 gay). If the straight community had as many 
sexually transmitted cases as the gay community on a 
percentage-of-population basis, there should now be 
about 12.000.,000 straight AIDS cases. 

Mr. Hippler seems to be one of those gays who don't 
want to admit that perhaps there was something in the 
previously-accepted gay lifestyle which might have con- 
tributed to the number of gay cases. Finally, this type 
of statement is political dynamite for those who sup- 
port gavs. Just think how someone like Rev. Jerry 
Falwell could use this statement in the 1986 elections. 

Come on. Mike. don’t be a jerk. 

Rick Prevost 
San Francisco 

  

Why, Ms. Mayor? 

This letter was recently sent to Mayor Feinstein: 

* Since this letter is not in unquestionable support of 
your position, I have doubts you will ever personally 
read it. However, my conscience compels me to write 
you anyway. 

The sense of helplessness which a disease such as 
AIDS creates unfortunately often leads civic leaders to 
take the position that doing something, anything, is bet- 
ter than doing nothing. Your current position on the 
gay bathhouse issue is, in my opinion, an example. 
There is absolutely no evidence to support that the 
environment in which one has sex contributes to the 
spread of AIDS. 

Quite the contrary, an early survey conducted by the 
Center for Disease Control indicated that bathhouse 
patrons had a lower AIDS rate. It is how one has sex, 
not where, that constitutes a risk factor for AIDS. The 
establishments in question are not public institutions. 
No one is forced to go there and their presence does 
not pose a threat to the health of the general public. 

The bathhouses and other establishments provide a 

space in which educational brochures and posters can 
be (and are!) placed in prominent view to assist patrons 
in making informed decisions about their sexual ac- 
tivities. In a free society, which we are supposed to be 
in (remember?), education is the primary tool for all 
leaders. Individuals must be given unbiased and clear 
facts and allowed to make their own decisions. 

As the Musical Director of the Lesbian/Gay Chorus 
of San Francisco, I am aware that the S.F. Communi- 
ty is primarily comprised of intelligent, caring, and 
responsible individuals. The dramatic change in San 
Francisco's VD rates over the last three years clearly 
indicates that gay men here have made appropriate 
changes in face of the AIDS crisis and the construc- 
tive work we are doing within the community to heal 
ourselves is to our credit. We must be allowed to con- 
tinue to deal with this crisis on our terms and in the 
ways in which we understand is best. 

You argue that this is not a civil rights issue. That 
is undoubtedly because you have not grown up with the 
intolerable burden of prejudice as have gay men and 
lesbians. I further question that your stand on this is 
purely from a public health standpoint when you do 
not show a similarly vehement position against the sale 
of cigarettes and alcohol. 

There is unquestionable proof that using these two 
substances can be a threat to one’s individual health. 
Daily. the health of the general public is threatened by 
these substances, including innocent bystanders who 
must breath the air contaminated by smoke and use 
the streets on which drunks drive. 

Millions of dollars more have been spent at San Fran- 
cisco General during your term of office on the effects 
of these two substances than has been spent on AIDS, 
Yet, despite that these proven facts and statistics were 
there the day you took office and continue to mount 
today, you have not ordered the City Attorney's office 
to make it the “highest priority” to close down those 
establishments which spread the diseases caused by 
cigarettes and alcohol. Instead, you have left its con- 
trol in the hands of public health educators, suppor- 
ting the right of the individual in a free society to make 
a choice based on informed consent. 

Why, Mayor, is your position on AIDS and the public 
health so different than your position on cigarettes and 
alcohol? Could it be related to the fact that the former 
deals primarily with a minority that in the larger 
political arena outside of San Francisco is more of a 
liability than an asset to your personal aspirations? If 
you can supply me with a factual and clear justifica- 
tion for the difference on your stands, I will be happy 
to reconsider my assessment of your abilities as a leader. 
If not, 1 will continue to oppose your further political 
aspirations with every bit of energy I have. 

Rodger D. Pettyjohn 
San Francisco 

  

Name Change 

* Whereas “gay” is an all-inclusive, non-gender- 
specific term meaning, among other things. homosexual 
(another all-inclusive. non-gender-specific term—albeit 
wo clinical); and whereas certain small groups within 
that all-inclusive “gay” community insist on having the 
additional. very gender-specific word “lesbian” attached 
to the community's annual fun fest. as a gay man 1 
would like equal additional recognition. 

Therefore, 1 propose that we now call it “The 
Annual San Francisco Bisexual/ Lesbian/Sodomite Gay 
Freedom Day Parade.” 1 realize this is a lot to sew on 
a banner, so perhaps we should drop the word “gay.” 
After all, if vou were a bisexual lesbian sodomite, you 
probably wouldn't be terribly gay: but then, for the past 
three years, neither has this annual political marathon. 

Just one more question. 1 would be curious to know 
if there are any lesbians in the Gay Freedom Day 
Marching Band, or are they all just gay” 

Jim Arnold 
aka La Femene en Rouge 

San Francisco 

    

  

   

  

   

  

  

Gay Games II Are For Everyone 

* San Francisco Arts & Athletics. the sponsors of Gay 
Games 11. would like to thank Patrick Toner and Jerry 
Vallaire of Up Your Alley Productions for making our 
organization one of the beneficiaries of the recent foot- 
ball game between the S.F. Trojans and the S.F. Sheriff's 
Deputies. Their donation of $1,200 to us was a holi- 
day present that we greatly appreciate, and we are 
honored by their contribution. 

We would like also to thank again the hundreds of 
donors, business sponsors, and volunteers who gave so 
much to our efforts over the past year. As we turn our 
calendars to 1980—a year we have long anaited—we 
want to ack now ledge those whose work and generosity 
have brought us this far. : 

Gay Games 11 will take place next August 9—17 in 
San Francisco, and people and onganizations all around 
the world are currently working to come here for the 
event. We now expect to host 5.000 women and men 
as participants and many thousands more as spectators. 
Also, in addition to our 18 sporting events, there will 
be an abundance of cultural programs, including, 
among others, the participation of the Lesbian/Gay 
Bands of American in our opening/closing ceremonies 
at Kezar Stadium. 

Simply put, the Games are for everyone. We invite 
your participation in putting on this great international 
festival next August. By opening our city and our homes 
to our visitors, we will bring together a global gay com- 
munity with the local one, and we will all get a chance 
to see how beautiful we really are. 

Shawn P. Kelly 
Executive Director 

Gay Games [1 
San Francisco   
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ON THE OFF BEAT 

Looking Out for Ourselves: AIDS Support Groups 

  

    

  

   

  

  

    

        

   

  

   

  

Day Parade last June, I was 
struck by the number and 

variety of AIDS organizations 
marching that day. After one 
group passed, then another and 
another, I turned to the friend 
who was with me and said, “The 
parade used to be political. This 
vear it’s medical as well.” 

A tthe Lesbian/Gay Freedom 

“Who are all these people?” 
my friend asked. “What's the 
connection between these 
groups? I hear about them all the 
time, but I haven't the foggiest 
idea what it is, exactly, that they 
do.” 

I would like to have given my 
friend some answer, but 1 
couldn't, for at the time I didn’t 
know much about the AIDS sup- 
port groups either. I resolved, 
therefore, to research the matter. 
A few months later, I mailed 
questionnaires to the 14 organi- 
zations in San Francisco, plus the 
one in the East Bay, that are at- 
tempting to do something about 
the AIDS situation. 

Twelve responded, and as my 
Christmas gift to the communi- 
ty, I'd like to share that informa- 
tion with you. 

Granted, this isn’t the most ex- 
citing article I've ever written, 
but it may prove one of the most 
useful. Clip it out and file it away 
in a drawer somewhere—you 
never know when you might need 
it. 

But before you do, linger a mo- 
ment over the telephone numbers 
listed in the sections entitled 
Volunteer Contact. If you choose, 
you can give your own gift to the 
community this year. And that is 
   

infinitely more valuable than 
mine—your help. 

AIDS HEALTH PROJECT 

The AIDS Health Project was 
founded in March 1984 by a 
group of gay mental health pro- 
fessionals with funding from the 
San Francisco Department of 
Public Health. (The organiza- 
tion also accepts private 
donations.) 

It is sponsored by the Univer- 
sity of California at San Fran- 
cisco, and its purpose is health 
promotion and AIDS preven- 
tion. It organizes professionally- 
led groups which support the in- 
dividual in making healthful 
behavior changes and in reduc- 
ing his or her risk for AIDS. 

Current groups focus on stress 
management, hot and healthy 
sex, drug/alcohol reduction, and 
ways to stay healthy. Groups are 
offered to the worried well, peo- 
ple with AIDS and AIDS-Relat- 
ed Conditions, and substance 
abusers. Training is provided for 
AIDS service providers. 

Volunteer contact: Tim Sally 
at 626-0037. People with AIDS 
call: Judy Macks or Calu Lester, 
821-8830, for more information. 

INTERFAITH NETWORK 

Noresponse. Call 928-HOPE 
for information. 

BALIF 

Bay Area Lawyers for In- 
dividual Freedom (BALIF), 
which was founded in 1980, is a 
400-member gay/lesbian attor- 
neys group. Of its many commit- 

SWEET LIPS SEZ . . . 

Happy New Year 

   

  

ere’s wishing you all a very 
Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year, and may 

it be prosperous. 

Curtis Pierce has left Sutter's 
Mill and now can be found work- 
ing as a salesperson at the very 
popular Obelisk Shop on Castro 
Street. 

Have you visited Googie’s new 
cocktail lounge area designed by 
the one and only Bella of Castro 
Country Florists? You did a great 
job Bella, and it is nice to have 
Frank Banks on the keyboard 
Sundays from 51ill 9, so come on 
down and enjoy. Incidentally, 
Googie's is having a gala New 
Year's Eve celebration, so come 
join in the fun. 

They had a new and very 
promising marriage at the very 
popular Ginger’s on Eddy Street 
theother day, and it was consum- 
mated. Good luck to Jimmie Sue 
and Patricia, right T.C.? 

The great Cable Car Awards 
are coming Saturday the 15th of 
February, and they will be held at 
Fashion Hall, Pacific Center, at 
22 Fourth Street at Market. You 
better get your tables early 
because this event usually is com- 
pletely sold out and is one of the 
best events in the city. Contact 
Bob Cramer at 421-3051. 

The New Bell's Christmas tree 
was, as usual, spectacular, but 
then Boo and Roy have been do- 
ing it for years and years now. 
Thank you Wayne Friday and 
John for the ride to and from the 

DICK WALTERS 

Bay Area Reporter's Christmas 
party at Bob Ross’ and Dick 
Rubin's home last Thursday. 
What a nice time was had by all, 
and of course Mark Friese and 
yours truly got a lot of dirt, 
especially that Mr. Marcus 
wants to run for Empress as 
Marcella. Good luck dearie. 

Just had a call from Steve Suss 
of the Embers/Avenue in Port- 
land, and he wants to wish one 
and all a Happy Holiday from he 
and the staff, especially Jeanne 
and Lucy. The same to you guys 
and to Darcelle X V's staff. 

The White Swallow on Polk 
Street is planning a gala New 
Year's Eve party, and knowing 
Russ and Jim they will go all out 
to make sure it is very festive, 
right Gary McGowan? 

In July the Cable Car Awards 
Committee will be doing a ‘‘big- 
gie”’ with the opening of Cats at 
the Golden Gate Theatre, and 1 
for one am looking forward to 
this event. Thank you Jack 
Molinari, our President of the 
Board of Supervisors, for joining 
us Thursday evening, and did 
you get new dice cups for a 
Christmas present? 

In closing I would like to say 
goodbye to a friend of many, 
many years who we lost two 
weeks ago, Paul (Peggy) Pager, 
who worked at the St. Francis 
Hotel for many years and who I 
have known since the late 40s. 
Bye honey. wn 

Sweet Lips 

tees, three are actively involved in 
AIDS-related work. 

The AIDS Referral Panel 
(Gary Wood: 982-9211) provides 
free legal services, such as 
preparing wills and powers of at- 
torney, for people with AIDS. 
More than 75 local attorneys are 
members of this panel. 

The Amicus Committee (Paul 
Wotman: 552-5000) is looking 
into cases of discrimination 
against people with AIDS (or 
those thought to have AIDS). It 
is also looking into the constitu- 
tionality of the military's use of 
HTLV-3 testing. 

The Legislative Committee 
(Anne Jennings: 557-0818) is 
presently studying AIDS-related 
legislation. 

BAPHR 

Bay Area Physicians for 
Human Rights (BAPHR) was 
founded in the mid-1970s by a 
group of physicians concerned 
about gay and lesbian health. It 
is funded by membership dues, 
private donations and bequests. 
As far as AIDS is concerned, the 
group does several things. It 
distributes AIDS information 
through pamphlets and newslet- 
ters, it publishes AIDS statistics, 
and it works with the San Fran- 
cisco AIDS Foundation in pro- 
viding educational materials and 
programs. BAPHR also provides 
a referral service for persons 
seeking a physician who is sen- 
sitive to gay and lesbian con- 
cerns. Call them at 673-3189. 
Volunteer contact: Douglas 
Carner, 558-9353. 

HOSPICE OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 

In 1984, Hospice of San Fran- 
cisco started an AIDS Home 
Care and Hospice Program in 
order to provide skilled care and 
compassionate support services 
in the home for people with 
AIDS in San Francisco. This 
program uses the humane ap- 
proach of Hospice and a multi- 
disciplinary team of nurses, 
social workers, attendants, and 
trained volunteers under the 
direction of the patient's primary 
physician to offer the fullest 
measure possible of comfort, in- 
dependence, and dignity in the 
face of an AIDS illness. 

The program is funded by a 
grant from San Francisco's 
Department of Public Health, 
by third party reimbursements, 
and by community donations. 
The present director is Jeannee 
Parker-Martin. She may be 
reached at 285-5619 for further 
information. 

Volunteer contact: Jim Bell, 
volunteer coordinator, 285-5619. 

MOBILIZATION AGAINST 
AIDS 

No response. Their number is 
431-4660). 

OPERATION CONCERN 

Operation Concern is a mental 
health agency for lesbians, gay 
men, and their families. It was 
founded in 1979 and is funded by 
program fees, City of San Fran- 
cisco contracts, money from the 
United Way, and private and 
foundation grants. Its director is 

MIKE HIPPLER 

Carol Migden. 

Primarily, the organization of- 
fers individual and group psy- 
chotherapy, family therapy, and 
counseling. It recently received 
Department of Public Health 
funds for a special project to pro- 
vide support for persons with 
AIDS and for gay men who, 
while not physically afflicted, are 
emotionally distressed by the 
epidemic. Call Lupe Rosenbaum 
at 620-7000 for further 
information. 

Next week: Pacific Center 
AIDS Project, People With 
AIDS, San Francisco AIDS 
Foundation, San Francisco 
AIDS Fund, Shanti Project, 
Stop AIDS Project, Tavern 
Guild Godfather Fund, and 
Women's AIDS Network. BR 

  

  

Lions Winners 
The Castro Lions were busy 

saying thank you on Castro 
Street last Friday. Three all- 
expenses-paid trips to Puerto 
Vallarta and three dinners for two 
at Leticia’s were given away. Win- 
ners were determined by random 
drawings at Leticia’s, La Posada 
and the Lineup. 

At Leticia’s, Jeff MacCloskey 

won one of the Puerto Vallarta 
trips, and Gary Lehner won a 
dinner. At La Posada, Brian 
DelCore won the other Puerto 
Vallarta trip, and Sam Mac- 
Cracken walked away with a 
dinner for two. “Janie” was the 
winner of the Puerto Vallarta trip 
at the Lineup, while Michael 
Troll won a dinner for two. W       

  

other people. 

can be without them. 

  

Many people who are dependent on drugs such 
as cocaine, alcohol or marijuana really believe 

that they need these drugs to key themselves up 

for work or to be able to relax or have fun with 

It’s only when they have stopped using or 

drinking that they discover how wonderful life 

Pacific Presbyterian Recovery Center: 
the first step to recovery. 
Pacific Presbyterian Recovery Center has 

successfully helped people overcome drug and 
alcohol problems for years. The professionals 

there will tailor a recovery plan to fit your own 
unique needs from a variety of programs: 

® An inpatient program for patients who need 
full time support and care. 

“I really thought I needed drugs and alcohol. 
But without them, everything’s better.” 

= A daypatient program that offers the same 

care as the inpatient program but allows 

the patient to return home at night. 

® An outpatient program for people who have 

been treated previously or who are in the 

early stages of chemical dependency. 

= Aftercare: A continuing relationship that 

every recovering patient needs. 

Pacific Presbyterian also offers a free 

educational series to help you understand more \ 

about chemical dependency. \ 

If you are concerned and don’t know 
what to do, call (415) 921-7777. 

Someone is there to help or answer questions 24 
hours a day. Without obligation. 

Pacific Presbyterian 
Recovery Center 
at Garden Sullivan Hospital 
2750 Geary Boulevard 
San Francisco, CA 94118 
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Richard Barrera 
General, Cosmetic Dentistry 

Personal Care 

Nitrous Oxide 

Saturday Hours 

490 Post Street, Suite 520 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 986-4534 

          

     

    

Attorney 

Reasonable Fees 
Evening & 
Weekend 
Appointments 

David R. Gellman 
(415) 621-2966 

* Contracts & Leases 

* Estate Planning & Wills 

  

   
   

   
  

* Real Estate 

* Business Law & Litigation 

dentist 

    
SOME THINGS ARE NICER 

WITHOUT HAIR 

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 

from around your ears, 
from your shoulders, 

back, chest, stomach, 
or anywhere else on your 

face or body, permanently. 

(body shaving also available) 

    
Peter D. Brown, R.E. 

oD 346-5852 

  

    

     
    

    

    

45 Franklin St. 
San Francisco, Ca. 
94102 

    

   

Call now to find out about 

removing unwanted hair 

    

    

  

     

  

=u 

  

HAROLD Q. DILLEHUNT, Ph.D.. 
Licensed Clinical Psychologist 
(P.L. 4127 — Over 15 year experience) 

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 

621-7799 
AIDS/ARC e Substance Abuse Adult Children of Alcoholics 

  

  

Sanchez at Market 
226 Sanchez Street 
San Francisco 94114 

  

  

(| (415)626-6245 
24-Hour Access 
Int'l Magazines & Newspapers 
UPS 

o INT'L MAIL FORWARDING ’   
THREE MONTHS FREE WITH ONE YEAR RENTAL —— ——————— — 

ART YOUR [=X 
= NEW YEAR \°7 

with high performance 
options from STEREO + PLUS 

“GST 

DYNAVECTOR 10x4 
CARTRIDGE 

All the benefits and excite 
ment of a moving coil 

performance with none of the 
hassels. Silver wires and 
diamond stylus. High quality 
for super high performance. 

$159 

        

   

  

   
   

  

CUSTOM WOODWORK 
AND DESIGN FURNITURE 

All handcrafted in selected 
Oak or Walnut hardwoods 
with handrubbed oil finishes. 
With the addition of bronze 
tempered glass doors or solid 

wood doors, featherlight 
hinged lids, adjustable shelves, 

contoured wood handles and 
high quality hardware, you 

can create the dramatic 
format you need to protect 

and display your system 

from $210 
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HIGH NOTE _- 
dbx-lbx-series 3 
DYNAMIC RANGE 

EXPANDER 

Affordably priced. Yet up to 
50% more dynamic range 

from any music source. Plus 

Impact restoration Now 
everyone can enjoy a new, 

fuller, more realistic sound a 2dD 

OCTAVE 
EQUALIZER 

Like getting a new record 
collection. Paired sliders for 
easy control with a full 
12dB boost and cut across 
all ten octave frequency 
bands. The Octave improves 
your system without adding 
noise. A quality circut design 
in an affordable package   $149 

Ask about our Special Benefit Package. FREE 
BE , ===   

    

   

  

2201 MARKET ST « SAN FRANCISCO * CA M114 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK: M-F 11am 7pm, Sat. 11am-6pm, Su: 

DECEMBER 26, 1985 

PARSEC 7403 11 

FM ANTENNA 
Technologically the most 
advanced omnidirectional FM 
antenna PARSEC 7403 
eliminates automatically 
multipath interference, 

increases the number of 
available FM stations with 
improved audible reception 

$75 

DENON 
CASSETTE DECK 

Silent mechanism quarantees 

smooth and quiet operation 

* Digital Source 
compatibility 

* Dolby" BaC 
* Bias Fine Adjustment 
* Integrated Meter Display 
* Convenient Program Music 
Search System 

The result of all these 
design improvements is 

extremely accurate operation 

for superior music fidelity 

$250   

  

PARKING at the store. 

5/861-1044 
n. Noon-4pm 
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POLITICS AND POKER 

  

Polling the Times 

      
  

: - 

| n case you think homophobia 

    is no longer alive and well in 
America, that the American 

populace has at long last “ac- 
cepted” homosexuality, take a 
good look at a poll released by the 
influential Los Angeles Times 
that deals almost exclusively with 
gays and the AIDS epidemic. 
The survey of 2,308 people ask- 
ed a number of questions dealing 
with proposals, both serious and 
extreme, concerning the AIDS 
crisis. 

The poll found out that though 
there is more sympathy now than 
ever before, the overall disap- 
proval of homosexuality by 
Americans has not eased. When 
asked directly about sexual rela- 
tions between members of the 
same sex, an overwhelming 73 
percent of those asked said they 
disapproved while only 21 per- 
cent said such activity is OK. 
The responses are about the 
same as in 1973 when the Times 
did a similar poll. 

As to the AIDS epidemic, an 
alarming 51 percent of those ask- 
ed said they favor quarantining 
people with AIDS, 77 percent 
would support making it a crime 
for gays and others in ‘“‘high- 
risk” groups to donate blood, 47 
percent favor withholding federal 
funds from cities that allow gay 
bathhouses to remain open, 45 
percent favor testing of job ap- 
plicants for AIDS antibodies, 42 
percent would support laws clos- 
ing all gay bars, and 15 percent 
even support tattooing people 
diagnosed with AIDS. 

Even though a majority of 
Americans still think that 
homosexuality is wrong, a higher 
degree of sympathy for the prob- 
lems of gays has developed. 
W hen the Times asked two years 
ago. only 30 percent of the public 
said they were sympathetic to the 
gay community. That figure has 
now risen to 41 percent. A larger 
number of the “straight” public 
says they would now back up 
their feelings by hiring gays and 
socializing comfortably with 
them. 

On gays in American politics. 
only 7 percent said they believe 
gays have too little political 
power, while 34 percent believe 
gays have too much power. 
Another 39 percent said they 
believe the political powers of 
gays and lesbians is about right. 
Democrats were credited by 33 
percent as being the best political 
party to deal with the AIDS epi- 
demic, and 25 percernt felt the 
Republicans could best handle 
it. 

istrict Attorney Arlo Smith 
sent out a press release last 
week praising those in his 

office who helped bring about 
the second degree murder convic- 
tions of the three from Vallejo in 
the Polk Street killing. Smith 
pointed out the work that gay in- 
vestigator Ron Huberman put 
into the case. 

If. as she is expected to do, 
Rep. Bobbi Fiedler joins the 
GOP frey for the U.S. Senate 
nomination, former Rep. Barry 
Goldwater, Jr. will announce for 
her 21st congressional seat. a job 
he once held. 

One of the most interesting 
items in national news has N.Y. 
Congressman Jack Kemp, a 
potential candidate for the ‘88 
presidential nomination, going 
to unusual lengths to assure his 
conservative constituency that he 
is not gay. Kemp gave an inter- 
view to Newsweek disclaiming 
any gay connections, a rumor 
that has persisted in Washington 
for years. Kemp claims the 

rumor got started when he was an 
aide to then Gov. Ronald 
Reagan. 

Writing a political column for 
so many vears has brought me in 
contact with many people whom 
1 have grown to like. Some you 
become friends with, some you 
don’t. Let me take this oppor- 
tunity to wish the best of the holi- 
day season and a healthy, happy 
New Year to some really fine peo- 
ple, both in and out of the 
political world: 

ianne Feinstein and Dick 
D Blum, Jack and Louise 

Molinari; John Robertson; 
Mick Ridolfi; Steve Klein; Mike 
Hennessey; Dennis Collins; 
Harry Britt; Bill Kraus; Ron 
Huberman; Louise and Paul 
Renne; Hadley and Susie Roff; 

Tom Horn; Gordon Armstrong; 
Jeff Brown; Dick and Elizabeth 
Hongisto; Sam and Betty Duc- 
ca; Jane McKask le Murphy; Ace 
Smith; Gwenn Craig; Mike 
Housh and Rick Pacurar; Arlo 
and Helen Smith; Larry Ep- 
pinette; Don Rogers and the 
gang at Gingers; Jack Davis; 
Allen White; Russ and Totie; 
Hector, Gardner and Ed; Carol- 
ene and Milton Marks; Paul 
Wotman; Tim Wolfred; Carol 
Ruth Silver; Dana van Gorder; 

WAYNE FRIDAY 

Randy Alfred; Dick Pabich: 

Randy Shilts; Jim Rivaldo: 
Chris Bowman; Tom Perret: 
Duke Armstrong; Ray Benson: 
Bob Dockendorf; Bob Ross: 
Bob Cramer; Anthony Garrett: 
Carole Klinger; Neil and Susan 
Eisenberg; Herb Caen; Jim 
Bonko; Mark Friese; Joe 
Roland; Roger Hall; Bill Maher: 
John Barber; Doris Ward; John- 
nie Ray; Sylvie Jacobsen; Russ 

Alley; Uncle Donald Williams; 
Randy Johnson; Mel and Lia 
Belli; Dave Wharton; Jesse 
Hamlin; Connie O'Connor: 
Gerry Parker; Carolyn Reilly; 
Ron Smith; Larry Bush; John 
Laird; Pat Norman; Wayne 
Moore; John van Heusden: 
Laura Talmus; Ken Kelley; Ted 
Hirshfield; Walter Caplan; Boo, 
Roy, Teddy, and the gang at the 
New Bell Saloon; Gina Mos- 
cone; my friends at Big Mama's 
in Hayward; Russ Glen, Jim 
Anderson and the many fine peo- 
ple at the White Swallow; Bar- 
bara Boxer, Paul Boneberg; 
Steve (Carrottop) Cox; Reba; Jo 
Daly; June and George Banda; 
Herb Donaldson; Perry Watson; 
Mary Callanan; Mary Morgan 
and Linda Post. To those of you 
I have remembered here, and to 
the many more that I haven't, a 
happy, healthy New Year. WH 

  

HRCF to Merge 
With Gay Lobby 
Expanded Organization to Keep HRCF Name; 
Move Combines Gay PAC with Lobbying 

: The Human Rights Campaign Fund and the Gay Rights National Lobby (GRNL) announced Dec. 5 that they are con- solidating resources and “joining forces.” 
“AIDS funding, civil rights for persons with AIDS, persons exposed to the AIDS virus, and persons at risk of contracting AIDS, as well as the ongoing battle for the civil rights of all lesbian and gay citizens give us a very full, very challenging political agenda,” said Vic Basile, executive director of what will continue to be called the Human Rights Campaign Fund. **I am more confident than ever that this newly-strengthened organization will be able to meet those challenges,” he said. 
The Campaign Fund, which 

for the past five years, has been 
a national political action com- 
mittee reporesenting the interests 
of gay and lesbian community, 
and GRNL, the ten-year-old 
lobbying and education group, 
were described as “two sides of 
the same coin” by GRNL ex- 
ecutive director, Nancy Roth. 

: “The goal of both organiza- 
tions is to encourage members of 
Congress to support our issues,” 
Roth said. “The Campaign 
Fund does this through cam- 
paign contributions, GRNL 
through lobbying. It makes 
sense for these complimentary 
efforts to share the same roof.” 

The consolidation comes at 
the start of the 1986 election 
year, during which AIDS, 
sodomy laws, and lesbian and 
gay civil rights issues are ex- 
pected to become subjects for 
heated debate. 

"By combining their re- 
sources, the newly-expanded 
Human Rights Campaign Fund 
will be stronger and better able to speak out on behalf of Amer- 
ica’s 23 million gay and lesbian citizens,” said Deacon Mac- 
cubbin, co-chair of GRNL, at the press conference on Capitol 
Hill announcing the consolida- 
tion. 

Both organizations have 
always shared common objec- 
tives. Today it makes sense for 

their activities to take place in 
unison,” Maccubbin said. 
“Financially, politically and 
philosophically, this new, com- 
bined organization represents 
another milestone in the gay 
community’s coming of age.” 

Also attending the announce- 
ment press conference were 
Representativews Bill Green (R- 
NY) and Ted Weiss (D-NY), 
both long-time supporters of the 
two organizations. 

“Both of these fine organiza- 
tions have been leaders in the call 
for reasonable, decisive, con- 
structive responses to the AIDS 
epidemic long before some of my 
colleagues even realized that 
there was an AIDS epidemic,” 
said Green, adding *“Their con- 
solidation today puts them in an 
even stronger position to con- 
tinue that work.” 

Weiss joined Green in endors- 
ing the action. “One reason why 
Bill Green and I are here today 
is to stand alongside these 
dedicated men and women to tell 
them and to tell you that they are 
not fighting this battle alone, 
and that they can count on our 
support and the support of many 
of our colleagues in the House 
and Senate as we continue to 
fight for the principles of human 
and civil rights for all Ameri- 
cans,” said Weiss. 

—From a press release from the 
Human Rights Campaign Fund. 

NATIONAL/WORLD NEWS   

  

  

BBC Staffers Force 
Lesbian from Closet, 
Draw Court's Ire 

LONDON—A British citizen 
living in the United States charg- 
ed that two reporters for the 
British Broadcasting Corpora- 
tion tried to intimidate her into 
confessing that she gave false 
evidence which sent a man to 
prison. Anne Fitzpatrick, an 
Englishwoman who lives in 
Laguna Beach, CA, said that 
BBC reporters Martin Young 
and Peter Hill threatened to ex- 
pose her as gay unless she 
recanted her testimony that An- 
thony Mycock robbed her when 
she was living in the Northern 
England city of Manchester. 

Fitzpatrick appeared on the 
BBC's “Rough Justice” program 
and told Young and Hill that the 
robbery had been a figment of 
her imagination. However, she 
told Crown attorney John Rogers 
that Hill and Young visited her in 
Laguna Hills and told her there 
had been no robbery and that 
“We will hear no other story.” 

Young replied. “1 disagree 
vehemently with that.” 

Fitzpatrick said Hill told her 
that he and Young had dined 
with the county sheriff. They 
said if she did not consent to the 
interview, they would arrange to 
have her deported. 

“We knew what they were 
directing at,” said Fitzpatrick, 
“They were going to say Sue 
(Fitzpatrick’s roommate, Sue 
Rourke) and myself were gay. 1 
am not disputing that. They were 
going to publish it in the local 
news.” 

She added that she presumed 
that her boss would be informed 
at that point. She said that 
Rourke told her, “Do the film 
and say there was no robbery.” 

Fitzpatrick said she told 
Rourke, “It (the robbery) hap- 
pened.” 

Fitzpatrick told Rogers, “I 
would have done anything to get 
rid of Martin Young and Peter 
Hill.” 

—Update of Southern 
California 

Jersey Solon Wants 

Names, Addresses, Etc. 
5 

NEWARK, N.J.—New Jer- 
sey civil libertarians are up in 
arms over a proposed bill which 
would regulate adult bookstores. 

The legislation, sponsored by 
Assemblyman Thomas Paterniti 
(D-Middlesex), would require all 
adult bookstores to keep a list of 
the names, addresses and Social 
Security numbers of patrons. 
The proposed law would require 
that this list be made available to 
the State Department of Health 
(SDH) for one year. Owners of 
the stores would be liable to 
customers or third parties who 
get AIDS or other sexually 
transmitted diseases if the 
disease was contracted as a result 
of being in the store. 

The stores, which would have 
to be licensed by the SDH, would 
be eligible for fines up to $7,500 
or 18 months in jail for further 
offenses. 

Paterniti said this bill is 
necessary because of rampant 
sex in stores which have cubicles 
or booths. He referred to these 
stores as having “illicit sexual ac- 
tivity”’ because police officials 
found semen on the walls and 
floors. 

“This bill is not directed at the 
books and periodicals,” said 
Paterniti. “If it was, that would 
violate First Amendment rights. 
My bill would be directed at the 
10th Amendment, where we pro- 
tect the health and safety of in- 
dividuals.” 

WILL SNYDER 

The 10th Amendment actual- 
ly reads, “The powers not 
delegated to the United States by 
the Constitution, nor prohibited 
by it to the States, are reserved to 
the States respectively, or to the 
people.” 

Ken Black, the coordinator of 
the AIDS Project at the State 
Department of Health, said the 
department doesn’t feel “semen 
on the floor and walls constitutes 
a public health hazard as far as 
AIDS is concerned. The virus is 
very fragile. It is very doubtful it 
would live for a very long time in 
a dried state.” 

—The New York Native 

Health Domo Wants 

Names of AIDS 

Victims, Partners 

WASHINGTON—The head 
of an organization which 
represents state health depart- 
ments throughout the nation urg- 
ed states to pass laws which 
would demand the confidential 
records of people who test 
positive for AIDS. George 
Degnon. executive director of the 
Association of State and Ter- 
ritorial Health Officers, also said 
that the state health departments 
should locate the sexual partners 
of those who test positive. 

Degnon, who addressed the 
National Conference of State 
Legislators, said local health 
departments and state health 
agencies have developed an ‘“‘ex- 
cellent record” of confidentiali- 
ty for their venereal disease 
testing and treatment programs. 
He added that the same con- 
fidentiality would be adhered to 
for AIDS antibody testing and 
record-keeping. 

Gay rights organizations were 
keen to criticize Degnon for his 
remarks. Such requirements will 
“guarantee that those in high risk 
groups will shy away from taking 
the test,” said Jeff Levi, director 
of governmental and political af- 
fairs for the National Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force. 

—The Washington Blade 

  

Tim Mains 

Mains’ Opponent 
Protests Election 
ROCHESTER, N.Y.—A Re- 

publican black woman who lost 
a city council election by 14 votes 
here continues to rage, claiming 
that some unopened ballots hold 
the key to her chances of defeat- 
ing Tim Mains. 

Beverly Jackson lost out in a 
Dec. 9 New York State Supreme 
Court decision which ruled that 
the city of Rochester did not have 
to open 34 contested ballots 
Jackson believes would give her 
the lead. Ed Maisch, a Rochester 
Republican Party staff member, 
said that Jackson feels that a 
disproportionate number of votes 

  

Writer Russo Leads 800 
In Denunciation of Post 
NEW YORK—Gay writer 

and activist Vito Russo led an 
estimated crowd of 800 people in 
denouncing The New York Post 
for alleged homophobic articles 
and headlines. Russo assured the 
crowd that they would make the 
Post uncomfortable and ** We're 
not going to stop until those doors 
behind me are closed.” 

The crowd was incensed 
because of the Post's coverage of 
the AIDS epidemic. Writer Dar- 
rell Yates Rist told the crowd that 
the Post had printed over 20 
editorials and opinion pieces 
against gay men and lesbians in 
the last two months. He called for 
the Post to fire columnists Nor- 
man Podhoretz, Beth Fallon, 
Ray Kerrison. Dorothy Rabino- 
witz and Richard Esposito, who 
recently wrote a highly criticized 
investigative piece on bath- 
houses. 

The rally was sponsored by the 
Gay and Lesbian Anti-Defama- 
tion League. The League said it 
had learned a boycott of Post 
advertisers would be illegal, but 
that didn’t stop Russo. 

“How would Macy's and 
Alexander's and Bloomingdale's 
like to have a thousand lesbians 
and gay men, some of whom are 
AIDS patients, handing out 
leaflets outside their stores dur- 
ing the Christmas rush?" asked 
Russo. The crowd booed each 
Post advertiser that Russo nam- 
ed, with Macy's, Chase Manhat- 
tan Bank, and the musical. La 
Cage Aux Folles receiving the 
loudest shouts of disapproval. 

The League formally demand- 
ed the paper apologize in the 
newspaper for defaming the gay 
community and stop printing 
prejudiced headlines and anti- 
gay editorials and columns. The 

  

Vito Russo 

(Photo: Rink) 

  

‘ost, which was founded by 
Alexander Hamilton, picked up 
big blocks of circulation w hen it 
challenged the traditionally- 
conservative New York Daily 
News for the city 's conservative, 
blue-collar readership. The Post 
is owned by Rupert Murdoch, 
who also owns several news- 
papers as well as Twentieth 
Century-Fox Film Corporation. 

—The New York Natipe 
  

by her black supporters may be 
included in the unopened ballots. 
Maisch added that a computer 
data base operated by the elec- 
tions board appears to have lost 
registration information on a 

number of city voters before last 
November's election. 

The Supreme Court ruled that 
Jackson could not provide evi- 
dence that the election board 
wrongfully refused to count the 
ballots. She appealed the deci- 
sion to a state appeals court. 

—The Washington Blade 

Wisconsin Protects 
Employees From 
Badgering Bosses 
MADISON, WI—The State 

of Wisconsin moved to protect 

people whose blood tests show 
they have HTLV-3, the virus 
believed to cause AIDS. Go. 
Tony Earl signed the bill into law 
with very little opposition. 1t for- 
bids any employers from requir- 
ing an employee to take the test 
or to fire an employee with a 
positive test result. 

The law also requires health 
care providers, blood banks and 
plasma centers to report confirm- 
ed positive results to the state 
epidemiologist, but it maintains 
anonymous, nonreportable test- 
ing at 30 sites throughout the 
state. The most controversial 
aspect of the law is the provision 
that allows the state epidemio- 
logist and the commissioner of 
insurance to permit insurance 
companies to use “any test or 
series of tests” that the two of- 
ficials determine is “medically 

significant and sufficiently 
reliable.” 

Wisconsin insurance com- 
panies had lobbied for access to 
the results of the blood tests 
During a hearing on the bill, Dr. 
Robert K. Gleeson of Northwest- 

ern Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
argued that without access, in- 
surance companies would be 
stopped from taking what he 
referred to as “a vital first step” 
in finding out whether an appli- 
cant is a carrier of the AIDS 
virus. 

Wisconsin joined Colorado as 
the only states which require 
reporting positive results of the 
HTLV-3 test. 

—The Windy City Times 
of Chicago 

  

* 3 Blocks from Financial 
District 

* Restaurant, Pharmacy 
Grocery . .. 
at your front door 

* Secure Parking 
Available 

LIVE DOWNTOWN 
NEW 

Studio, 1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments, Townhomes 

NOW AVAILABLE 
FROM $695 

up to $200 PER MONTH Discount 

on selected units 

Immediate Occupancy 

with Pool 

Provided 

* Exercise Facilities 

NO EXTRA CHARGE 
* Satellite TV w/HBO 

* Security System 

  

  

  

      Open daily 9-6 > Sat. & Sun. 10-5 

PLACE 
3rd & Folsom « 777-1512 
Open Occupancy Development   
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TURN YOUR INCOME PROPERTIES OVER $$ AND INCREASE MONTHLY REVENUE $$ 
— WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW — 

NOT JUST A FACE LIFT 
BUT A COMPLETE RENOVATION 
OF YOUR VACATED PROPERTY 

IN A VERY SHORT TIME... 

1985 
(Continued from page 1) 

strated that we are fighting back 
and coming back. Gay-bashing 
was big in 1985—but so were the 
jail terms of three Vallejo men 
and two cops. They 're doing time 
for bashing gays. 

Items Include 

KITCHENS « CABINETRY « WINDOWS 
BATHROOMS « TILE « CUSTOM PAINT 
LIGHTING « DECKS + COVERINGS 
CLOSETS + PATIO DOORS « MASONRY 

Discrimination against gays 
increased, stoked by AIDS fear. 
But the city and state got tougher 
with bigots. By year'send, it was 

Services Include clear that we had more tools— 
* REALISTIC COMPLETION DATES and more effective tools—to en- 
* COMPLETE AND FINISHED TO MOVE IN force fairness toward our people, 
* TO ARCHITECTURAL GRADE under the law. 

* COLOR CONSULTATION Houston crushed a gay rights 
* CUSTOM DETAIL bill, but turned the *‘Straight 
* QUALITY WORKMANSHIP Slate” out on its ear. Jerry Falwell 
* made a fool of himself—and was 

ordered to pay a $5,000 court 
judgment for slandering Metro- 

REFERENCES AND WALKTHRU OF 
FINISHED PROPERTIES 

* FREE PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES : ie i : politan Community Church in 
STEPHEN & STEPHEN Sacramento. 

4 SINCE 1981 SAN FRANCISCO'S COMPLETE REFURBISHMENT SERVICE I'he biggest news was the 
LICENSED AND INSURED LIABILITY smallest news. We kept our wits, 
415-626-6555 we kept our hearts, and we kept 
AKC FOR BRETT TMA our sense of humor in 1985. 

  

T'ricycles sped up Market Street 
on Memorial Day, Sissie Space-     

    

out reigned as Empress, and 57 
; : syelers pedaled to the Russian . G0? AIDS issues — Stress | | [¢ 

G2 > As Self-Esteem — Relationships | | 
0 O° 

OV Co HAL SLATE, M.A. || JANUARY C A$ Thr Bae 9% Siding Scale Fees SF and East Bay (415) 832.1254 I'he Bay Area Reporter re- 
MFCC Reg. Intern #7255 supervisor Alan Rockway, PhD, Clin. Psych. vealed that the federal Centers 

  

      

    

  

  
  

  

oo oth 
] 

for Disease Control had quietly 
: P ; issued a quarantine order to keep 

foreign gays out of the U.S. The 
order was not related to AIDS. 

SERVICE 

DELIVERY oreickur 
552-3000 

Rather. it was part of a long and 
complicated immigration case. 
But the import of this develop- 
ment was chilling. It proved that 
when the Reagan Justice De- 
partment ordered the federal FINE ITALIAN CUISINE 4 X 

2272 Market St. (near 16th) doctors to jump, they jumped. 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! ir 
20% OFF when you eat in 
our cozy dining room, with 

this ad. (Exp. 1/31/86.) 

Gar Traynor, a flight atten- 
dant for United Air Lines, won 
an AIDS discrimination case. 
United bounced Traynor when 

  

  

  

WESTERN PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES 

MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS SERVING THE GAY COMMUNITY   

  

he was diagnosed with AIDS. In 
a Chicago trial which received 
national publicity, a judge ruled 
that AIDS is not of itself a reason 
to fire someone—although an 
employer may change the job 
duties of a person with AIDS. 

Traynor and another flight at- 
tendant had been summarily 
fired. The court ordered back 
pay and full restoration of 
medical benefits, which had 
been cancelled when the two were 
fired. 

  

PERSONAL ISSUES, SEXUAL & RELATIONSHIP DIFFICULTIES 

SLIDING SCALE, INSURANCE & MEDI-CAL WELCOMED 

CALL 552-2974 OR 621-2770 FOR INITIAL APPOINTMENT 

STEPHEN T. BAKER, M.D. 
DERMATOLOGY 
Duseases and Surgery of the Skin 

    
* * * 

A new president of Atlas Sav- 
ings & Loan, James Bowersox. 

said in an interview that problem 
loans were hurting the bank's 
bottom line. The bottom line 
would bottom out later in the 
vear. But Atlas and Bowersox 
impressed the city's financial 
community. Their handling of 
the fiscal crisis prevented a run on 
the bank. and business went on 
as usual at this unusual savings 
and loan. 

4105 Nineteenth Street at Castro 

San Francisco, California 94114 

(415) 864-6400 
appointments till 7 p.m 

  

Greyson Prescott, Palm Springs’ ‘legendary host of 
the Thirties and Forties, perfected pampering. When 
Fitzgerald wanted to get away from it all or Hopper 
just didn’t want to take another call, The Prescott 
Estate was their choice 

Today the tradition continues. 

          

    

      

  

772 Prescott Drive 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
619/325-0229 

The Prescott Estate, set like a jewel in the heart of Palm Springs, is the perfect place 
to escape. From the simplest touch - like the plushest towels you've ever felt - to life's 
little necessities — such as the pool, Jacuzzi, fully fumnishe * “itghens and the continental 
breakfast served at your front door, The Prescott Estat there to pamper you 

Marty Blecman   The Era Continues. (Photo: Rink) Formerly the Desert Paradise Hote! 

      

  
Bruce Lindbergh was attacked by San Francisco police. 

(Photo: Rink) 
  

Meanwhile, Atlas had a hold- 
up. But the thieves didn’t steal 
the “crown jewels’ from the gay 
Imperial Court which were on 
display during the heist. Im- 
verial feathers were ruffled a 
week later, though, when Atlas 
ordered the colorful trinkets 
removed for a picture session 
with the staid (and oh-so- 
straight) Wall Street Journal. 

* * * 

The Civil Service Commission 
ordered a nondiscrimination 
policy toward city employees with 
AIDS. The policy came as some 
sheriff's deputies passed a peti- 
tion calling for deputies with 
AIDS to be removed. 

* * * 

In Houston, they called San 
Francisco Police Chief Con Mur- 
phy a homo. Anti-gay crusaders, 
in a referendum there, said this 
city’s top cop was gay. 

It was sure news to us—though 
his friends call him “Connie.” 

Houston voters, by a 4—1 vote, 
repealed a gay-rights ordinance 
passed earlier by the Houston 
City Council. It was a modest 
measure which only outlawed 
discrimination in city employ- 
ment. 

x x 9% 

Bay Area Reporter revealed 
that Megatone Records of San 
Francisco raised $20,000 for an 
AIDS charity, then kept the 
money. Megatone president 
Marty Blecman—producer of 
such sizzlers as **Menergy"” and 
“Right on Target’ —said he 
planned to pay the money back 
all along. The D.A. was uncon- 
vinced and started sniffing 
around. 

wow * 

Mayor Dianne Feinstein. ever 
inquisitive about what consent- 
ing adults do in private, tried to 
quietly slip some sex spies into 
gay baths and sex clubs. But the 
plan leaked out. Gays protested 
at the Civil Service Commission. 
and the panel blocked the plan. 

* * * 

The Pride Center announced 
it faced foreclosure on its 
building at Hayes and Fillmore 
Streets. It was the beginning of a 
scandal which unravelled 
throughout the year—and which 
leaves a few threads dangling into 
the new year. 

* * * 

Gay attorney Jerry Berg was 
named president of the Board of 
Permit Appeals, the highest 
appointed position in city 
government. 

* -¥% + 

Fat Fairy died. Robert Wa- 
soon, well known and well loved 
in the East Bay community, was 
murdered in a robbery in Oak- 
land. They laid her out in full 
drag. and mourners: came in 
“face.” Mountain View Funeral 
Home may never be the same. 

FEBRUARY 

The Democratic Party 
dumped the gay caucus, and 
other caucuses, in a move to oust 

“special interests.” Suddenly, we 
were to blame for Walter Mon- 
dale’s defeat. Walter who? 

* * * 

Sup. Quentin Kopp gave 
another out-of-town interview in 
which he dished gay people. 
Quentin told the Los Angeles 
Times that Mayor Feinstein is 
not electable statewide. Why? 
“My God!" Quentin ejaculated. 
“This woman had a lesbian wed- 
ding in her back yard!” 

Mayor Dianne Feinstein re- 
sponded that it was not, either, a 
real wedding. All of us who tried 
to pass domestic partners legis- 
lation over your veto know it 
wasn't real, Dianne. Anyway, the 
mayor moved and got a new back 
vard. 

* * * 

Bay Area Reporter revealed 
that the S.F. cops had a plan to 
spy on gay groups at the Demo- 
cratic National Convention. 
Chief Murphy said the cops just 
wanted a little intelligence. But 
they didn’t get any. This was not 
news. 

Dianne promised a full inves- 

tigation of the investigation. 
Nothing happened. This also 
was not news, 

* * * 

(Continued on next page) 

  

Paul Castro 

(Photo: Rink) 

  

  

1985 

{ Continued from previous page) 

In yet another Allen White 
breathless interview, a B.4.R. 
exclusive, Dynasty house fairy 
Jack Coleman—‘Steven Car- 
rington"—got straight on gays. 
Said Coleman, “If in portraying 
the role of a gay person I break 
down some stereotypes of a gay 
man in the process, so much the 
better.” 

In the shootout which closed 
the season, Steven's lover is slain 
—and, as he dies, doesn’t get a 
kiss. Keep breaking down those 
stereotypes, Dynasty. 

* * * 

Pride Foundation's Del Daw- 
son resigned, as public allega- 
tions were made that money was 
missing and had been misspent. 

Nobody threw a going away 
party. Dawson was seen in 
Guerneville, where legends go to 
brood. , * 

A. Billy S. Jones (monogram 
that sweater) was jailed for em- 
bezzlement. Not to be daunted, 
he became a gay jail activist. 
A. Billy S. Jones wins the 
Lemons Into Lemonade Award 
for 1985. 

xh OK 

A 158-page report said the 
federal government was not do- 
ing enough to fight AIDS. The 
Reagan Administration, threat- 
ened with having to read the 
document, began to soften its 
resistance to AIDS funding. 

MARCH 

Justice is swift. Only eight 
months after being charged with 
unofficerlike conduct, SFPD gay 
liaison Paul Seidler was cleared 
by the chief. His crime? He 
kissed a guy during the 1984 Gay 
Freedom Day Parade. 

Reporters noted that Chief 
Murphy's action came the same 
week as gays and others were pro- 
testing the cops’ plans to spy on 
them at the Demo Convention. 

* * * 

Cops called a window display 
which showed men touching 
“disgusting” and ordered it 
removed. Two squad cars and 
eight cops joined the censorship 
brigade at Distractions on 
Haight Street. 

Thank God we can walk the 
streets safely now. 

* * * 

Brandy Moore quit as presi- 
dent of the Pride Foundation 
Board and said he doesn't like 
Del Dawson after all. 

* * * 

A Superior Court jury found 
police officer Scott Quinn guilty 
in similar attacks on two gay 
men. Quinn's partner, Niall Phil- 
pott. copped a guilty plea the 
next day to lesser charges. 

In one of the cases, testimony 
stated that Quinn shouted, “You 
faggot! You deserve to be dead!” 
as he pummeled one of the vic- 
tims with a night stick. In the 
other case, the victim's finger was 
broken. 

Chief evidence against Quinn 
was a radio tape, which recorded 
an “overheard” conversation in 
the squad car. Said Quinn while 
the mike was open, ‘I am going 
to kick some ass.” 

Quinn was sentenced to a year 
in jail. Philpott got eight months. 

* k ® 

Bronski Beat burst out of the 
closet with the hit “Small Town 
Boy,” but they couldn’t get into 
the U.S. The openly gay band 
was banned by U.S. 
Immigration. 

* * % 

  

Harvey the Hero was also a 
Ham, and he would have loved it. 
The Times of Harvey Milk won 
the Academy Award for docu- 
mentary film. 

* * * 

The same week, less than a 
‘block from Harvey's former 
scamera store, police nabbed five 
.men and a pile of weapons be- 
hind the Castro Theatre. Police 
called it a “hunting expedition” 
for gays. The five men were 
armed with a pellet pistol. two 
knives, a BB rifle, and a custom- 
ized hammer. 

Quick action by Mission Sta- 
tion underscored the improve- 
ments in relations between 
the station and the Castro 
community. 

* * * 

Mother Jones magazine, in an 
article by local gay writer Larry 
Bush. said that top federal offi- 
cials discussed quarantine of 
gays in the AIDS epidemic. The 
news came from former Public 
Health Chief Edward Brandt. 
and the interview was on tape. 

* * * 

Gene Howard, a 64-year-old, 
retired schoolteacher from 
Hayward, didn't come in first. 
He came in last, as a matter of 
fact. But Gene got the biggest 
ovation of the day for contribut- 
ing his personal best. 

Gene was one of 57 hardy 
cyclists who biked over the 
Golden gate, over Mount Tam, 
and all the way to the Russian 
River in an AIDS bike-a-thon. 
That's 100 (count ‘em) miles. 
The first-ever fundraiser raised 
merely $30,000 for the San Fran- 
cisco AIDS Foundation. Mem- 
bers of Different Spokes Bicycle 
Club made the trip in 5 to 12 
hours. 

* * * 

There goes the neighborhood: 
The Parade Committee was 
denied a storefront in the too-gay 
Duboce Triangle because dis- 
plays in the window might offend 
the neighbors. The landlords? 
Two gay dentists. 

* * * 

The Civil Service Commis- 
sion, putting teeth into its AIDS 
policies, fired a paramedic who 
refused to treat a man with 
AIDS. 

x kA 

The Defense Department told 
blood banks it wanted the names 
of all military people who test 
positive to the AIDS-related an- 
tibody. The blood banks said no. 

* * * 

There goes the neighborhood. 
part two: The Parade Committee 
won a $0,000 out-of-court settle- 
ment for a discrimination case. A 
landlord bounced the group— 
and violated the local anti-bias 
ordinance—in 1983. 

It was the first time the local 
D.A. had filed a case under the 
gay provisions of the ordinance. 

* * * 

There goes. . part three: The 
Catholic Church paid Dick 
Kramer's Gay Men's Chorale 
$2,250 also in an out-of-court 
settlement. The church bounced 
the singers out of St. Boniface in 
1983, and National Gay Rights 
Advocates sued. The church paid 
up. Archbishop John Quinn 
decided he could wear that same 
old miter another year, anyway. 

* * * 

Ed Davis is running for Senate 
and said he’s for gay rights. 

This doesn’t seem as big now 
as it did then. 

* % * 

Jo Daly, lesbian member of 
the Police Commission, raved 
about a Mitchell Bros. porno 
film—and ended up in their ad. 
Mayor Dianne, not amused, 
demanded an apology, and Jo 

Gay daddy Bill Jones (r.) and his son, Aaron 

    

  
(Photo: Rink) 

  

wrote one. 

Then Jo told the B.A.R. she 
had “no apologies” for the ad. 
That's our Jo. 

Meanwhile, Dianne quietly 
asked several gay leader types if 
they wanted Jo's spot on the 
police panel. Nobody wanted the 
job. 

MAY 

Four thousand condoms were 
sold, at cost, in one day on Castro 
Street. 

* * * 

Assembly Member Art Agnos 
(D—S.F.) withdrew AB-1. 
Agnos pulled the plug on the gay 
job-rights bill because he didn’t 
have the votes—and wanted to 
avoid an embarrassing defeat. 

won * 

The ongoing sex survey by 
Leon McKusick at UCSF show- 
ed that gay men have greatly 
reduced sex. The number of total 
sex contacts continued to fall, 
while the percentage of ‘‘safe 
sex” activities continued to rise. 
The McKusick study was nota- 
ble because the participants were 
recruited from bathhouses in 
1983. 

* * * 

Perhaps mirroring changing 
sex habits—but perhaps not— 
Sister Boom Boom said he would 
marry a real woman, Sister 
Mysteria. The two set up house 
South of Market. 

* * * 

Again quarantine. California 
health officers discussed quaran- 
tine of gays and AIDS. They 
came to no conclusion. “We are 
reluctant to do it, but we can,” 
said Alameda AIDS expert 
Dr. Bob Benjamin. 

* % % 

A number of gay bars closed or 
went straight South of Market. It 
was the end of an era for S.F.’s 
Miracle Mile. 

JUNE 

The VD van was mothballed. 
The City Clinic van went forth, 
looking for cases in the first three 
months of 1985, and found only 
one. Overall, VD among gay men 
had plummeted 86 percent from 

(Continued on page 15) 

  

  

aLoma 
San Francisco 

  

CONSIDER THESE POINTS 

IF YOU LIVE WITH OTHERS (but miss your privacy!) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! In your own private residence/room at the Cas. 
midst of the excitement of a hotel in the heart of the city. 

IF YOU LIVE ALONE (but wish others were around more often!) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! You can be as close and as supportive of the other residents as you wish, or you can stay as detached and as distant 
as you want. But you must be considerate and friendly (two house rules!). 

IF YOU HATE LONELINESS (but haven't made any new friends lately!) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! You'll have a built-in support 
nor loneliness, guys who (like yourself) are ready for n 

IF YOU ARE DETERMINED TO STAY HEALTHY (but hate being a hermit!) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! Everyone at Casa Loma shares your concerns over health an 
duty masseur will help keep you in shape if you are serious about working out. 

IF YOU'VE CHANGED YOUR LIFESTYLE (but you wonder: “‘Has anyone else?"”’) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! If you are like most of our men, you are between 22 and 38 (maybe younger, occasionally much older), probably employed, 

y lived in San Francisco about 5 years or less. You enjoyed the City as the ‘‘gay 
and most likely have had some college or military. You've probabl 
mecca’ at first. But you're more settled now. And you've been ready for some time now to discover all the rest of it: the museums, the neighborhoods, 
the cultural opportunities, the countryside nearby — but not by yourself 

IF YOU LIKE VISITORS (but not when they arrive unexpectedly!) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! Our 24-hour desk screens all visitors 

IF YOU ENJOY A NEIGHBORHOOD BAR (but dread the trip home alone afterward!) 
CONSIDER CASA LOMA! Alamo Square Saloon is a busy neighborhood bar right on the premises. Yd never need to sit home wondering ‘What 
am | missing?”’ It’s only a step away to a chat with a friend or new acquaintance over a drink or snack There are regular parties, shows, and special events available there to residents at discounted prices. Think of the convenience! 

IF YOU NEED SOMEONE WHO CARES (but NOT a wife, a lover, or a keeper!) 
per you. FOR YOUR COMFORT: Soak up the sun on our spectacular rooftop sundeck (in the nude if you like). Meditate in our cozy redwood sauna. Unwind after a hard day in our super-clean hotspa (located in a garden atrium). FOR YOUR CON- VEN#ENCE: Do your laundry in our coin-op machines while You exercise away on our equipment a few feet away or watch TV. Enjoy a late-night snack, from the private executive refrigerator in your room. Or cook a hot meal in the microwave kitchenette down the hall. Let us handle your mail, take you calls, screen your visitors. FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT: Escape with your favorite adult and full-length ‘’Best of Hollywood’ movies 

showing on the big screen in our mini-theatre. En, 
in the Saloon. FOR YOUR SECURITY: Feel secure every time you leave your room, because it is 
privacy in your room when you have the privacy lock en 

you and your neighbor residents. Place your valuables 

CONSIDER CASA LOMA! We're equipped to pam 

We? Live in a 

RESIDENCE Club? 
IF YOU WANT SOMEONE WHO CARES (but NOT a wife, a lover, or a keeper!) 

take heart! Maybe you are ready for a move to CASA LOMA. the Residence Club in the “house on the hill’ - where you CAN have it all! 

a Loma, you'll have the privacy and security of a hideaway - but in the 

group of a couple dozen of dynamic guys who (like yourself) want neither promiscuity 
ew friends they can get to know well— without pressures. 

d fitness. Our exercise room, our cozy sauna, and our on- 

  joy the stimulating mix of residents and neighborhood patrons at regular public and private parties 
secured by the best lock available. Enjoy your 

gaged. Know that the private entrance to the Club section is keyed separately to protect 
in our bank-type safe deposit boxes. IN SHORT: Let us pamper you 

IF YOUR RENT SEEMS REASONABLE (but you have too little left after utilities) 
"CONSIDER CASA LOMA! With Residence Club weekly rates at far less than our already reasonable daily hotel rates, you may save a bundle over what you're paying now - particularly if you remember these rates include ev 

who brings this flyer with him within the next 30 days! 

Residence Club rates are available only on selected better rooms and 
are therefore limited: references are required. 

If you'd like to know more about this limited 

erything except the services of the masseur. No hassles with 
plimentary continental breakfast every day for the rest of this year for any new resident 

only to San Francisco residents, minimum stay of three inonths. Vacancies 

opportunity now or in the future, for yourself or for a friend, phone us (563-3031 Monday-Friday, 
  

Sam-4pm) or stop by any day to see our f: No obligatic We'll introd, you to staff 
Bring this flyer and we'll relax with you over a complimentary cup of coffee in our Saloon. 

600 FILLMORE STREET 
SAN FRANCICO, CA 94117 

(415) 552-7100 

who could become your first new friends. 

“THE BEST ....}V’ 
NEED WE SAY MORE? 
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Community College 
Students Organizing 
Needs Assessment Survey Underway; Faculty, 
Staff and Students to Push for Services 
by Jay Newquist 

They're out there, but they haven't come forward. 
It's the dilemma of Sage Bergstrom, coordinator at the San 

Francisco Community College District, who laments that many gay 
and lesbian students won't risk stating their sexual orientation. 

Bergstrom said last week this result sabotaged the establishment 
of gay and lesbian student services in the district. 
“They re scared to death (to come out) even though a recent student 

survey that asked about sexual orientation was completely 
anonymous, she said. 

Bergstrom was referring to a 1984 survey of student characteristics 
where only 1,789 gay men and lesbian women were frank about their 
sexuality. 

  
Sage Bergstrom (Photo: Mick Hicks) 
  

( New Year’s Eve 

Restawrant & Bar 

298 . Hayes ; 

San Fancésce   
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She said some 5,013 gay stu- 

dents out of a total enrollment of 
56,236 was a conservative esti- 
mate if the accepted yardstick 
holds that one in ten people are 
gay. 

“We're hoping the next time 
around that the question of sex- 
ual orientation will be posed in a 
positive way to reassure the 
students,” Bergstrom said. 

A therapist who has her own 
practice, Bergstrom is spear- 
heading the drive to establish gay 
and lesbian networking in the 
district. 

She is the driving force behind 
the Gay and Lesbian Educa- 
tional Needs Assessment Project 
(GLENA). 

Bergstrom explained that 
GLENA was a three-phase plan- 
ning project to identify the ex- 
isting needs of gay and lesbian 
students. The first phase, fund- 
ed by the Vanguard Foundation, 
will be followed by extensive 
surveying, data collection and 
analysis. 

What is the current status of 
gay and lesbian services in the 
district? 

“I was appalled by what 
wasn't here when 1 arrived,” said 
Michael Santilli, a member of 
the student council at City Col- 
lege. He is also helping GLENA. 
“There was no information 
about gay and lesbian services 
whatsoever. 

“It took four months for me to 
connect with any gay or lesbian 
faculty, students or anyone,” he 
said. “There was no one to talk 
to and I felt lost. I'm a gregarious 
person and even so it took a long 
time.” 

Santilli said there was a ‘need 
for gays and lesbians to feel safe 
on campus’ and feel part of the 
community. “We have to be able 
to discuss homosexuality in the 
classroom,” he said. 

Bergstrom and Santelli have 
advocated change and there are 
signs of tenuous success. 

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
is back on campus as a club after 
a three-year absence and the 
group is sponsoring a December 
dance. Berstrom said it was the 
first dance of any kind held on 
campus in years. 

In her written report for 
GLENA, Bergstrom wrote that 
she felt the mental health field 
had never acknowledged homo- 
sexuality as a legitimate 
academic issue. 

She said that the district had a 
non-discriminatory policy a- 
gainst gays for several years, but 
it had never sought to recruit 
students and staff from the gay 
and lesbian community. 

‘Consequently, few role 
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‘l was appalled by what wasn’t here 
when | arrived . . . it took four months for 
me to connect with any gay or lesbian facul- 
ty, students or anyone. There was no one 
to talk to and | felt lost. 

— Michael Santili, 

gay student council member 
at City College 

  

models appear on staff and most 
gay students remain closeted, 
Bergstrom said. 

The documentation so neces- 
sary to identify a need for gay and 
lesbian services, she said, was 
therefore impossible to obtain. 

“How does one collect infor- 
mation about groups with stig- 
matized identities in order to 
assist them when the very collec- 
ting of this information is 
perceived as threatening to the 
group’s survival,” Bergstrom 
added. 

She did cite the existance of 
gay/lesbian academic content in 
the English Department and the 
role of the Castro/ Valencia 
classroom site that served most- 

/ 

bian students discussed their sex- 
uality in the classroom. 

An added impediment is the 
small number of committed peo- 
ple who could devote their time 
and energies to GLENA, accord- 
ing to Bergstrom, who said they 
also incur hositlity along the way. 

Santilli, who is active for 
GLENA while he studies psy- 
chology, said all his time—and 
perhaps patience—was com- 
mitted. 

“I've had to be open and ‘out’ 
to everyone on campus,” he said, 
“and I've also met with great 
resistance. When I first went to 
the information desk (to inquire 
about gay and lesbian services on 
campus), the people were indif- 

    
Tim McGuire, head of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance, a grow- 

ing organization in the San Francisco Community College 
District. (Photo: Mick Hicks) 
  

ly a gay and lesbian clientele. 

Bergstrom was quick to ex- 
plain that such limited services to 
gays and lesbians weren't nearly 
enough. 

The GLENA coordinator, 
who also heads the Women's 
Reentry to Education Program, 
repeated the skittishness of gay 
and lesbian students in the dis- 
trict to identify themselves. 

She said they had fears about 
anti-gay violence if gay and les- 

ferent and hostile.” 

Bergstrom said that GLENA 
would forge ahead to seek crucial 
funding for the second and third 
phases of the campaign to bring 
gay and lesbian services to 
District students. 

She also said she felt she had 
ruffled a few feathers. 

“I've been criticized for doing 
too much for lesbians,” she said, 
“but I haven't done 10 percent of 
what I could do.” Ww 

1985 
(Continued from page 13) 

1980 to 1985. Cases now aver- 
aged a little over 200 every three 
months at City Clinic—com- 
pared to about 1,500 every three 
months in the early ‘80s. 

* * * 

A straight man was called 
“fag,” then beaten and injured in 
vet another terrifying attack on 
the 24-Divisadero bus. The 
driver declined to push the panic 
button, and a mini-riot ensued at 
Castro and 20th Streets. It 
happened at 2a.m. on a Sunday 
and made TV news and the Big 
Prints. 

The Mayor ordered a Muni 
security shakeup and. surpris- 
ingly. later in the summer some 
changes started to happen. There 
is a new “call for help” system 
and new rules on when to use it. 

* * * 

Paul Castro, a leading spokes- 
man for People with AIDS, died 
atage 31. The personable Texan 
fought the disease with perse- 
verance and good humor for 27 
months. 

* * * 

Private clinics began to offer 
the blood test for the AIDS- 
related antibody. A new state law 
protected confidentiality. 

* % Ww 

A dribble of red ink turned in- 
to a flood at Atlas. The gay bank 
announced it had lost $1 million 
in the first half of 1985. Atlas offi- 
cers readied a recovery plan for 
the feds. 

The problem: major loans 
made to straight land developers. 
New bank prez Bowersox, who is 
gay, pledged more loans will be 
made within the gay community. 

* * * 

For Fathers Day, Bill Jones 
and adopted son Aaron visited 
The Phil Donohue Show. Bill, 
active in the local Gay Fathers, 
learned something he didn’t 
know—that he was the nation’s 
    

  

Punch 
{Continued from page 5) 

tion with Sister Blah Blah and 
Sister Constance Erection of the 
Sisters of Divine Decadence. In 
typical soap tradition, scandal. 
intrigue, and sex abound. 

Listener-supported KPFA- 
FM, licensed to Pacifica Foun- 
dation, has always been a pioneer 
in broadcasting. As early as the 
mid-30s, KPFA broadcast a 
roundtable discussion among 
medical professionals and 
acknowledged homosexuals. in- 
cluding lesbian and gay activists 
from the Mattachine Sc ciety and 
the Daughters of Bilitis. After a 
public controversy in the 60s. 
when KPFA was cited as a sta- 
tion daring to broadcast offensive 
and “filthy ” programs featuring 
homosexuals, and the FCC final- 
ly ruled against these anti-gay 
“protesters,” the KPFA license 
was renewed. The station has 
maintained its integrity as a gay- 
identified institution. 

The community was in jeopar- 
dy of losing its gay radio pro- 
gramming due to controversy 
surrounding a show this past 
summer in which porn star 

Richard Locke talked about 
ballfucking as a way of life. 
However. Fruit Punch managed 
to survive this incident and is 
continuing in its long tradition of 
innovative radio. 

KPFA-FM and Fruit Punch 
produced the first 24-hour non- 
stop gay broadcast anywhere 
around the world in April 1977 
and broadcast the first live 
coverage of the San Francisco 
Gay Freedom Day Parade in 
1976. Fruit Punch programs 
have been distributed nationwide 
and through Europe by Pacifica. 
and are heard on KPFT Hous 
ton, WBAI New York, KPFK 
Los Angeles, and WPFW Wash- 
ington, D.C. KPFA serves a 
150-mile radius, reaching 
Modesto and San Jose, as well as 
the San Francisco Bay Area. ll 

  

Gay Ukiah 

Located in the valleys of Men- 
docino County, 120 miles north 
of San Francisco and 50 miles 
northeast of the Russian River, 
Ukiah, population 35,000, now 
has a men’s group offering social 
events, potlucks, travel trips, 
bicycling. boating, hiking. A 
women's group functions, too. 

A bar isin the process of open- 
ing and is sponsoring monthly 
private parties. There is one gay- 
owned restaurant. 

Now also forming is an AIDS 
task force and information ser- 
vice for rural men. Information 
is coordinated through Mendo- 
cino County Gay Switchboard, 
P.O. Box 178, Calpella, CA 
95418. Phone 707-485-0151, 
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. daily. td 

Free Holiday Taxis 

CareCab is a community ser- 
vice which provides free, no- 
obligation cab rides home for 
holiday drinkers. It is co- 
sponsored by Marshal Hale 
Memorial Hospital, San 
Francisco. 

CareCab will provide rides in 
the city of San Francisco and 
selected areas in the East Bay. 

The CareCab campaign will 
be Dec. 24 to Jan. 2. The service 
will be provided from 7 p.m. to 
3 a.m. each day of the campaign. 

Anyone who's been drinking 
too much to drive may call from 
a public place, such as a restau- 
rant or bar. Pickups will not be 
made from private parties. The 
rider will be taken home—not to 
another party or bar. 

Call (415) 666-7404 for a ni 
home. 

ta 
    

Gar Traynor (r.) received support from lover Bob Morana in 
his discrimination case against United Airlines. (Photo: Rink) 
  

first openly gay adoptive parent, 
in 1969. 

* * * 

Cops arrested Marty Blec- 
man. president of Megatone 
Records, and charged him with 
diverting funds raised for an 
AIDS charity. Bleeman pleaded 
not guilty. He said he had paid 
back some of the money and 
would soon pay back the rest. 

x a wh 

David Goodstein, a former 

  

Some people use this excuse 

San Franciscan who bankrolled 
much of the gay lib movement 
and who published The Advo- 
cate, died of cancer. He was 52. 

* * * 

\ quarter million gays, les- 
bians and their friends turned 
outon a glorious Sunday for the 
Freedom Day Parade. Sen. Alan 
Cranston spoke. Sylvester croon- 
ed and. for an afternoon, all was 
right in the gay world. ® 

B. Jones 

Don Dishongh 
Don Dishongh died peacefully at his 

home in Hercules at 9:30 p.m. on Dec. 
. 10. His mother, Pauline, friend Ralph 
and lover, Jerry, were with him during 
his final hours. 

Don was born in Portland, Ore. on 
April 13, 1955. He moved to San Fran- 
cisco in 1978, and he and Jerry moved 
to Hercules in April 1984. 

Those of usthatknew and loved Don 
will treasure our memories. We are so 
very thankful to have been able tw share 
his adventure of life. Too much could not 
possibly be enough. 

Don's ashes will be buried net to his 
Grandma and Grandpa in Portland. A 
memorialservice willbe held there ata 
later date. un 

DEATHS 

Sam A. Singer 
Doctor Sani A. Singer, born May 7. 

1943 in Oil City, PA, faced expulsion 
from Northwestern University for his 
activities as an anti-war organizer in the 
Os. served his internship at Napa State 
Hospital and St. Mary's of San Fran- 
visco, practiced medicine and lectured 
on biology at U.C. Santa Cruz, authored 
college teats on human physiology and 
genetics, died Dec. 16 of an AIDS- 
related illness at his home in Felton. CA. 
May he rest in peace. m 

Joseph Favela 
Passed on Dec. 8, 1985 with AIDS. 

He was a regular member in Lurcka 
Metropolitan Community Church. He 
worked as a salesman for Partin Real 
L state for seven years. Joe will be niiss- 
cd by his friends. n 

Funerals, Cremations, Free Pre-Arrangement 
Proudly Serving The Gay/Lesbian Community 

TOM SIMPSON FUNERAL COUNSELOR 
626-3340 

h 
all For A Free Brochure! 
through Comiskey-Roche F ZIRT 

  

  

291 Broderick St.   

Paul Plakosh, Ph.D. 
Counseling & Psychotherapy 

552-8578     

T0 AIDS? 

  

CAN | BE IMMUNE 

for continuing the practice 
of Unsafe Sex: “I was 
exposed to AIDS a long 
time ago. Either I'm already 
going to get it or I'm 
immune. Why practice Safe 
Sex now?” 

Can a person develop 
an immunity to AIDS so that   Safe Sex isn't necessary? | 
Here's what Dr. Robert | 
Bolan, MD, President of | 
the Board of the AIDS 
Foundation, has to say about 
exposure to the AIDS virus: | 

“We don’t know how | 
much of the virus is needed | 
for AIDS to result. We | 
don't know if multiple 
re-infections are necessary. 
Any infectious agent must 
get into the body in sufficient 
numbers to overcome the 
body’s defenses. This 
is called a ‘virus load. We 
don't know if this load can 
be acquired at one time,   

or if many exposures are 
necessary. 

“By continuing Unsafe 
Sex practices, you virtually 
assure that you will be 
repeatedly exposed. It's a 
dangerous risk” 

Using the past as an 
excuse to take risks today is 
a dangerous gamble. There 
is no medical justification 
for the idea of an immunity 
to AIDS. And the virus | 
may be mutating so that 

whenever you need it. 
Call our AIDS HOTLINE, 

863-AIDS, for Safe Sex 
information, and for referrals 
to some excellent programs 
that help you cope with 
change. 

There 1s nothing you can 
do about your past. There's 
a lot you can do about 
your future, 

  

       
even if an immunity could | 
be developed to one virus, 
it may not protect against 
a slightly different strain. 

There's another equally 
important reason to stop 
having Unsafe Sex: you may 
infect your partner and 
continue the spread of 
this disease. 

Your best protection 
1s to avoid Unsafe Sex, take 
good care of your health, 
and get help and advice   

      

    
UNDATION 

hd 

THE SAN FRANCISCO 
AIDS FOUNDATION 

333 Valencia St., 4th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

415-863-AIDS 
Toll Free in 

Northern California: 
800-FOR-AIDS 

TDD: 415-864-6606 

   

Major funding for the educational programs of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation is provided by the San Francisco Department of Public Health. 
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(SREATER BAY NEWS 
Gay Studies 
A Weapon Against Homophobia, 
But Attendance Is Dwindling 
by Marv. Shaw 

How can Americans be informed accurately about sexual 
minorities? The consequences of ignorance are hideously 
observable in the hysteria arising from the AIDS epidemic 
and the outbreak of gay bashings throughout the country. 
The media responses have ranged from sensible though hesi- 
tant to completely distorted. What can education do to pro- 
mote clear understanding? 

An authoritative source for such knowledge is the college 
course conducted with honesty and academic discipline. But 
such courses have tough sledding, and their future is un- 
certain. To get a perspective on this kind of education, B.A.R. 
talked recently to two publicly gay university teachers, Clay 
Lane at San Jose State University and Will Doherty at Stan-   ford University. 

Lane's course The Sociology 
of Homosexuality has been of- 
fered ten times. Doherty 's more 
recent Politics of Gender and 
Sexuality was given during fall 
quarter. Though each course has 
its different emphases, there 
were also important similarities. 

Both aim at making clear the 
facts of individual sexual orien- 
tation, the conditions under 
which sexual minorities have 
had to exist within a predomi- 
nantly hostile majority culture, 
and the efforts those minorities 
are making to gain the toler- 
ance—and then the acceptance 
—of the majority. In pursuit of 
these common objectives, the 
two instructors have worked to 
affect individual feelings as well 
as enlightening students about 

relations to other groups. 

A primary goal for both 
courses is a fostering of self- 
acceptance for their gay 
students. Lane and Doherty 
agree that the most desirable 
psychological change for in- 
dividual gay students is the 
growth of a positive self-image. 
The very existence of such a 
course for a full term—open, 
free, and credit bearing— 
establishes a solid legitimacy 
from which progressive changes 
can grow. 

In the sociological context. the 
courses’ objectives are also      

NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY 
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similar. Lane concentrates on 
what being gay means both in 
individual lifestyle and inter- 
group relationships. The class 
sees explicit films on male-male 
and female-female sexual rela- 
tions and hears from speakers 
who have sustained long-time 
gay unions. 

Through the latter examples 
Lane accomplishes another ma- 
jor objective: dispelling myths 
about gay life. But also the 
history and current events of gay 
liberation are presented, plus an 
explanation of how such power- 
ful forces as politics and religion 
affect gay life. 

Doherty's process oriented 
view presents an interactive se- 
quence: an oppressed sexual 
minority organizes a communi- 
ty. which influences the majori- 
ty toward change. The resulting 
changes return to the minority 
community to produce increas- 
ed positive individual and com- 
munity realizations. creating 
more progressive effort. 

Both classes involve speakers 
who are authoritative but some- 
times controversial. Lane has 
presented Sal Accardi, of San 
Jose's Watergarden bathhouse 
speaking on the baths as a vital 
institution in gay life. 

Doherty presented Sister 
Boom Boom in a serious sum- 
mation enlivened with occa- 

Specials 

FREE CHAMPAGNE at MIDNIGHT 

  

  

[SPECIAL DINNER 
16 0Z PORTERHOUSE or 
SHRIMP CREOLE 

Champagne & Party 
Favors 

$25 PER COUPLE 

Call for Reservations 

sional camp. A woman named 
Sirocco explained lesbian S/M, 
complete with toys. And a male 
counterpart did the same for gay 
men’s S/M. Floyd Conway and 
three other representatives of the 
North American Man-Boy Love 
Association discussed inter- 
generational sex. 

Though the presentations are 
sometimes potentially volatile, 
little hostility has been ex- 
perienced by either teacher. 
That lack is especially notable in 
Doherty's class because the con- 
ditions under which it was given 
necessitated making each ses- 
sion a public event, allowing 
casuals to drop in at any time. 

Politics of Gender and Sex- 
uality is a credit course offered 
in the Stanford Workshop on 
Political and Social Issues, an 
interdisciplinary effort headed 
by Prof. Jack Winkler. Impetus 
for the course originated in the 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance at 
Stanford, which got Doherty 
together with History Depart- 
ment head Paul Robinson, who 
sponsored the course. 

At Stanford, several other 
such courses have been offered 
under the same plan over the last 
several years. Joel Roberts, Cor- 
bin Smith, and Rhio Hiersch 
have taught there. Hiersch is 
Doherty's co-sponsor for the 
Peninsula Gay and Lesbian 
Youth. 

Lane experienced much more 
difficulty in getting Sociology of 
Homosexuality established at 
San Jose State. He too was im- 
pelled by a gay student activist 
in the SJS Gay People’s Union. 
In the early 1970s, Lane com- 
posed a course which gained ac- 
ceptance even by the university 's 
president. only to be blocked by 
the board of trustees of the 
California State University 

system. One trustee telegraphed. 

“What kind of cesspool are you 
running up there?” 

Lane began over. only to lose 

once more through the rejection 
of the curriculum committee 
which he himself chaired. But 
renewed efforts by students and 
supportive faculty got the course 
accepted on a three-year ex- 

perimental basis. Lane came out 
to the university at that point, 

(Continued on next page)    
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EAST BAY MY WAY 

Progneztications 
NECROMACY MASEL 
(A Predicting Nose?) 

If the likes of Jeanie Dixon, 
Sy via Brown, Woods Mattingly, 
Mousalani. and even the Na- 
tional Enquirer can predict the 
future and bat just about zero, 
why can’t yours truly try a hand 
at being animistic or even a little 
clairvoyant? 

So with corona in buccinatar 
(that’s tongue in cheek, dear 
reader) here goes with “Pas’s 
Prognostications for 1986": 

® I'he Pom Pons and the Raw 
Rahs will collaborate on a routine 
that will get them a guest ap- 
pearance at the Radio City 
Music Hall in New York. 

® A gigantic scavenger hunt 
among all East Bay gay bars will 
result in Mayor Lionel Wilson's 
admitting, “By golly, we do have 
gays in Oakland!” 

® Kathy will move again, but 
will notask Rick to help. Daddy 
David will expand his video/ 
computer business and gain a 
listing with Dunn and Brad- 
street. 

® The “T&C Dollies” will take 
their show on the road—to 
Walnut Creek. Hagatha will run 
outof excuses and alibis. Gay lord 
will be inscrutable. Jim Sanchez 
will leave the Lake Lounge and 
manage the food and beverage 
operation of the Lake Merritt 
Hotel. Ron and Agnus will 
become co-managers of the Lake 
Lounge. Phil will finally find a 

bartender that he really likes. 

® Mama Chuckles and Lady 

Carla will run for Emperor and 
Lompress \ Hi. unopposed. No- 

body will bother to vote. The 
\CIE will hold a fund raiser for 

a worthy cause—and even make 
a little money ! 

* Taco ‘lony will give up all 
forms of drag. and become a 
billboard model for Grodins, The 
Beneh & Bar will stop charging 
an entrance fee on weekends. 
The Lancers will shock everyone 
by having its own float in the 
Freedom Day. 

IJ. will cut his hair and have 
it frizzed. Phil will straighten his 
coiffeur. Ethel will start a Royal 
Court in Marysville—she will be 
the entire court! George's Mr. 
Lumberjack will go state wide. 
with an entry from Weed being 
the winner. 

® Jim Malone will discover the 
secret that will allow everyone to 
like him. Ed Paulson and Little 
Mother will hold one last 
auction—at the Lake Merritt 
BART station. Trashy Trish will 
come out of seclusion for one 
more “Awards.” and will finally 
tell all. 

® Cables Reef will turn its 
upstairs into an all night porno 
theatre. Town & Country will 
nominate Don for Tavern Guild 
president. 

® Suzie will finally fall madly 
in love—twelve times next year. 
Jimi Dee will finally make it out 
to the Hubs That's Entertain- 
ment XXIV. 

® The White Horse will 20 
back to the dress code of the 
o0's—cardigan sweaters and peg 
pants. Bill's the Eagle will open 
a dining room and specialize in 
vegetarian dishes. There will be 
NO Monte Carlo night at any 
East Bay bar in 1986. The 
Oakland parade committee will 
elect Lady Billy as its chair- 
person. 

® Frumpy will re-emerge and 
oust Ron and Agnus as manager 
of the Lake Lounge. Fred will fire 
him the very next day. Dan and 
Larry will buy out the entire 
block of the Turf Club and create 
a complete gay business mecca. 

® Mumbles will actually speak 
out loud. Zephyr Jim won't be 
around to hear it. Cup Cakes will 
stay in Hayward for this year’s 
vacation! Several Club Meds will 
go bankrupt. 

® Sharon will buy out Rob, and 
rename the bar The Spoiled 
Bratess! Keith will leave Big 
Mama's and manage the afore- 
mentioned. 

Ray N. will have absolutely 
NO roommates in 1986—not 
even an over-nighter. Rick W. 
will actually keep all his prom- 
ises. Lady April and Llari will 
run for and get elected to the 
Oakland City Council. 

® Paul and David will have a 
party and serve only soft drinks. 
Jeff “I'm a STAR” Bump will be 
able to finish a conversation 
without falling asleep. Rhonda 
and Stephanie will re-create the 
Closet Ball. Cha Cha will win! 

® Larry I. will give up his 
leathers and opt for natural 
shoulder, pin stripe suits. 
Alameda Chuck will open that 
city 's first “known gay bar. The 
Alanreda police will block all ex- 
its from the city. 

® Dego and Russ will open a 
“Korean Kitchen” next to the 

new Spoiled Bratess. 

® Dean S. will request his 
“pearl diving” job back at Revol. 
Miss $1.98 will hold a function. 
Mr. and Miss Gay Alameda 
County will hold a function. 
Emperor Paul and Empress 
Johnny will hold a function. 
Closet Ball Queen Pam will hold 
a function. 

® Haywards Gay Sheriff will 
deputize all of Oakland. Half of 
Oakland will move. 

® Tita will finally get around to 
organizing “Irving's” trip to the 

Russian River. The Russian 
River will start supporting the 
East Bay. 

® George and BJ will goon the 
wagon for six months. No one 
will believe them. 

® Richard and Pat will sell 
their condominium and live on 
their yacht. Boyd will take over 
the kitchen at the Paradise. Doug 
and David will be maitre 'd and 
waiter, respectively. Lady Randy 
will be on time. 

* Doug O. will give up on all 
picture taking. and go back to 
on-the-spot illustrations. 

® There will be absolutely no 
party/event/ function conflicts in 
1986. 

* Yours truly will go totally 
crazy. 

* * * 

You can make something 
foolproof. but you can't make 
something damnfe olproof. Hap- 
py New Year. Love, ® 

Nez 
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San Mateo AIDS 
Counsellors Ready 
by Marv. Shaw 

Fourteen men and women have recently completed train- ing to be grief and emotional 
AIDS program conducted by 
Department. The program wa 
Grubbe, AIDS coordinator si 
Bill Glenn. 

The three-day course was at- 
tended by people from a wide 
range of occupations, including 
science, religion, and education. 
The graduates will be assigned 
to both AIDS and ARC pa- 
tients, to be their buddies 
throughout this difficult phase of 
their lives. 

Being a buddy can entail 
many responsibilities such as 
helping the person to obtain 
public health assistance. AIDS 
afflicted people are often most 
reluctant to so identify them- 
selves, Glenn stated. 

Ongoing duties include fre- 
quent phone and in-person con- 
tacts, helping with family con- 
tact wherever possible, and be- 
ing with the patient through 
emergencies. The buddy would 
do for the person with AIDS 
whatever he or she or the health 

support counsellors for the 
the San Mateo County Health 
s designed and led by Arlette 
nce last spring, said volunteer 

services could not do. 

Persons needing help, infor- 
mation, or instruction on how to 
be helpful in this crisis are urg- 
ed to call (415) 573-2588 from 9 
a.m. to 9 p.m. Soon, an addi- 
tional line will be available so 
that contact can be made twenty- 
four hours a day. 

Glenn was most enthusiastic 
about the job that Grubbe has 
done. She and others have guid- 
ed County Health workers 
through the necessary training 
on dealing with people with 
AIDS. 

The outreach section of the 
project has done a similar job 
with city, county, and state of- 
ficials, including chiefs of police, 
fire chiefs, superintendents of 
public instruction, even the 
California Highway Patrol. 

  

E. Bay Volunteers Sought 
For the more than 150 men, women, and children living with AIDS in the East Bay, the holidays can be a difficult time. 
“People with AIDS can feel 

holidays,” says Jeremy Landa 
Center AIDS Project in Qaklan 
companionship, a listening ear, 
through our volunteer progra 

Sixty volunteers provide sup- 
port currently to the clients of the 
AIDS Project. Volunteers come 
from varying professions in- 
cluding students, computer pro- 
grammers, store clerks, pro- 
fessors, a weaver, a minister, and 
a massage therapist. One third of 
the volunteers are women. Five 
percent are Black, Asian, or 
Latino. 

“People volunteer to work with 
us because they see a need for 
assistance and because they 
know they will receive as much 
from the experience as the clients 
do,” says Ann Strack, clinical 
coordinator. 

“A volunteer counselor will do 
a lot of listening, as well as 
perhaps giving a foot massage or 
simply watching TV with her 

isolated and alone during the 
u, coordinator of the Pacific 

“The AIDS Project provides 
and help with day-to-day tasks 

client,” Strack explains. 

The volunteer program re- 
quires a year’s commitment of six 
to eight hours per week, in- 
cluding attending a two hour 
support group on Wednesday 
evenings. Prior counseling ex- 
perience may be helpful, but not 
essential. 

Volunteer training will be of- 
fered in both Alameda and Con- 
tra Costa Counties. The next 
training will be held in Oakland 
on two consecutive weekends, 
Jan. 24-26 and Jan. 31-Feb. 2. 
The deadline for applications is 
Jan. 10. For information on this 
program, contact Ann Strack 
(415) 420-8181. In Contra Costa 
County, contact Bea Tracy at 
(415) 372-2525 or (415) 420-8181. 

ow 
  

Gay Studies 
(Continued from previous page) 

and Sociology of Homosexuali- 
ty became a regular course offer- 
ing after its trial period. 

Doherty and Lane conduct 
classes on a participatory plan. 
Testimony, question and discus- 
sion are encouraged. But there 
is a substantial reading list that 
students must use for the funda- 
mental material. For example, 
Doherty relies in great part on 
Michel Foucault's History of 
Sexuality, which explains the 
highly relevant issue of the stig- 
matization on sexual minorities. 

Lane uses a variety of basic 
volumes, including Tripp's The 
Homosexual Matrix. But now, 
driven in part by the lack of a 
single comprehensive text, he is 
writing his own book. 

Both courses require a project. 
Lane recommends that students 
keep a journal reflecting their 
reactions to any aspects of the 
course or visits to gay organiza- 
tions— for instance, the Billy de 
Frank Center in San Jose. 

The surge in interest in new, 
experimental, socially challeng- 
ing courses in the 1970s made 
courses such as Lane's and 
Doherty’s appealing. Even 
though homophobia was still 
strong, Lane's early sections 
easily secured 30 or more 
enrolees. 

Now, however, getting enough 
students to keep the class on the 
schedule is a problem. Lane sees 
the AIDS scare as the major 
cause of this depletion. 

Additionally, the number of 
such courses and their status in 
U.S. colleges is not at all clear to- 
day. During the development 
and teaching of his course, Lane 
heard of a few others in history, 
law, psychology, literature, and 
drama appearing, then disap- 
pearing, here and there across 
the nation. In his view, this tran- 
sitory situation is most likely 
caused by the fact that the 
courses are often originated by 
students and are no longer given 
when the students get their 
degrees and leave. 

Consequently, the irony nags 
on: more than ever the public 
needs such education, but the 
major vehicle for it is not 
operating to produce it. m 

M. Shaw 

Gay Priests 
Symposium 

New Ways Ministry, a nation- 
al Catholic gay ministry group in 
metropolitan Washington, D.C., 
is sponsoring Symposium 11, 
“Homosexuality, Priesthood and 
Religious Life: Concerns and 
Challenges’ in San Francisco at 
the Bellevue Hotel Jan. 3—35. 

I'he symposium has been en- 
dorsed by more than 40 national 
Catholic organizations and reli- 
gious orders of women and men 
and is the second such to be held. 
The first symposium was held in 
Washington, D.C., in November 
and drew over 100 participants 
despite objections to the event on 
the part of Archbishop James 
Hickey. 

Symposium 11 is designed for 
Roman Catholic administrators 
and others working with church 
personnel and is aimed at help- 
ing church leadership under- 
stand and appreciate the gifts 
and difficulties of homosexually 
oriented clergy and religious, as 
well as facilitate plans for effec- 
tive responses. 

Specific concerns to be ad- 
dressed at the meeting include 
the increasing number of seli- 
affirming homosexual candi- 
dates for priesthood and religious 
life, education of church leaders 
on homosexuality and celibacy, 
the establishment of support 
groups for homosexually orient- 
ed clergy, the impact on the 
larger church community of 
public, self-identification of gay 
clergy and strategies for combat- 
ting homophobia among church 
leaders and the non-gay church. 

Additional information on 
Symposium II can be had by 
contacting the organization at 
4012 29th Street, Mt. Rainier, 
Maryland 20712, (301) 
277-5074. wn 

THE WATERGARDEN + 1010 THE ALAMEDA, SAN JOSE, CA 95128 + 408/275-1242 

   

  

  

Scott Smith finally saw the plaque about Harvey Milk. 
(Photo: Rink) 

Text of the Plaque 
HARVEY MILK 

May 22, 1930-November 27, 1978 

Harvey Milk Plaza is named in honor of San Francisco Super- 
visor Harvey Milk, California's first elected official to be openly gay. 

In 1973, Harvey Milk opened Castro Camera at 575 Castro Street 
and moved into the apartment upstairs. Harvey's store soon became 
a center for political meetings and voter registration drives. Through 
his involvement in neighborhood issues. Harvey earned the title 
“I'he Mayor of Castro Street.” 

As the influx of gay men and lesbians revitalized the 
neighborhood, Harvey assumed leadership of the Castro Merchants 
Association. In 1974 he organized the original Castro Street Fair. 

In January 1976, Mayor George Moscone appointed Harvey to 
the Board of Permit Appeals as San Francisco's first openly gay 
Commissioner. In the 1977 District Election of Supervisors, Harvey 
was elected to the Board from this District. 

Harvey Milk was a representative of a despised minority, yet his lasting triumph is that he championed the rights of all people. In his tragically short term as Supervisor, Harvey Milk authored San 
Francisco's Gay Rights Ordinance and fought for the causes of women, the elderly, ethnic minorities, renters, environmentalists, 
union members and neighborhood residents. He also worked to establish district elections and improve public transit. Muni riders 
remembered him as the first city official to use a Muni Fast Pass 
every day. 

  

Harvey Milk and George Moscone were assassinated on 
November 27, 1978. That night 40,000 San Franciscans gathered 
at this site and proceeded to City Hall in a candlelight march. 

Harvey Milk Plaza was dedicated on September 15, 1985 by 
Mayor Dianne Feinstein, Board of Supervisors President John L. 
Molinari and Harveys successor, Supervisor Harry Britt. 

“Iam all of us!” — Harvey Milk 
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C-0 nce 

FLOOR SAMPLE CLEARANCE 

O F F 

ONLY 
THURSDAY THROUGH MONDAY 

1. Q - '@ ©O 9 

FI VE DAYS 

  
CANTONESE & 
MANDARIN 
CUISINE 

* Dinner (No MSG) 

  

t s 
398 KANSAS BAN FRANCIBCO 4175 864-7776 

  

  

TAKE OUT 
OPEN: Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-11:30pm 

4:30-7PM 
(415) 863-6868 

[OX] 438A Castro Street — 2nd Floor 
=) Across from Castro Theater   

. 
0 

cz Fri.-Sat. 4:30-12am — Sun. 4:30-10pm 20% OFF 

WITH THIS AD! 

    

  

  

| Le’ Domino 
| WH A French Restaurant and Bar 

2742 17TH STREET ¢ SAN FRANCISCO 
Dinner from 5:30 

Reservations: 626-3095      

Security Parking 

   
     
  
        

  

December specials — 
Sa-té Shrimp $4.95; Chicken Salad $2.50 
4 Imperial Rolls $1.95 

Gomerald Garden 
VIETNAMESE UJISINE 

1550 California Street, San Francisco 415-673-1155 
HOURS: Mon-Sat 11:30-2:30 * 5:30-10:30 * Sun 5-10 

  

  
  

    

Co SUTTERS 
2 MILL 

. Where the Stars 

G the Elite meet! 
    

   

  

FREE LOTTERY TICKETS       
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. Where you can ) 
Get Rich Quick! 

  

  

  

        

   

  

  

FRIDAY 27       

* A Whole Lot of Bessie In Me: cabaret, Buckley's, 131 
Gough St., S.F,, 8:30 PM. Featuring Aldo Antonio Bell. 
Produced by Joseph Taro. 

* Duck's Breath Mystery Theatre: stage performance, 
Julia Morgan Theatre, 2640 College Ave., Berkeley, 
8:30 PM, $7.50 advance, $8.50 door. Tickets available 
at the Derby Market, across from the theatre, 9 AM-7 

PM daily, through BASS, and by reservation, 548-7234. 
Duck's Breath will bombard the senses with its time- 

honored routines such as the Transvestite Farmers’ 
Association, Tom E. Dell's Puppet Safari, Mr. Nifty, Dr. 
Science lan Shoales. The Ducks’ new material features 
Congo Bob, African mercenary turned stand-up comic, 
Wex Wexler, Super Salesman of Life Insurance, and 

Dale Blisterproof, a Paul Harvey-esque commentator 
on Hard Work and Perspiration. 

* Monica Palacios and Marga Gomez: comedy, 
Baybrick Inn, 1190 Folsom St., S.F., 6-8 PM. 

* Deathtrap: stage performance, Theatre Rhinoceros, 
2926 16th St., S.F, 8:30 PM. A comedy/thriller by Ira 
Lewin. Call 552-4100 for reservations. 

* Women's Drop-in Space: conversation and caring, 
1615 Polk St., upstairs, S.F., 7-9 PM, every Friday. 

SATURDAY 28 
* Duck's Breath Mystery Theatre: stage performance, 
Julia Morgan Theatre, Berkeley (see Friday for details). 

  

    

* Bay Area Black Lesbians and Gays: potluck dinner, 
437 Webster St., S.F., 7:30 PM-12:30 AM. This is a 
finger-food potluck. Bring munchies and/or veggies 
(not popcorn or potato chips). Liquor welcome, but 
food must accompany it. Call 864-0876 or 752-7766 
for reservations (a must!!). 

* The Chrysanthemum Ragtime Band: ‘Come On and 
Hear,’ a radio show on KALW-FM, 91.7 FM, 6 PM. 

* Fraternal Order of Gays: game night, FOG House, 
304 Gold Mine Dr., S.F., 8 PM. Play Monopoly, Risk and 
Diplomacy. Enjoy refreshments, snacks and new friends 
in a cozy environment. Call 641-0999 for details. 

* Diablo Valley MCC: bowling at Diablo Lanes, 1500 
Monument Blvd., Concord. Call 827-2960 for details. 
* Alamo Square Saloon: Bubble Gum Blowing con- 
test, 600 Fillmore St., S.F,, 9 PM. 

* Deathtrap: stage performance, Theatre Rhinoceros 
(see Friday for details). 

* Weslia Whitfield: music, Buckley's, 131 Gough St., 
S.F., 9:30 PM, $6 cover, show only, $4 dinner guest 
cover. 

* Writing Workshop: for women 60 and older, Opera- 
tion Concern, 1853 Market St., S.F., 12 noon. Spon- 
sored by Gay and Lesbian Outreach to Elders, call 
626-7000 for more information. 

‘SUNDAY 29 
* A Whole Lot of Bessie In Me: cabaret, Buckley's (see 
Friday for details). 

* The Bobs: music, Julia Morgan Theater, 2640 Col 
lege Ave, Berkeley, 8 PM, $7.50 advance, $8.50 door, 
available at Derby Market, across from theater, 9 AM-7 
PM daily, through BASS, and by reservation at the door, 
548-7234. The Bobs is an innovative new wave a 
capella group. 

* Chevere: music, Baybrick Inn, 1190 Folsom St. SF, 
5:30-8:30 PM, $4 cover. Latin jazz. 
* Affirmation: Pre-New Year's Brunch, 16089 Carolyn 
St. (east of 1-580, take the Carolyn St./164th St. exit, 
Bayfair BART), 7 PM, $2 donation if you have the 
money. Call 276-2298. 

* Diablo Valley Metropolitan Community Church: 
worship service, 2247 Concord Bivd., Concord, 10 AM. 
Call 827-2960 for details. 

* Santa Rosa MCC: worship services, 7 PM. Call (707) 
546-8106 for details. 

* Deathtrap: stage performance, Theatre Rhinoceros, 
S.F., (see Friday for details). 

  

    

* Slightly Younger Lesbians and Gays: meeting, Billy 
DeFrank Lesbian and Gay Community Center, 86 Keyes 
St., San Jose, 1-3 PM. Call 293-4525 for details. 
* Gay Volleyball: pick-up games, Potrero Hill Jr. High 
School, 19th and DeHaro, S.F., 11 AM-2 PM. 
* Le Jazz Hot: cabaret, The Black Rose, 335 Jones 
St, S.F, 9 & 11 PM, $1. Join MC's Consuelo del Rio 
and Tommi Rose every Sunday for a classy show featur- 
ing S.F’s finest female impersonators. 

* Drop-in VD Clinic: sponsored by the Gay Men's 
Health Collective, 2339 Durant Ave., Berkeley, 7 to 9 
PM. Free and confidential. Testing and treatment for 
gonorrhea, syphilis, NGU, scabies, lice, etc, also 
counseling and referrals. Call 644-0425 for more 
information. 
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MONDAY 30   

2223 Warket St 

| BIENVENIDOS! 
Home of the 

famous Margarita 

and the 
finest Mexican food 
in the Castro area 

DINNER! 
LUNCH! 
BRUNCH! 

Free Champagne 

           

* Scott Rankine: music, Mason Street, 340 Mason 
(near Geary), 8:30 PM, $7. Call 981-3535 for tickets. 
* Leslie Ann Sorci: cabaret, N’ Touch, 1548 Polk St., 
S.F, 8:30 PM, $2. 

* Marga Gomez: comedy, N"Touch, 1548 Polk St., S.F,, 
8:30'PM, $2. Hosted by Joseph Taro. 
* Sapphron Obois and Julie Homi: music, Baybrick 
Inn, 1190 Folsom St., S.F, 8 PM. 
* AIDS Writing Project: writing workshop for people 
with AIDS, 3-5 PM. Call 861-2385 for more informa- 
tion. 

TUESDAY 31 
* Duck's Breath Mystery Theatre: stage performance, 
Julia Morgan Theatre, Berkeley, 9 PM, $25 (see Friday 
for details). 

* So Many Men 1986: | Beam’s New Year's party, Gift- 
Center Pavilion, 888 Brannan St., 9 PM-9 AM, $25 
from now until New Year's Eve, $35 at the door. Tickets 
available at Headlines, All-American Boy and at the | 
Beam ticket booth, 1748 Haight St. 

* Trocadero Transfer: New Year's Eve party, 520 
Fourth St., S.F., 10 PM-dawn, $15 (Troc ID not required). 
Includes champagne, favors and hors d‘oeuvres. Ad- 
vance tickets available at All-American Boy, Headlines 
(Castro and Polk Sts.), Liquor Express, Mikage, Daljeets, 
Butch Wax and Ron's Records. For details, call 
495-0185. 

* Girth and Mirth: New Year's Eve party, 176 Page St., 
S.F., 8:45 PM, $10 donation. All food and drinks (soft, 
hard, champagne, wine and beer) provided by the club. 

* Faultline: New Year's show, Lipps, 201 9th St, SF, 
$10. Call 668-9769 for details. 

* The Cabaret Bar: New Year's Eve party, The Cabaret 
Bar, 9435 Hiway 20, Glenhaven, CA. Free midnight 
buffet. 

* Baybrick Inn: New Year's Eve party, 1190 Folsom St., 
S.F., 8 PM, $8 cover. Party favors and champagne at 
midnight. 
* Buckley's: Special New Year's Eve dinner show, 131 
Gough St., S.F,, by reservation only. Call 552-8177 for 
information. Featuring Weslia Whitfield. 

  

  
  

* Alamo Square Saloon: New Year's Eve party, 600 
Fillmore St., S.F., 8 PM until. 

* Affirmation: New Year's Eve party, 22694 7th St., 
#6, Hayward, 7:30 PM. Call 538-9683 for details. 

* Cindy Herron: music, N'Touch, 1548 Polk St, SF, 
5:30 PM. With Robert Bendorff. 

WEDNESDAY 1 
* San Francisco Hiking Club: day hike, Laurel Dell on 
Mt. Tamalpais, 10:45 AM. Meet under the big Safeway 
sign near Church & Market. Please call 928-2176 to 
express interest in advance. 

* Fruit Punch: gay radio, KPFA, 94.1 FM, 10 PM. 

* Beginning Yoga Classes: 6:30-8 PM. Located near 
16th and Valencia. Free for PWA. Call 864-1141 for 
details. 

  

      

* San Francisco Lesbian/Gay Chorus: rehearsal, All 
Saints Church, 1350 Waller St., near Masonic, S.F., 
7:30-10 PM. Call 334-6542 for information. 

' THURSDAY 2 
* Feathers ‘N’ Flesh: music, comedy and male strip- 
pers, N'Touch, 1548 Polk St., S.F,, 10 PM, $1, with alter- 
nating comedy hosts Danny Williams and Karen Ripley. 

* Bonnie Hayes: music, Baybrick Inn, 1190 Folsom St., 
SF, 7 PM. 

* GLOE: writing workshop for gay male seniors 60 and 
older, 1853 Market St., S.F. 7 PM. Call 431-6254 for 
details. 

  

    

* Western Star Dancers: beginners square dance 
class, YWCA, 620 Sutter St, S.F, 7:15 PM. Call 
864-6134 for details. 

* Gay Comedy Open Mike: Alamo Square Saloon, 600 
Fillmore St. (at Fell), S.F., 9 PM. Call 552-7100 or 
563-3031 to pre-register. Danny Williams is the MC. 

The Bay Area Reporter welcomes organizations, 
businesses, and individuals to submit items for its 
weekly calendar. Placement in the calendar is free and 
the sole responsibility of the editors. Deadline: 5 PM 
on Thursdays. This Week compiled by Will Snyder. 

  

  SF CR 74//4 with 
G21-0111 Sunday Brunch 

(Sorry. No Reservations) EL ———————     

  

  

(rant Trent, owner of Fanny's, Ivy's 
and Burton's, returns to the 
Castro with his newest 
restaurant. . . 

Cnr he A . 

Now open & serving dinner nightly. 

4072 EIGHTEENTH STREET near CASTRO 
RESERVATIONS 552-6655 

  

Ir li 

New Year's Eve Dinner 
¢ 

Lobster Bisque 

Butter Lettuce w/ creamy dijon dressing, 

garnished w/ assorted vegetables 

(choice of) 

Steak & Lobster 

or 

Eastern Soft Shell Crab 

Dessert: Chocolate Mousse 

or 

Fresh Pineapple in Sweet Pepper Sauce 

Imported Champagne (1 bottle per couple) 

Cappucino, Expresso, Coffee or Tea 

Dinner: Per Couple $75.00 

(Tax & Gratuny not included) 

Half Shell Seafood Bar & Grill 
64 Rausch Street, off Folsom between 7th & 8th Streets 

San Francisco. 

* 

For Reservations: 415-552-7677 
Valet Parking Available   
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Gary Floyd 
Is In a Group Called The Dicks 
Ever Hear of ‘Em? 
by Jon Sugar 

Bay Area for a few years now. Although their future is uncer- 
A gay punk group called The Dicks has been in and around the 

tain, Gary Floyd, the 300-pound founder of the group, will 
always make music and draw stares. The following is an interview 
with Gary. 

Jon Sugar: When did you get in- 
volved with music? 

Gary Floyd: There was never a 
time 1 was not into music. | 
remember when I was a little boy 
before the first grade my family 
owned a teenage hang-out in 
Gurdon, Arkansas (pop. 2,000). 
This was in the late "50s, early 
‘00s. I'd be in the middle of the 
dance floor, singing and dancing 

along to the Four Seasons and 
Roy Orbison. 

From the very early days I 
knew I wanted to do something 
that involved a lot of people look- 
ing at me. 

J.S.: Why did you choose the 
punk genre? 

G.F.: Being in a ‘punk’ band 
came natural. The music of the 
"70s (rock music) was total shit. 
With the millionaire values and 
rock star attitudes a lot of us got 
real sick. Luckily we soon came 
across Iggy and David Bowie 
and Lou Reed. It was rock at its 
best and they all were queer to 
boot. I knew then there was a 
heaven. 

When the Sex Pistols hit in 
"76-77 it was wonderful. I saw 
them here in San Francisco at 
Winterland. 

Before long 1 was back in 
"Texas looking for my own band. 
In 1980 I found the perfect guys 
and voila, The Dicks. 

J.S.: What was it like in the 
beginning? 

G.F.: The early days were great. 
We'd be singing about starving 
people, anti-sexist and anti-racist 
attitudes, and anti-imperialism. 
We'd be drunk, the other guys 
would be falling down, and I'd be 
pulling liver out of my panties, 
pitching it at the weaker faces in 
the crowd. 

Young boys used to give me 
rubbers (used ones) on stage. 
They loved it. I loved it. 

The sad thing was people 
started coming to see the show 
and were not hearing our 
message. So fuck it. I stopped the 
freak show and got stronger with 
my political statements. 

The rubbers stopped, but peo- 
ple started asking questions that 
meant they were thinking about 
real problems and real solutions. 
I felt great about it. 

J.S.: When did you come to SF? 

G.F.: We moved to San Francisco 
in 1982. After a U.S. tour the 
other group wanted to go back to 

Texas. I felt I could never go back 
there to live again, although it 
was wonderful. I was pretty ad- 
dicted to San Francisco. 

After they moved back, Deb- 
bie, our manager, and I put out 
the word the Dicks needed to 
reform. It didn't take long to find 
the right musicians. A new 
guitarist joined the band a cou- 
ple of months ago. 

J.S.: Tell us about your new Ip. 

G.F.: The new album is called 
These People. We all feel really 
good about it. It’s on Alternative 
Tentacles records, which is the 
Dead Kennedy's label. I think 
this album moves away from the 
‘punk only’ vice we once felt lock- 
ed into, although all of our 
records have hinted at many 
types of musical styles. This one 
does more than hint. It shows 
where we're going now. A bit of 
jazz—Tlots of blues overtones— 
but the over-riding sound is Rock 
-n- Roll, which is where it’s all 
been coming from anyway. 

J.S.: How do you handle being 
gay? 

G.F.: Coming out for me, as for 
everyone I guess, was such a 

Garry Floyd 

  

(Photo: G. Roberts) 
  

yes. When he showed up I 
couldn't believe it. Bleached hair, 
huge elephant bells, eye liner, the 
whole "70s garb. 

He'd only been there a few 
hours when he started asking 
questions about a notorious gay 

cafe called The Silver Dollar 
Saloon. I, of course, acted shock- 
ed, and a bit disgusted at his 
assumption that I would know 
anything about such a place. 

He stood back and read me 
real hard. ‘1 know you're queer 
and a closet case. You're ready to 
come out though, Gary. Go get 
dressed. Let's gas up the car and 

‘Within 48 hours | had done just about 
every queer thing anybody can think of. 

RE 

weird story. 

It was 1972 in Houston, Texas. 
There is a ‘Castro type’ area of 
town called the Montrose area. I 
lived in the middle of all these 
very openly gay people, but refus- 
ed to admit just how queer I real- 
ly was. 

A cousin of mine who was ‘the 
queer of the family’ gave me a call 
one day from Illinois and asked 
if he could please come and stay 
with me a few weeks while he 
tried to find work in Houston. 

Out of family obligation I said 

  

— Gary Floyd 

have some fun.’ 

Within 48 hours I had done 
just about every queer thing 
anybody could think of. 

I, for sure, knew I was on the 
right sexual road, but the Silver 
Dollar crowd was unbelievable. 
Really tough, rude, and wonder- 
ful queens, pimps, hustlers, 
chickens, chicken hawks, just 
very weird people. The cops 
would come in three or four times 
a night and just take people out, 
for no reason. I had never 
thought about how rough ‘those 

V’sar, lead singer of Carrion Commandos (Photo: C. Touloi) 
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fags on Westheimer’ had it 
before, but it was becoming ob- 
vious real fast. 

The first night we went there, 
a father and his son sat at the 
same booth with us because it 
was very crowded, always. The 
dad was giving his 14 or 15-year- 
old kid a big pep-talk on how he'd 
better make rent money that 
night. After the talk the father 
proceeded to take out a rig and 
hit the kid up with speed and 
then say, ‘Now go get some 
money.’ 

My first thought was ‘God- 
damn, is this what it means to be 
queer?’ 

I got over it pretty fast though, 
and jumped right in the middle 
of it—lots of drugs, lots of sex, 
and lots of really fucked-up peo- 
ple, me included. I became a 
pretty fucked-up guy. Just acting 
as queer and outrageous as possi- 
ble, just acting, for the sake of my 
sexuality. 

The best thing possible was 
when I moved to Austin and met 
a lot of very political and very 
progressive gay men and les- 
bians. It was great to know being 
a mindless clone was not the only 
alternative to the closet. 

J.S.: Do you see parallels be- 
tween gays and punks? 

G.F.: It's the same with 
anything, really, be it clones in 
the gay community, or clones in 
punk rock, or clones in anything. 
Fuck clones. Be yourself. That's 

Where It’s At 
by Jon Sugar 

T hen I saw the last Dicks 
show ever I took a cab to 
The Farm (Potrero and 

Army) and as I stepped out a 
punk girl gave me the once over 
and said, “The library is over 
there!” “Thanks for the warn- 
ing,” I replied, “1 left my socks 
under your mother’s bed. Tell her 
I'll pay her tomorrow.” I was get- 
ting into a punk groove. 

Once at the gate I ran into 
more trouble when the skinhead 

» doorman asked me for $7.25. 
“I'm on the Dicks’ guest list,” I 
said. “I don’t see your name here 
and the Dicks have already let in 
about a hundred guests any way, 
so I guess you'll have to pay,” was 
the reply. “Do I look like I would 
have come here if I had to pay?" 
I queried. “Look at me!” I was 
wearing brown army clothes, 
what I call dyke chic, certainly 
not de riguer for the evening. 
Finally the Dicks’ manager 
escorted my friend and I inside 
under protective custody. 

why I have a lot of trouble with 
so many of the gay men in San 
Francisco (and everywhere, real- 
ly). It seems like they try to pat- 
tern themselves after the correct 
bar look of the day. The funky 
thing is, the people who dictate 
that certain look are the same 
assholes who keep gay people 
fucked over in this society. I don’t 
want gay liberation to be a 
fashion statement. I would like it 
to mean a solidarity with all op- 
pressed people, everywhere. 

J.S.: You weigh 300 pounds. 

G.F.: Being fat in a bar is pretty 
funny. The looks those guys give 
me is worth a million dollars, sort 
of like ‘what are you doing here?’ 
If they only knew I'm laughing 
too—their store-bought bodies, 
the store-bought tans, the entire 
‘look’ right down to the water 
baloon bulge in their jeans, it all 
looks so phony. 

I'd rather be a fat, one legged, 
bald headed, no teeth, hair- 
lipped dog fucker than a store- 
bought muscle man with a yellow 
tan. 

J.S.: What about the Dicks? Are 
they pulling out? 

G.F.: The future of the Dicks is 
uncertain now. I want to sing 
blues music, real blues, and it 
would be hard to steer the Dicks 
in that direction. So we'll see— 
I'm getting into some acting pro- 
jects now—Dbut music is the driv- 
ing force for me, be it the Dicks 
or whatever. I will be making 
music. 

J.S.: And how about your gay 
audience? 

G.F.: We have a few songs I wrote 
from the totally queer point of 
view. An old song called ‘Satur- 
day night at the Bookstore’ with 
such lyrics as ‘I don’t want to 
know your name, just get on the 
other side, I'm in love with a 
glory hole,” or a song from our 
1982 album Kill From The 
Heart ‘Little Boy's Feet.’ ‘I work- 
ed at the shoe store lookin’ to 
meet some young boy with a pair 
of nice feet.’ 

Our new lp has a song called 
‘Off Duty Sailor’ ‘I'm in dress, oh 
what a mess. I gummed his 
pistol, your bullet flows, it’s time 
to go, off duty sailor.’ 

(Continued on page 31) 

The Farm is a cavernous place 
where chickens, goats, crops, 
and people all live together under 
one roof. It’s a kind of punk 
cultural center. When I arrived 
Polkacide, a band made up of 
trendy looking musicians who 
plays straight-ahead Polka music 
sounding like Lawrence Welk on 
a very bad acid trip, was in full 
swing. Between songs cries of 
“Polka you mother fuckers” fill- 
ed the air. 

The Dicks, enjoying enor- 
mous popularity since the release 
of its second Ip, hit the stage at 
midnight. Lead singer Gary 
Floyd has written a song about 
AIDS call “Freight Train” that 
goes, “1 got sweat pouring off of 
me. I've got the plague of the cen- 
tury. It’s like a freight train.” It’s 
a great song which the band 
played with power, passion, and 
intensity in the true spirit of rock 
'n roll. The Dicks played one 
more show in LA and then 
disbanded. 

(Continued on page 31) 

  

  

  

  

          

A NEW YEAR... ANEW NAME... A NEW DANCE EXPERIENCE. .. 
THREE MORE REASONS NOT TO STAY HOME. 

2140 MARKET ST. (NEAR CHURCH) 626-2543 
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centers with established gay 
ghettos and before the 

“dance” bar became strictly 
defined, it was easy to travel 
around the country on a tour of 
rural gay America and find clubs 
where dykes, drag queens, and 
faggots of all perversions rubbed 
shoulders, elbows, and egos as 
they danced to Aretha’s “Think” 
one minute and Charley Pride's 
“Crystal Chandeliers” the next. 

() ni the large urban 

That communal experience re- 
mains in rural America, but has 
been lost in the big-city politics 
of gay liberation where sheer 
numbers offer political power 
and an economic base for 
specialty bars, shops, and 
neighborhoods. 

A prime example has been the 
chronicling of the demise of the 
South of Market leather scene, 
with the gay press focusing on the 

  

Walkin’ After Midnight 

neighborhood's downfall while 
the straight press has focused on 
the trendy but positive aspects. 
Personally, a mixed crowd, like a 
mixed drink, allows for a more 
sobering view of the world. Or 
maybe I've just been to too many 
straight rock concerts? 

“Who wants to be around a 
bunch of obnoxious straights?’ 
has been the catch-phrase of 
many gays describing the chang- 
ing Folsom scene. 

Tripping from The Stud, The 
Oasis, The Baybrick Inn, and 
back to Hamburger Mary's for a 
late snack did not reveal any 
threats to my gay comfort zone in 
spite of occasional sightings of 
“straights” in the neighborhood. 
Maybe it was a good night (the 
“obnoxious” straights being off 
duty or something) or maybe too 
many obnoxious leather queens 
are spreading false rumors that 

  

$1844 
from San Francisco   

some meals. Call for information and 
brochure. Fully-escorted from LA. 

Also GREECE in Sept.— $1842 

AUSTRALIAN TOUR 
April 3 to April 17, 1986 

AN EXCLUSIVE GAY TOUR FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
FIJI, MELBOURNE, SIDNEY, SURFER'S PARADISE & CAIRNS 
Tour includes air, hotels, sightseeing and Wy 

ROYAL 
Travel-Service 
4619 East Second Sticet 
Long Beach. Ca 90803 

  

Ask for our affiliated agent 

LES in San Francisco 

386-3725     

HOME MOVIES TO HOME VIDEO 
QUALITY TRANSFERS — WE TRANSFER: 

Regular 8 MM 
16 MM 

Super 8 MM 
35 MM SLIDES 

ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK ON SUPER 8 & 16 MM 
— Please Call For Prices — 

BEST VIDEO TAPES (415) 939-9166 

  

  

  

Union Square 

EUROPEAN PSYCHIC 
PSYCHIC CARD 

& ESP READINGS 
by MICHAEL 

| have the psychic ability to help you overcome your problems and 
guide you to love, health, happiness and success. You have the 
power to rule your life and achieve inner peace and tranquility if 
you understand that there are psychic forces that influence every 
aspect of your life. Let me help you prevent frustrations, tragedies 

and disappointments. 
® E.S.P. e Tarote Pyramid® 12 Hour & Hour Sessions 

(415) 398-7282 

  

people who can’t afford head-to- 
toe black leather outfits and who 
are unschooled in the art of play- 
ing Daddy or Daddy's Boy have 
ruined Folsom. 

PATSY’S G SPOT MAKES 
WET DREAMS SWEETER 

If this is the downfall of 
Folsom, give me more. 

Patsy Cline and the Memphis 
G Spots played a couple of rare 
performances last month both at 
The Oasis and Nine after a long 
hiatus from live performances. 

In retrospect, the queens at Sir 
James, my first gay bar, a run- 
down hole-in-the-wall in Tucson 
that has long since been plowed 
under, would have killed to see an 
act as ballsy and entertaining as 
Patsy (Arturo Gallster) and 
her/his G Spots, Big Hank, Lit- 
tle, and Hank. 

The group is made for fun and 
its followers enjoy hearing the 
great country music classics of 
the original Queen of Country 
Music as much as they enjoy see- 
ing Arturo pull off his drag queen 
routine. 

Now that Jessica Lange's por- 
trayal of Patsy Cline in Sweet 
Dreams has brought renewed in- 
terest in the country singer, Pat- 
sy Cline and her/his G Spots 
seem less of a novelty act than 
when they first hit the local club 
scene. 

Prancing around in his blue- 
sequined cowgirl get-up with 
mandatory fringe (on top and 
bottom), Arturo proved again 
that his great gimmick is backed 
by a real talent for showmanship 
and enough gutsy zeal to enter- 
tain any crowd, which the band 
has done from New York to San 
Francisco. ; 

This is a cult band without 
question and Arturo said its “‘if- 
fy” existence is just that—he may 
not be here tomorrow, or if he is 
he may not be doing Patsy Cline. 
But while they re currently back 
in the spotlight, anyone with a 
taste for country music, good 
“drag” or just plain camp should 
make a note to catch the group. 
And where, Arturo, is that single 
you've been talking about? 

  
Todd Rundgren 

    
JERRY DE GRACIA 

TALES OF TESSI TURA 

A Rose is A Rose is A Rose 
  

    
  

TODD RUNDGREN: THE 
RUNT GOES ACAPPELLA 

Admittedly I hadn't yet listen- 
ed to Todd Rundgren’ latest Ip, 
A Cappella, when I went to see 
his show last month at the 
Warfield—it was a belated birth- 
day present from my best friends. 
I went to socialize, having serious 
doubts that Rundgren’s perfor- 
mance would be overwhelming 
or even half-heartedly enter- 
taining. 

Surprisingly, the keyboard 
wizard put together an interest- 
ing show; his new material is 
easily accessible and the fact that 
the show, like the Ip, is primarily 
acappella, is a daring move. 
There is an abundance of techni- 
cal expertise performed by 
Rundgren on the Ip, generated by 
the use of his voice, programmed 
through an Emulator, creating a 
range of instrumental effects in- 
cluding percussion, string, reed, 
and woodwind sounds. 

A Cappella is interesting in 

technique and entertaining in 
material. Rundgren’s live perfor- 
mance was even better. To create 
his studio effect he used an 
11-voice orchestra and, aside 
from a brief segment during 
which he played piano and 
guitar, the show was a “voices 
only” performance. 

Unlike the Gay Men's Chorus, 
whose finely vocalized perfor- 
mances could sedate a schizo- 
phrenic, Rundgren and his 
11-voice orchestra had the pack- 
ed theater dancing in the aisles 
with their exciting material that 
ranged from soul, rhythm and 
blues, and doo-wop, to rock. No 
offense to the chorus, but “Stout- 
Hearted Men’ has never inspired 
me to snap, crackle, or pop. 

Overall, 4 Cappella is a novel 
idea and Rundgren’s live perfor- 
mance of the material succeeds, 
leaving me with a belief in Rund- 
gren's utopian credo “1 just wan- 
na play, I wanna bang on my 
drum all day!” 

  

  

    

  

thy 

healthy ! 

tog!" 
Learn 
How To: 

® Manage stress 

* Enjoy sex safely 
* Improve general health 

and couples. 

AIDS HEALTH PROJECT 
* Reduce alcohol and drug use 
* Cope with AIDS antibody test results 

Groups for “Worried Well”, people with AIDS 
and AIDS Related Conditions. Special groups 
forming for women, third-world minorities 

  

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR 
APPOINTMENT! 626-6637 
    This project funded by the San Francisco Dept. of Public Health     
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Common 

Vision 

by Adele Prandini 

ow often can you go to the 
theater and come away say- 
ing I really enjoyed that? 

The Eureka Theatre is currently 
presenting Fen by Caryl Chur- 
chill, and I must say I loved every 
minute. Every aspect of this pro- 
duction is superb. 

The Fens are reclaimed 
marshlands in England drained 
to exploit the peaty soil. The play 
explores the people who live, 
work, and die on this land. Sur- 
vival is an interesting subject, 
and Churchill's characters bring 
the issues to life beautifully. Fen 
has it all: layers of humor, dashes 
of joy, tragic portraits of loneli- 
ness and despair, all somehow 
adding up to inspiration. 

My thanks to the cast, Lorri 
Holt, Ellen McLaughlin, Abi- 
gail Van Alyn, Janice Fuller, 
Sigrid Wurschmidt, and Ed 
Hodson for the magic of their 
performances. Together these six 
people portray 22 characters. 
These multiple transformations 
are certain evidence of both the 
craft and imagination of the 
actors. 

Ed Hodscn (1.) and Abigail Van Alynin Fen (Photo: A. Nomura) 

   
  

Director Anthony Taccone has 
allowed the script to speak for 
itself. He has done a fine job of 
pacing, particularly with the first 
half of the play, which consists of 
a number of short scenes. The 
blocking is fluid, allowing the au- 
dience to be swept away, wave 
after dramatic wave. 

The production values of Fen 
are some of the best I've seen 
ever. Peggy Snider's set is a lesson 
in simplicity, if you can call a 
creek and ten cubic yards of top 
soil simple. Snider and her assis- 

tant, Laura Settlemier, have 
created the perfect environment 
for the play, stark and beautiful. 
Jack Carpenter's lighting design 
and the sound effects of Stephen 
LeGrand and Eric Feldman 
complement the set perfectly, as 
do the costumes of Patricia 
Polen. This is truly a case of 
talented people working together 
toward a common vision. WW 

Fen 
Eureka Theatre; 558-9898 
Through January 12 

  

  

many a night experiencing 
Jean-Louis  Barrault’s 

wretched production of Carmen 
at the Met. As a result, I grew ac- 
customed to watching the chorus 
stampede across the stage in the 
moments preceding Escamillo’s 
entrance in Act IV. Somehow, 
their diction—combined with 
my fatigue from attending morn- 
ing classes at Brooklyn College 
and working part-time each 
afternoon—transformed “A los 
quartos” into a newly-invented 
word which sounded something 
like “Oleesvardos.” As the chorus 
tossed coins, oranges, and other 
small objects into the air, 1 
stupidly convinced myself that 
they were re-enacting an authen- 
tic Spanish ritual wherein, for 
good luck, onlookers shower a 
matador with stuffed olives prior 
to his confrontation with the bull. 
As it turned out, I was full of bull. 
Bullshit, to be precise. But those 
are the kinds of foolish ideas an 
overactive imagination concocts 
w hile its ow ner is sprawled on the 
floor of the Met's Family Circle 
during intermission, nervously 
cramming for a chemistry exam. 

i} uring the late 1960s, 1 spent 

Thus, 1 will always cherish the 
memory of hearing Bizet's opera 
sung in English for the first time. 
One mind-shattering afternoon 
in the mid-1970s, I sat in the Cur- 
ran Theatre's balcony—ripped to 
the tits on acid—and listened 
carefully to the text as it was 
sung. To my utter shock and 
amazement, Spring Opera Thea- 
tre’s production contained no 
reference whatsoever to my 

cherished olives. 1 couldn't 
believe that one of the nation’s 
leading opera companies could 
know nothing about this sacred 
ritual so, the next day, when the 
acid wore off, I searched through 
thelibretto. It didn’t take long to 
discover what an utter fool I'd 
been and I remember swallowing 
a large helping of humble pie that 
afternoon. : 

As a result, 1985 will be fond- 
ly remembered by me as the year 
in which Supertitles changed my 
dramatic agenda. Although, in 
my early days of attending per- 
formances, 1 had listened to 
many full-length opera record- 
ings, the insights gained while 
studying their librettos and im- 
agining the stage action from the 
confines of my bedroom had long 
since faded with time. This year, 
Supertitles vastly changed the 
performance experience for me 
by adding multiple layers of text 
and allowing me to instantly 
digest their nuances while 
understanding certain crucial 
pieces of stage business at the 
very moment in which they oc- 
curred. Take my word, folks. 
Supertitles make a big difference. 

SECOND-HAND ROSE 

In fact, no better example of 
this phenomenon could be found 
than the San Francisco Opera's 
recent production of Der 
Rosenkavalier. A chatty opera if 
ever there was one, Strauss’ mas- 
terpiece is noted primarily for its 
lilting waltz, its ethereal final 
trio, and those bittersweet 
moments in which the Marschal- 
lin places her own vanity on the 
shelf and effects a tasteful exit in 
order that Sophie and Octavian 
may experience love's richest 
rewards. Without Supertitles, 
this would have been an ade- 
quately staged and reasonably 
well sung performance despite 
John Pritchard’s rather sterile 
work in the pit. With Supertitles, 
however, it became a poignantly 
moving experience which over- 
came the visual limitations of 
Gunther Schhneider-Siemssen’s 
somewhat tacky sets, which had 
been rented from the Lyric Opera 
of Chicago. 

Directed by Hans Neugebauer 
and extremely well cast by Terry 
McEwen, this Rosenkavalier 
took much of the dramatic em- 
phasis off the Marchallin and 
placed it where it rightly belongs: 
on Sophie and Octavian. This 
delicate shift in balance was 
largely made possible by Cheryl 
Parrish’s exquisite singing and 
Brigitte Fassbaender's extreme- 
ly touching Octavian. Fass- 
baender seems to have mastered 
all of Matthew Broderick 's facial 
affectations, thus transforming 
Octavian into a gawky young 
Count Rofrano who, although 
well-heeled, nevertheless retains 
painfully large traces of adoles- 
cence. Kiri Te Kanawa, while 
visually appealing and in fine 
voice, still strikes me as the 
essence of white bread. Indeed, 
the Marschallin’s crucial “Ja, 
Ja” almost got lost in the shuffle 
of her final exit. 

Others in the large cast includ- 
ed Kurt Moll as a tall and won- 
derfully sonorous Baron Ochs, 
Tonio di Paolo as the Italian 
tenor, Thomas Potter as a 
moronic Leopold, and Renato 
Capecchi as the social climbing 
Faninal. Special mention goes to 
Carla Cook 's outrageously over- 
sized Annina. A mezzo-soprano 
of towering stature, Cook reveal- 
ed a secure voice backed by for- 
midable acting skills. This young 
singer's potential is quite stagger-- 
ing, making me wonder what the 
future holds for her. 

THROUGH ROSE-COLORED 
LENSES 

The Met also mounted 
Strauss’ opera this fall, using 
A ASE TEER 

AIDS Dramas 

How would you like to spend 
an exhilarating evening of 
laughter and tears at the world 
premier of two new plays, and 
learn about the most important 
health issue of the ‘80s? That's 
w hat students at San Diego State 
University will do this February. 
The public will also be invited. 

Two world-premiere stage pro- 
ductions, Mark S. Fairchild’s 
Miles To Go and Robert Stone's 
As a Matter of Fact, will be 
presented at San Diego State 
University's Experimental Thea- 
tre the week of Feb. 10 for eight 
performances. Call (619) 
205-6017 for more information. 

As a Mater of Fact is a 
polemical satire especially writ- 
ten to convey the facts, figures, 
fallacies, and demographics of 
the AIDS crisis. The playlette is 

fashioned after the television 
game show The Family Feud. In. 
A Matter of Fact a family from 
California's progressive ‘new 
age” Marin County is pitted 
against a family from the Mid- 
west's Pocatello, Idaho, as they 
answer questions on AIDS. 

Miles To Go, is a deeply emo- 
tional yet unsentimental render- 
ing of the impact the AIDS 
epidemic has had on Jackson. a 
person with AIDS, and his peer 
counselor, Garrett. The play 
chronicles their turbulent, often 
touching, and frequently witty 
relationship as Jackson's strug- 
gle with the disease grows more 
intense. Issues of family confron- 
tation of the crisis, alternate life- 
styles, and health care provider 
fear in dealing with the disease 
are also addressed in this two-act 
play. ® 

GEORGE HEYMONT 

Robert O’'Hearn’s breathtaking 
sets and costumes. However, 
unlike San Francisco's produc- 
tion—which was serviceable— 
the Met's Rosenkavalier made 
audiences weep. James Levine 
conducted the evening with the 
kind of musicianship that makes 
the hairs on your back stand on 
end. Casting was quite strong 
and moments which, in San 
Francisco merely got by, took 
wing in New York. Act III's 
crucial trio was one of those 
magical episodes in which au- 
diences were transported to 
Cloud Nine as the operatic ex- 
perience became a moment sus- 
pended in time; a moment in 
which new musical and personal 
revelations take place. 

Although Gwyneth Jones has 
never been one of my favorite ar- 
tists, she knocked my socks off as 
the Marschallin. A deft actress, 
Jones sang extremely well while 
capturing the essence of fading 
vouth with a wistful beauty that 
challenged her advancing years. 
Tatiana Troyanos, who has now 
perfected Octavian’s characteri- 
zation, was in superb voice for 
the evening. As Sophie, Kathleen 
Battle sang with a crystalline 
beauty which sailed clearly over 
the orchestra. Directed by Bruce 
Donnell. these three women 
made the kind of operatic magic 
that will not soon be forgotten. 

I was especially tickled by 
Aage Haugland's overized Baron 
Ochs. Unlike Kurt Moll, who 
showed some traces of noble 
blood. Haugland played Ochs as 

  oi i 

Although this looks like a classic ‘girl meets boy’ set-up, it’s 
really a case of girl meets girl as Sophie (Cheryl Parrish) and Oc- 
tavian (Brigitte Fassbaender) fall in love during Strauss’ Der 
Rosenkavalier. 

an utter pig. Towering over the 
petite Kathleen Battle, he grabb- 
ed. pinched and salivated his way 
across the Met stage without 
stooping to blatant buffoonery. 
He was the kind of Ochs an au- 
dience loves to loathe. Smelly, yet 
sublime. Monstrously crude, yet 
magnificently comical. 

My only complaint about the 
Met's Rosenkavalier is that it 
was performed without Super- 
titles. While there is no denying 
that, musically speaking, this 

evening was one of the Metropol- 
itan Opera's more thorough 

triumphs, the audience could 
have gotten so very much more 
out of the performance had the 
company used Supertitles. Some 
claim that the height of the Met's 
proscenium forbids this practice 
and the Met's General Manager, 
Bruce Crawford, and Artistic 
Director, James Levine, both in- 

sist their audiences don’t really 
want Supertitles. 1 think they re 
dead wrong and afraid to find out 

why. ® 

  

  

  

THE ONLY THING MISSING 
ON THIS CRUISE . .. 

  

  

We've taken care of everything else — — 

THE PASSENGERS: Over 700 stimulating men from around the country 
and around the world. 

PORTS-OF-CALL: New Orleans. . . Key West . . . Cozumel. 

SPECIAL GUESTS & 

ENTERTAINMENT: Wayland Flowers & Madame 

Michael Greer 
Celeste 
Reverend Troy D. Perry 
Authors of The Male Couple 

Now all that remains is for YOU to book YOUR cabin on RSVP's 
exciting ‘A CRUISE TO REMEMBER’. It sails February 15 - 22, 1986, 
and promises to be THE travel event of the year. MAKE SURE 
YOU'RE A PART OF IT. You CAN be, if you BOOK NOW! 

SAN FRANCISCO 

  

China Basin Travel 
Donato Travel (Jason) 
Jackson Travel 
Mark Tours & Travel 
Now, Voyager Travel 
Passport To Leisure 

415-777-4747 
415-372-3356 
415-928-2500 
415-673-7245 
415-626-1169 
415-621-8300 
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STEVE WARREN 

A Deeper Shade of Lavender? 
lice Walker's novel The 

A ci Purple is about a 
black lesbian rising above 

the triple opression of her race. 
gender, and sexual orientation. 
The Steven Spielberg filnt version 
is about a black woman who has 
one lesbian experience in the 
course of rising above the double - 
oppression of her race and gen- 
der. It's such a wonderful movie 
I'm willing to overlook the sub- 
tle change which, while making 
it a bit less meaningful for us, will 
help it 10 reach a great many 
more people. 

Celie is introduced in 1909 at 
the age of 14, having a second 
child by her father, who takes it 
from her at birth. He tells her she 
has “the ugliest smile this side of 
creation” and gives her in mar- 
riagetoMr. _____ who carries 
a torch for blues singer Shug 
Avery, the most beautiful woman 
Celie has ever seen and the only 
person who will ever stimulate 
her sexually. 

Over the next 30-some years 
Celie learns to smile again and 
that not being beaten isn't the 
best she can expect out of life. She 
loses and regains her little sister 
  
  

“CHINA COURT is not just another Chinese 
meal. It's a Mandarin dining experience.” 

  

Nettie and becomes a landowner 
and an entrepreneur. . 

Perhaps like the mayor's wife 
(delightful Dana Ivey ). Spielberg 
wanted “to do something for the 
colored.” but he's made a film 
that transcends race to speak to 
the human experience. It's so 
beautiful it glosses over the 
brutality of the early scenes. For 
this reason and to understand, 
for instance. the African scarifi- 
cation ritual, you shouldn't skip 
the book just because you've seen 
the movie. They complement 
each other well, but neither can 
replace the other. 

The Color Purpie might have 
been even more of a showcase for 
Whoopi Goldberg, especially if 
she had also played the teenaged 
Celie in the opening scenes, but 
as it stands no one will quibble 
w hen she walks off with the best 
actress Oscar for her first picture. 
Danny Glover has the key to Mr. 

that his role of bully 
comes as naturally to him as be- 
ing a victim does to Celie. This 
makes his performance look de- 
ceptively simple. 

Aside from one discreet love 

MANDARIN CUISINE 

  

  
Complimentary carafe of wine 
with purchase of two meals. 

WITH THIS AD 

    

Lunch: 11:30-2pm 

  

SAN FRANCISCO « 626-5358 
599 CASTRO STREET 

Ali Major Credit Cards Accepted 
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THE CASTRO MOVIE STORE 

New Year’s! 
Regular Hours 

WUC YY 

The staff of Superstar Video 
wishes you a very Happy New Year's! 
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‘I don’t know how to fight. All | know how to dois sta 
survival in her marriage to Mr. 
for both Bay Area actors. 

  

  

      

y alive.” — Celie (Whoopi Goldberg) practices 
(Danny Glover) in The Color Purple, a significant career break 

  

scene, the only hint of the rela- 
tionship between the two women 
comes when Shug (Margaret 
Avery) blatantly sings to Celie in 
public: 

Sister, you been on my mind, 
Sister, we're two of a kind . . . 

It would be nice if The Color 
Purple were a deeper shade of 
lavender, but don’t let the politi- 
cally correct crowd make you 
miss this enthralling, enriching 
celebration of the human spirit. 
(Galaxy, Grand Lake) 

ENEMY MINE 

If there are any flower children 
left they may appreciate Enemy 
Mine, a well-intended parable 
that looks unfortunately campy 
in the ‘80s. Director Wolfgang 
Petersen's heart may have been in 
the right place, but his head was 
up his ass if he thought people 
would take this seriously. 

As ET. said first—and bets 
ter—we can learn to love 
creatures from other worlds who 
may look repulsive to us at first; 
and by extension, we can learn to 
love creatures on our own world 
who are different from us. Trek- 
kies will tell you, such messages 
can be conveyed painlessly 
through science fiction. 

It’s 2092. After a “Space In- 
vaders” dogfight the surviving 
pilots crash land on the planet 
Fyrine IV. Dennis Quaid is the 
earthling, Louis Gossett, Jr. the 
“completely inhuman,” herma- 
phroditic Drac. If the latter looks 
like he borrowed a rubber suit 
from the Creature from the Black 
Lagoon and speaks with an 
otherworldly Jamaican accent. 
try to ignore it—this is heavy shit. 

After a token effort to kill each 
other they band together for sur- 
vival, setting up housekeeping as 
your basic odd couple. They dis- 
cuss philosophy—Shismaa vs. 
Mickey Mouse—but never men- 
tion their respective means of 
reproduction until the Drac an- 
nounces it's pregnant. “Don't 
look at me!" responds the earth- 
man, as earthmen always have 
and always will. But before he 
can add, “I don't know nothin’ 
‘bout birthin’ babies,” he’s bury- 
ing his friend and raising a kid 
who quickly grows into some- 
thing resembling Michael Jack- 
son. 

Serpents invade their Eden to 
set up an action climax that’s 
wide open for the line, “I'll get 
you, my pretty, and your little 
Drac, too!” 

The baby is a marvel of special 
effects or makeup or something, 
and there's scenery lovely enough 
to make you want to vacation on 
Fyrine IV, but Enemy Mine's 
only chance for success is to build 
a cult for its unintentional 
humor. Or maybe I just saw it 
with a rowdy crowd at the press 
screening. You know how critics 
are. (Alexandria, Serramonte, 
Grand Lake) 

FOOL FOR LOVE 

Two quotes will prepare you to 
be unprepared for Fool for Love. 
Eddie, played by Sam Shepard, 
adapting one of his plays to film 
for the first time, says, “If you 
ain’t a cowboy you ain’t shit.” 
Director Robert Altman suggests 
in his notes, “It’s funny as hell, 
because that’s probably where it 
takes place.” 

As it sometimes will, hell looks 
amazingly like a rundown New 
Mexico motel, the El Royale. 
That's where Eddie tracks down 
May (Kim Basinger), the woman 
to whom he will “always be con- 
nected.” He mostly pursues her 
and she mostly tries to avoid him, 
while the Old Man (Harry Dean 
Stanton), who turns out to be 
father to both of them (by dif- 
ferent mothers, so it’s only semi- 
incest), watches and drinks. 
Hell, everybody drinks. 

Along comes Martin (Randy 
Quaid) to take May to a movie. 
Eddie threatens to turn her date 
“into a fig,” but instead tells him 
a story (not necessarily the story) 
of their life. 

Altman and company have 
done everything possible to make 
this work. The film is visual 
perfection, from the set and 
lighting with pink neon cutting 
through desert brown, to Bas- 
inger looking like Brigitte Bar- 
dot 25 years ago, to flashbacks 
which don’t always match the 
story being told, one of them 
almost mystically involving peo- 
ple who seem to be in the present. 
The great country and western 
score is mostly by Shepard's sis- 
ter, Sandy Rogers. 

The problem has to be in 
Shepard's script, which has too 
many or too few links to reality. 
It’s better than Paris, Texas, 
which kept you waiting almost an 
hour longer to find out what it 
was about and had less to hold 
your interest in the meantime, 
but Fool for Love is doomed to 
appeal to the same limited au- 
dience. (Clay) 

TWICE IN A LIFETIME 

Twice in a Lifetime belongs to 
the kitchen sink school of drama, 
which is roughly equivalent to 
eavesdropping on your neigh- 
bors. That may be a refreshing 
alternative to the Dynasty-type 
super-problems of the super- 
rich, but it’s not the kind of 
escapism I go to the movies for. 

Bud Yorkin, directing only his 
second feature since the 1970 
camp classic Start the Revolu- 
tion Without Me, cast his three 
leads perfectly and gets top per- 
formances from them. 

Ellen Burstyn has one line 
which tells the whole story: “I 
always thought if my husband 
ever left me I'd just die. Well, he 
did—and I haven't.” Gene Hack- 
man is the husband who walks 
out after 30 years when he meets 

Ann-Margret on his 50th birth- 
day and an affair ensues. 

The script by Colin (Chariots 
of Fire) Welland is completely 
nonjudgmental. No one is to 
blame for a marriage getting dull 
after the children are grown, nor 
are two middle-aged people 
wrong for jumping at an unex- 
pected second chance. As Hack- 
man says, “It’s been a long time 
since I haven't known for certain 
what a day had in store for me.” 

Amy Madigan is excellent as 
the volatile older daughter, Ally 
Sheedy just okay as her sister. 
Darrell Larson plays their 
brother who has moved out of 
town and if he’s married doesn’t 
mention it. Hmmm. There's also 
interesting interplay between 
Hackman and his best friend 
Brian Dennehy, of whom he 
says. “We been hangin’ out 
together like a couple of old fags 
for years.” When Ann-Margret 
comments on how nice it is of him 
to give Hackman flowers, Den- 
nehy responds, “Serbians always 
give flowers. We don't distinguish 
between men and women.” 
Hmmm. 

I can’t tell you whether Twice 
in a Lifetime ends happily or not. 
It’s presented so matter-of-factly 
you have to decide for yourself. 
I'd rather be manipulated—at 
least a little. (Galaxy) 

COLEGAS 

Colegas (Pals) is a cross be- 
tween a glossier Pixote (poor 
children forced into crime) and a 
grittier Blue Denim (teenager 
knocks up girlfriend and tries to 
get her an abortion). 

Lovers Jose (Jose Luis Man- 
zano) and Rosario (Rosario Gon- 
zales) are 18. Her older brother 
Antonio (Antonio Gonzalez) is 
Jose's best friend. They "ve been 
unable to find jobs since they got 
out of school, and they 're too old 
to be juvenile delinquents—like 
Menudo, the local gang won't 
take anyone over 15. 

Forced to raise money for 
Rosario’s abortion, the colegas 
try hustling at the baths. They re 
afraid of being fucked but a 
friend counsels, “They'll be 
satisfied with just feeling you up 
and then sucking you off.” That 
doesn’t work out. nor does an at- 
tempted holdup. This section 
would be better played for 
laughs, being borderline comic 
anyway. 

Though itisn ta gay film, Col- 
egas has been packed by gay 
filmmaker Eloy de la Iglesia with 
elements that will appeal to gay 
men. Many of the actors look 
gay, even if their characters 
arent. Rogelio (Enrique San 
Francisco), the criminal the boys 
get involved with, is another 
story—"You know how he is,” 
someone says by way of explana- 
tion. Jose shows a prominent 
basket most of the time, and his 
younger brothers jack off under 
the covers in the bedroom they 
share. (Roxie) = 

  

   

    

    

EVEN IN BABYLON 

Rich Menus 
    
  

  

quoted in the program notes 
for the Berkeley Repertory 

Theatre production of The Art of 
Dining: “1 love the idea of giving 
the audience this enormous 
package to open, the bigger the 
better.” 

As a package, this Art of Din- 
ing is a delightful Christmas pre- 
sent for the audience, a saucy 
romp through a piquant dessert 
of a play. It would make a jolly 
follow-up to your holiday dinner. 

Pits Tina Howe is 

This is a play about food, in 
which our psychological and sex- 
ual uses of food are sharply il- 
luminated and hilariously satir- 
ized. The Art of Dining takes 
place in a newly established 
French restaurant run by a hus- 
band and wife team. He's the 
business end; she’s the chef. 
Their comic efforts in coping 
with too-sudden success, econo- 
mic instability, and kitchen 
disaster are interspersed with the 
vignettes of one evening's clien- 
tele of “The Golden Carousel.” 
Atone table a terrified and prat- 
falling young writer fends off 
seduction by a suave publisher 
who plies her with food-as- 
foreplay. Across the room are 
three rowdy (and slightly coked- 
up) young professional women 
celebrating a birthday and their 
diets in an orgy of alternating 
denial and ecstatic submission. 
The evening's centerpiece is a 
wealthy society couple whose 
dining behavior not only paral- 
lels the. courting game and 
mating ritual, but reveals in 
snappy flashes a case history of 
love among the upper classes, 
from moments of fidelity through 
mutual accusations of philan- 
dering. 

This couple is played with 
dripping hauteur and drop-dead 
elan by Judith Marx and Jarion 
Monroe, and their excellence is 
matched by nearly the entire 
cast. Michelle Morain is terrify- 
ing and ludicrous as the young 
lady writer; Esther Scott (Studio 
Rhino's star of The Member of 
the Wedding), Gina Ferrall, and 
Molly Mayock bitch and banter 
with gusto as the birthday cele- 
brants; Brian Thompson is a 
smoothy as the publisher; and 
Ken Grantham (particularly) 
and Hope Alexander-Willis are 
the restaurant owners whose 
obsessions, gluttony, and marital 
squabbles set the whole carousel 
twirling. 

William Bloodgood’s set is a 
wonder—an entire restaurant 
with a working kitchen, steaming 
kettles and all! Director Robert 
Moss keeps the episodic play 
lashed tightly enough together to 
keep us from scoffing at Howe's 
slender dramaturgy. To her 
credit, Howe does compress en- 
tire case histories into ostensibly 
random comments, and The Art 
of Dining has sharp social satire 
and sound psychological insight 
among its outright slapstick. But 
it's the crisp direction and swell 
playing of the Berkeley Rep com- 
pany that make this trifle of a 
play into a truffle of an evening. 
Enjoy. It plays through Jan. 19; 
845-4700. 

BOOKS 

Ken Haak, the photographer 
whose cock-teaser photos have 
drawn men to several work-out 
and fashion publications, now 
has his sumptuously produced 
Summer Souvenirs picture book 
out in an oversized paper edition 
(St. Martin's Press, $12.95). This 
is the gayest collection of high 
fashion model pics I've ever 
drooled over. The almost nude 
photos (rear, yes; frontal, no, but 

JOHN F. KARR 
   

   skimpy undies and wisps of linen 
tell all) far exceed the glory days 
of After Dark magazine for the 
overt eroticism of male photo- 
graphic studies. Though most of 
the models would probably claim 
to be straight, Summer 
Souvenirs is an overwhelmingly 
homoerotic book, hanging heavy 
with an indolent, late-summer 
haze of male desire. 
   

   Nary a mention of anything 
homosexual can be found in the 
pages of Billy Baldwin's An 
Autobiography (Little, Brown 
and Co., $24.95). This “dean of 
American decorators” wanted 
his autobiography to be ‘a 
straight forward narrative reflect- 

   

Brian Thompson and Michelle Morain in The Art of Dining 

  

(Photo: Rink) 
  

ing that which was positive, in- 
teresting and enhancing about 
his life.” His book, as taped over 
a long period of time by inter- 
viewer/collaborater Michael 
Gardiner, is exactly that, and 
more’s the pity. It's an elegant tea 
time chat that goes on far past tea 
time, until we long for a more 
substantial meal. Billys polish- 
ed recitative rolls implacably on 
like a genteel Old Man River, 

washing over us the famous 
places and the wealthy people 
with their menu's, coiffeurs, fur- 
niture, and liaisons, until one is 
weary of it all. 

Billy is quite discrete in his 
stories. There's little dish here, 
and not a whiff of sexuality. Not 
that vulgarity is expected but 
with 350 pages of little anec- 

dotes, the cumulative effect palls, 
even though Billy is charming 
and his anecdotes impishly 
related. The cast includes every- 
one from Cole Porter, Greta Gar- 
bo, and Ina Claire to the Duke 
and Duchess of Windsor. It goes 
on through the titled and wealthy 
hostesses of all nine continents, 
in locales from Biarritz to Oyster 
Bay. In small doses the book is 

enjoyable, and it certainly 
documents, with the sing-song 

ease that a monied life provides, 
the outline of an era, a style, and 
a group of people who have be- 
come legend. But in his retire- 
ment Billy was too easy; even the 
oyster’s pearl is built around a 
heart of grit. There's obviously 
more to Billy Baldwin than he 
lets on here. 

IS IT SAFE TO HAVE 
UNSAFE SEX 

WITH YOUR LOVER? 
Many men have the mistaken 
idea that Unsafe Sex with a 
lover is safe, especially if the 
relationship is monogamous. 

That is rarely true. For most 
of us, there is no safe way to 
have Unsafe Sex during the 
AIDS epidemic. : 

Nearly all of the publicity 
about AIDS has focused on 
avoiding Unsafe Sex with mul- 
tiple partners. That is because 
from an epidemiological point 
of view, Unsafe Sex with multi- 
ple partners spreads AIDS far 
more widely than Unsafe Sex 
with a single partner. ; 

Monogamous relationships 
do cut down on the spread of 
AIDS, but they don’t guarantee 
the safety of the men in the 
relationships. hn 

No one knows for certain just 
how much re-exposure to the 
virus is required for the disease 
to result. The body's defenses 
may be able to resist some 
quantity of the virus, but at 
some point, if you continue to 
be exposed (even to viruses from 
the same person), your body’s 
defenses may be overcome.   

It is not safe to have Unsafe 
Sex with your lover (or anyone 
else), UNLESS: 
1. You have BOTH been in an 
EXCLUSIVELY monogamous 
relationship with each other 
for at least five years AND 
neither of you has shared IV 
needles, had transfusions, or 
used other blood products; OR 

2. You have both been tested for 
HTLV-3 antibodies twice over 
a six-month period and have 
both received negative test 
results and haven't since 
been exposed. 

Hardly anyone qualifies! 
Caring about your partner 
these days means protecting 
one another from re-exposure 
to the virus. ay new and safer 
ways of sexual expression. Use 
condoms if you have anal sex. 
Avoid Unsafe Sex. 

Take care of one another. Take 
care of the community. There 
is nothing you can do about 
the past. There is a great deal 
you can do about the future. 

If you would like more infor- 
mation or assistance, help is 
available. The STOP AID   

Project, 621-7177, offers one- 
evening discussion groups 
about the AIDS epidemic. The 
AIDS Health Project, 626-6637, 
provides eight-week support 
groups focused on issues of 
social support, health promo- 
tion, and AIDS. And of course, 
the Foundation's AIDS HOT 
LINE, 863-AIDS, can provide 
the latest information on AIDS- 
risk and AIDS-prevention, as 
well as other referrals. 

SF 

AIDS 
JOLNOATON 
   

THE SAN FRANCISCO 
AIDS FOUNDATION 

333 Valencia St., 4th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

415-863-AIDS 
Toll Free in 

Northern California: 
800-FOR-AIDS 

TDD: 415-864-6606 
Major funding for the educational programs of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation is provided by the San Francisco Department of Public Health. 
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Trojans and Deputies 
It had to have been a first. The 

Deputies’ team, looking very 
much at home, joined the gay 
Trojan team at the S.F. Eagle in 
presenting the thousand dollar 
plus checks to the three charities 
receiving monies from the second 
annual Charity Bowl. Alan Selby 
and Patrick Toner as M.C.s in- 
troduced Dorr Jones of Meals on 

W heels. Shawn Kelly of Gay 
Games 11. and George Burgess 
of the S.F. AIDS Fund. 

It was a cold night on the out- 

side stage of the Eagle, but the 

feelings were warm, particularly 
because of the appearance of 
Deputy quarterback and captain 
Rick Droceo, one of the best 
looking men at the event. 

“It was a great success,” said 
Drocco. “A lotof work. but it was 
worth it. The first year when you 
and I put it together, it was hard. 
This year, with Ron (Herzog) 
and Patrick's (Toner) help it 
turned out better. 1 want people 
to know it was you (Paul Tref- 
zgerhand I who got it together in 

the first place. m 

  

  

McAteer Stadium Rental 
Posters 

Tickets 
Graphies/ Stats 
I-Shirts and Jerseys 
Discount Builders 
MeAteer Athletic Dept. 
lee 

Referees 
School Custodian 
Golden Brands 
Raffle Prize 
Special Events 

Insurance 
Flowers 
M&M ‘Technical Prod. 
Permits/ License 
Plastic Cups 
Signs 
Miscellaneous 

Total Expenses 
Proceeds/Deposits 

Net Profit 

  
AIDS Fund 
Gay Games 11 
Meals on Wheels 

left in the account 

Golden Garters Dixieland Band 

Special Events (damaged booth) 

Second Annual Charity Bowl Financial Statement 

$165.00 
300.00 
87.98 
06.60 

305.3% 
42.07 

20.00 
45.00 

375.00 
140.00 

35.00 
138.40 
250.00 
174.00 
22.50 

387.38 
26.50 

210.00 

30.00 
38.46 
42.00 

oo 195.54 

$3,255.80 ° 
$6,873.40 

$3,617.60 

$1,200.00 
$1,200.00 
$1,200.00 

$17.60 
w 

  

George Burgess of the SF AIDS Fund acce 

TS & FITNESS 

check disbursement at the Eagle last weekend 
pts a check of $1,200 at the Second A 
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nnual Charity Bowl 

(Photo: Rink) 
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BLE D SALOON 
AND GRILL      

  

NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER 
SERVING FROM 6 TO 10PM 

A SPECIAL VERSION OF OUR POPULAR 

NEW YEAR’S DAY 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH 

SERVING FROM 10-3PM 

We're having a very festive 

NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY 
PRIZES * FAVORS * SPECIALS 

  

      

DINNER 
5:30-10PM 
MON.-SAT. 

GRILL 
3-6PM 

MON.-SAT.         

LUNCH 
11-3PM 

MON.-FRI. 

BRUNCH 
10-3PM 

    
SAT.-SUN. 

  

Full Bar 11-2AM Mon.-Fri. * 10-2AM Sat.-Sun. 

1123 FOLSOM AT 7TH STREET 
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JERRY R. DE YOUNG 

Bowler Appreciation Tournament 
The management of Park 

Bowl recently created an exciting 
new scratch bowling tournament 
as a way of saying thanks to all 
the leagues that compete in their 
fine establishment. Every house 
league bowler with nine games or 
more was eligible to qualify for 
the tournament. 

During the qualifying weeks 
of Dec. 6 through Dec. 20, the 
top 20 percent of bowlers from 
each league who bowled the 
highest over their Park Bowl 
entering or current average 
became eligible to participate in 
the preliminary rolloffs. A list of 
the more than 120 excellent 
league bowlers who qualified to 
participate in this challenging 
contest, to be held on Dec. 26, is 
posted on the bulletin board at 
Park Bowl. One squad will bowl 
at 6:30 p.m. and another at 8:45 
p.m. The 15 participants who 
bowl the highest over their 

SCOREBOARD 

averages in the preliminaries will 
qualify for the Dec. 27, 7 p.m. 
finals. 

While there will be no charge 
for participation in the prelimi- 
nary or final rolloffs, there will be 
$500 awarded in prizes, with 
$200 going to first place. So, if 
you have a favorite bowler who 
has qualified for the prelimi- 
naries, your support behind the 
lanes on the 26th may be the in- 
gredient that makes the 27th a 
special day, indeed, for your 
special bowler. 

Also, considering that all 
league members are not high 
rollers, yet many are, never- 
theless, dedicated bowlers, the 
across-the-board leveling method 
adopted by Park Bowl manage- 
ment of gauging each bowler by 
his or her individual criterion is 
certainly to be commended. 

The Cable Car Awards is 
another area in which bowlers 

  

have qualified for recognition. 
Pat Conlon, Randy Peterson, 
and Ron Squires have been 
nominated as candidates to 
receive the Cable Car Award for 
bowler of the year. This prestigi- 
ous honor has previously been 
presented to Grady Clark (1983) 
and Jerry De Young (1984). 

With all the tournaments and 
awards coming up, let's not forget 
that weekly league bowling is the 
crux of the entire structure and, 
as such, merits continued recog- 
nition for its ongoing achieve- 
ments. In that sense, here are the 
outstanding 200+ ers for Dec. 16 
on the TGMondayBL. 

Adrian Stenson 214 
Keith Ray (634 srs) 210, 211, 213 
Byron Mathews 203 
Pat Conlon 201 

Someone mentioned that the 
200+ games are being affected 
by the new heavier pins, but that 
doesn’t seem to be the case with 
the above four high achievers. lB 

    

  

  

S.F. WOMEN'S BUSINESS 
LEAGUE 

(Week 14 of 33 - as of 12/15/85) 

League Average: NA 
1. Artemis Cafe | 
2. Spare Us 38 18 
3. Maud’s Squad 3B 2 
4. Amelia's M$ 22 
5. Awards By Chris 33 23 

6. C.B.S., Inc. 30% 25% 
7. Cafe Commons 295 26% 
8. Beth Clark Revue 29 27 
9. Thatcher & Winston 28 28 

10. Francois Coffee 

House 2¢ 2 
11. Olive Oil's 2.2 
12. Cassidy Cabinets 2 3 
13. City Landscapes 21, 34, 
14. Better Natural 2 35 
15. Women At Play 9 39 
16. Chula Productions 131% 421% 

TAVERN GUILD MONDAY 
LEAGUE 

(Week 12 of 22 - as of 12/16/85) 
League Average: 705 

1. Capricorn Coffees I 35% 121% 
2. Frantic Finishers 4 M4 

3. Park Bowl 33 15 
4. Pilsner Preyboys 32%, 15% 
5. Play With It, Ld. 32% 151% 
6. Penguin Lust 30 18 
7. Pilsner Powderpuffs 28 20 
8. 4Your Eyes Only 28 20 
9. Lanes End 27 2 

10. P. Opus Pilsner ® a 
11. The Unknown 

Bowlers 8% 23% 

PARK BOWL 
TAVERN GUILD BOWLING LEAGUES 

Team Standings and Personal Achievements 

12. Men's Room 1 24, 234 

13. The Woodpeckers 2. 2 
14. The Pendulum 

Crowd 2] 27 
15. Pilsner Pointless 

Sisters 2] bt 

16. Welcome Home 19 2 
17. The Gutter Sluts 9 29 
18. Skat Sisters 9 2 

19. Moby Dick's 1714 30% 

20. Men's Room 11 12 36 
21. BFW’'s 6 38 
22, Team #22 0 #4 

TAVERN GUILD WEDNESDAY 
LEAGUE 

(Week 10 of 23 - as of 12/18/85) 
League Average: 729 

1. Park Bowl M4 6 
2. Pilsner #1 31 9 
3. Play With It, Led. 25 15 
4. Moby Dick 25 15 
5. Pilsner Potlickers 24 16 
6. S.F. Eagle 11 23% 164 
7. Hangover Harlottes 23 17 
8. Pilsner Pointless 

Sisters 2 18 
9. Play With It Forever 21 19 

10. Pendulum Pandas 21 19 
11. David Kelsey's 

Unmentionables 
12. Crisco Alleycats 
13. Ram's Head Bar 

14. For Your Eyes Only 
15. Pilsner 11 
16. S.F. Eagle 1 

S
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18% 21% 

  

. On The Road Again 

- Travel 17 23 
18. Imitation Bowling 4 20 
19. Gutter Girls 33.27 
20. Pin Busters 12. 28 
21. Slaughterhaus 5 12 28 
22. Team #20 0 4 

THURSDAY TAVERN GUILD 
LEAGUE 

(Week 9 of 22 - as of 12/12/85) 
League Average: 552 

1. Ron's Records 30 6 
2. S.F. Eagle 25 1 
3. Febe's 25 
4. Park Bowl 221, 13, 
5. Cock a Doodle Do 22 14 
6. Wild Balls 2 9 
7. Station Studs 2 M4 
8. Pilsner Pinups 21 15 
9. Queen Mary's Pub 20 16 

10. Fast Trax 2 16 
11. Trax 19 1: 
12. Raggs 18 18 
13. Pig Pins 17 19 
14. Good Service 1415 21% 
15. Ram's Head 4 22 
16. Alamo Square 

Saloon 12 24 
17. Harlettes 12 4 
18. 4 Little Pigs nn. 2 
19. Misfits 10 26 
20. Hang-ups 10 26 

=" 

Compiled by Jerry R. De Young   
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SAN FRANCISCO POOL ASSOCIATION PLAYOFFS 

12, Y7, 19 
Nov [2 Nov 19 Nov 

DeLuxe 

HeU.N. LT. E.R.S. © 

Bye LL 

H. 

_Bear Bottoms § 7 
Watering Hole Bear Bottoms 6 
-~Sisons $6   

Chaps Spurs 

Chaps Spurs 9 

  

Bye 

  

  

Festus 
Farmhands 9 
TAS —— Festus 

Park Bowl _Farmhands 8 
Ehantasies 8 

Traveler's 
C.Z.E.C.H.S. 

  

  

  

Traveler's C.Z.E,C.H.S. 0 

A Traveler's 

Eagle Creek foro k.CH.S. 

chaos Eagle Creek 

Chaos nt 
' 

Ugur : DeLuxe 2; 

DeLuxe A 3: 

D.U.C.K.S. DeLuxe 
2 

hye DeLuxe 
D.U.C.K.S. 

Transfer Sto 9 9, 9 

Transfer Sto 5 

Bear Hugs 2   

CORNER POCKET 

GENE MILLER 

Ducks Shoot Down Hunters 
The night was not without In the San Francisco Pool 

Association's first “in-house” 
championship, the two DeLuxe 
teams staged a thriller. The 
H.UN.T.E.R.S. defeated the 
D.U.C.K.S. (Dedicated. Unique 
Collection of Knowledgeable 
Shooters) 9-5 at the opener, but 
lost 9-6 the second match to even 
the score. In the Dec. 19 finale 
the Ducks were ahead 4-1 when 
the Hunters charged back with a 
five-game streak to remain either 
tied or a game ahead the rest of 
the night. The match finished in 
an 8-8 deadlock when Lisa Dun- 
can downed Dan Kiger, forcing 
the 17th-game tiebreaker. 

characteristic playoff 

turn. But not withou 

and Dan Kiger got into 
change of 8-ball safetic 

things— Lauren won the 
the-cushion contest whe 

‘For the first time a city championship 
would be decided by a sudden-death 
breaker. 

For the first time a city cham- 
pionship would be decided by the 
sudden-death tiebreaker, and it 
was no surprise to see E.Z. ap- 
pointed as the Ducks player and 
Dave Timko chosen for the 
Hunters—probably the top two 
players in the league. 

ONE FOR BARRY 

the Travelers, they lost 

In their game earlier, Dave 
scratched on the break and E.Z. 
cleared the table with perfection. 
This time it was again Dave's 

they wore black arm ba 

break and nothing fell, but E.Z. ~~ City Champion Deluxe 
ran into a problem after sinking D.UC.K.S. 
four balls. The balls were arrang- Lisa Duncan 32-5 .864 

ed more to E.Z.'s advantage, Bill Kazee 25-12 .675 
however, and Dave was unable to Barry 
get his clusters loose—E.Z. Middleton 12-11 .521 
brought the season to a close with Darryl Victoria 12-10 545 
a perfectly played four-shot Lauren Ward 30-10 .750 

runout that put the D.U.C.K.5. E.Z. 9-0 1,90 
on the plane to San Diego. 

duggery: Atone point Lisa Dun- 
can was in a real jam, and as she 
prepared to shoot Lauren Ward 
called time out. Since no time 

outs are allowed in the playoffs, 
this constituted a foul and loss of 

pose— Lauren liked the way the 

table looked and didn’t want any 
of the balls moved. Later, Lauren 

»s that 

probably would be a record if 
anybody kept track of such 

finally failed to get a legal hit. 

The D.U.C.K.S. finished the 
playoffs minus one player. Just 
before their second match with 

their better players to AIDS. In 
memory of Barry Middleton, 

the remainder of the playoffs. 

20, ec 3, 10 Lec 

DeLuxe 

U.N.T.E.R.S. 
9, 9 

All-Star 

1: 
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(Class '"AA'") Tournament 

LISA DUNCAN 

Lauren Ward 

Rick Moore 

Bill Kazee 

1985 Nine Ball Championship 

1: 

  

DeLuxe 

H.UJN.T.E.R.S. 2: 

9, 6 3: 

4 

Chaps Spurs 

9, 6, 6 

Chaps Spurs 9 

Chaps Spurs 

(3rd place) 
Traveler's 

  
  

skull- 

t pur- 

an ex- 

tap-to- 

n Dan 

tie- 

one of 

nds for 

Colin Bradley 

Frank McGuire 

Dave Chua 

Ron Chevrette 

DELUXE D.U.CK.S. 

MVP Tournament 

1: HUGH FOUNTAIN 

Bill Von Prillwitz 

Lauren Ward 

Rick Mariani 

Class "A" Tournament 

1: 

2: 

3: 

4 
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DAVE CHUA 

Walter Moreira 

Dean Lechner 

Darryl Victoria 
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     1808 CLUB 
. YOUR BEST CHOICE 

EVERY: 

Mon.—JACK OFF PARTY 
(Mandatory clothes check each Mon. and Thu: 

Tues.—ALL STRAIGHT MOR 
Wed. —UNIFORM NIGH \ 
Thur.—JACK OFF PARTY 8-12PM 

(Mandatory clothes check each Mon. and Thur.) 

Fri.—BUSY AND INTERESTING 
Sat.—BUSY AND INTERESTIN 
Sun.—OPEN AT 6PM 

(Body Builders—Busy like Friday and Saturday) 

    

   
    

   
   

   
   
    

NOTE: 1808 is a private club for J/O artist 
the body-conscious man. Washboard stomac 
looks, etc. We have a full clothes check Sysjee 
Thur. mandatory). BYOBeer/VIDEO/and ef 

— 1808 MARKET STREET — 

' COUPON 1/2 PRICE ON 6 MONTH CARD. : 
- Regularly $10.00—Use this coupon for $5.00 Off! 2 

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8PM to 3AM; Fri.-Sat. 8PM to 4AM; Sun. 6 to 1AM 

  
  

  

Sizzling Hot ! 

DIAL- A- FANTASY 

ge 976 29 59 
MUST BE 18+ 

28 hours a day / let ring 6 or 7 times 
Only $ 1.50 per call plus toll if any - 
charges will be added to your phone bill.   NO CREDIT CARD NECESSARY       

{pEOS! PARA pLL-M TLL 

LIVE 
SHOW 
TIMES! 
Mon thru Thurs 

at 8.30PM & 

10PM 

Friday at 6PM 

VAC10) SY le) 0 

). 30PN 

ay § 

VI, 10 30PM, a 

DNIGHT. 1 30 Maa 

S.F.'s Best in All-Male Entertainment! 
Exhibitionish Night — Every Monday 

7 wi     
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ing for prizes before a packed 
house last Wednesday night, 

Dec. 18, as the First Annual Beer 
Belly contest got under way at the 
Ambush in the second floor 
theater lounge. With the darling 
of the Pilsner Inn, Olin Sanders, 
teaming up with Ambush regular 
Willie as judges and Keith Reiter 
operated the applause meter, 
portly and not so portly gentle- 
men admitted to the MC that 
their beer drinking careers 
started at early ages, some as 
young as four years old. Admit- 
tedly, there were a couple of 
dudes who shouldn't have been in 
the contest at all when compared 
10 beer bellies of the likes of Rick 
Hansen and other rotund 
rascals. 

\ ome 18 contestants were vy- 

T'here were four categories of 
competition, including best “‘in- 
nie,” best “outie,” fuzziest, and 
best all around. The “‘innies™ 
were the most fun as olives were 

stuffed into the umbilicus of each 
contestant. No amount of huff- 
ing and puffing could dislodge 
the green pebbles, but elicited 
gales of laughter from the au- 
dience, who had their favorites in 
the competition. Some of the “in- 
nie” competitors had hot links 
stuffed into their cavities, but the 
olives proved to be the most fun 
and olives were bouncing all over 
the place. 

After a brief comparison of 
notes and votes, the judges 
selected winners in each category 
and they received engraved pla- 
ques, jogging suits from the Gap, 
and the best all around winner 
got a free dinner for two (unlim- 
ited) at Chez Mollet. It was a fun 
night and the Ambush will never 
be the same. 

hursday night, SF-Eagle 
manager 'lerry Thompson 
pulled the switch as the 

gigantic Christmas tree in the 
T 

  

  

i
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T
e
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Pedro (I.) of SFPD feeds a juicy morsel to Jim Bonko 
encouragement at the Ward 86 staff party last week 

The Dance of The Olives 

patio lit up proclaiming more 
than $2,000 in $5 donations to 
light up the tree for Ward 5-B pa- 
tients. Intl. Mr. Leather Patrick 
loner (the tireless one) took to 
the stage and introduced the op- 
posing teams who played football 
two Sundays ago and in the pro- 
cess raised some $3,000, which 
was divided at $1,200 each to the 
SF AIDS Fund, Meals on 
Wheels, and Gay Games II. In 
addition, AIDS Fund chairman 
George Burgess presented pla- 
ques of appreciation to Terry 
Thompson, and I was both hon- 
ored and surprised to receive one. 

With Patrick's buddies attired 
in skimpy marching uniforms 
and the fabulous Torch enter- 
taining, the climax of the evening 
came when Hugh Swaney advis- 
ed the AIDS Fund and the au- 
dience that his company had 
agreed to donate a grant of 
$10,000 to the SF AIDS Fund, 
recognizing their stature in the 
community. 

You can still donate to the 
lighting benefit at the SF-Eagle. 
In addition, the new Bare Chest 
calendar for 1986 went on sale, 
also a benefit for AIDS. The 
calendar is only $10, suitable for 
framing, and a collector's item 
already. The 12 photgraphers 
who contributed their expertise 
to the project deserve a big hand 
for their artistic interpretations of 
the bare chest contest winners. 
But then, of course, with hot 
models, you could hardly take a 
bad photograph! 

* * * 

id you have a good Christ- 
D mas’ Are you still recovering 

from overeating, over-drink- 
ing, and harried madness at local 
airports? End of the year capers 
are well in progress already. After 
kissing so many boys under the 
mistletoe at all the parties you at- 
tended last week, your lips 

   

should be in good shape for the 
Bubble Gum Blowing contest at 
the A.S.S. (Alamo Sq. Saloon) 
this Saturday night, Dec. 28. 

Sunday, Patrick Toner and Co. 
present the Pre-New Year's Eve 
Madness beer bust at the SF- 
Eagle from 1500 to 1800 with all 
the beer you can drink, and 
Patricks own recipe for lasagna. 
The $7 tariff is a benefit to help 
wipe out the $15,000 deficit from 
last year’s parade, and they need 
all the help they can get, so your 
support is most welcome. 

1985 will fade into oblivion 
next week. The pickins’ are slim, 
but noteworthy, if you want to 
usher out the year with a blast. 
Trocadero Transfer pulls the 
corks to usher in 1986 beginning 
at 2200 hours until Dawn. The 
$15 admission includes cham- 
pagne, party favors, and hors 
d'oeuvres and Troe 1.D. is not re- 
quired. Over at the GiftCenter 
Pavilion, the I-Beam Family 
presents Lime in person and the 
Venice Chainsaw Juggler Robert 
Gruenbert. Ticket prices yester- 
day were $19.86 and now they 're 
$25. If you wait 'til you get to the 
door they llbe 35, so hurry! Jim- 
my Hord and Mark Uribe will 
provide fantastic lighting and 
visuals, and Mike Garrett and 
Mark Ryan will be spinning the 
d iscs. 

You can see the photo show by 
Bay Area Reporter veteran Rink 
on display at Sweet Inspiration 
(2239 Market) and tonight, the 
mixed media art of Rand Worell 
goes on display at the Ambush 
until Jan. 7. You'll love his pen- 
cil, charcoal, and prisma color 
drawings that have generated a 
lot of interest. 

* * * 

Another name looms into view 
as hasty meetings have been held 
to nominate Tatiana as a can- 

(Continued on next page) 

    
of the Godfather Fund while Paul Seidler gives 

(Photo: Rink) 

    

  

Merry-makers at the Trojans- 
weekend 

-Deputies party at tthe Eagle last 
(Photo: Rink) 

  

Marcus 
(Continued from previous page) 

didate for Empress. The ABS 
Committee still isn't sure who 
they Il run. but there will be some 
surprises as the Jan. 2 deadline 

for filing nears. For the emperor 
title, it's still between Tommy 
lurner and Matthew Brown. 

Hang onto your lids. Anything 
could happen. 

THE TOWER OF BABBLE 

Miles Mitchell decided he will 
not be moving to Laguna Beach 
after all to live in wedded bliss. 

Instead. Jesse. the Latin Lover/ 
Bartender. will be moving here. 

If Mr. Tits Jim Cvitanich 
thought he had barrister Ray 
Herman all sewe d up lor should 
that read “tied up”), he may be 
nominated for Best Pe rformance 
in a three-way at next vear's 
Golden Dildeaux Awards. Bar- 
rister Ray seems to have a pen- 
chant for title holders and was 
last seen leaving the SF-Eagle 
with Mr. Carnival Ernie Viola 
last Thursday. Neither has been 
seen since! 

Fantasy artist Tom O Finland 
arrived in Los Angeles last week 
for an extended visit and is stay- 
ing with former Intl. Mr. Leather 
Luke Daniel. I've been told Tom 
wants former SF Daddy's Boy 
Dean Gibson to pose for him. 
Thusly, Mr. Gibson will be im- 
mortalized for the drawing as 
well as his other activities around 
here. 

Raunchy Robert, also known 
as Robert Dunn and other best 
left unsaid names, has deserted 
his bailiwick in Portland, Oregon 
and was last seen dining with 
Butch Freeman in a swank L.A. 
restaurant. I wonder what those 
two are up to? 

Not a too blatant birthday 
celebration for Will Tucker last 
Saturday night, but Will's having 
no more now that he's reached 
40! 

Big leather turnout for Don 
Meyle’s Sixth Annual Black and 
White Xmas party. Don lays out 
a good table, good booze, good 
vibes and good looks, and defin- 
itely a true leather man. 

Was that Sonny Cline singing. 
“Darlene’s Back in Town” last 
week? Darlene is one of Sonny's 
ex-lovers, also known as the 
“Ken” Doll. 

Overheard at the SF-Eagle 
patio last week: One Indepen- 
dent to a bike club member: 1 
can’t wait for next year's CMC 
Carniyal.” Bike Club Member: 

“If David Sarathain has his way, 
it would be the CMC Carnal- 

val’(?). 

Last week, this leather dude 
who also happens to be into 
Satanic rituals dropped into a 
local newspapers office trying to 
get his art work published. 
Editor of said paper: “Sorry we 
can’t print frontal nudes. We're 
known as the ‘dickless’ paper in 
these parts.” Said the Satanic 
artist: “1d say you're ball-less 
too!” 

And lastly, one of our local 
coke dealers bopped into his 
neighborhood mom and pop 
store and the Mom said: “You've 
got some white stuff on your 
nose,” to which the “dealer” 
squeaked: “1 just got through 
cating a sugar donut!” 
puhleeze! 

And please don’t believe the 
rumor that in an effort to curb 
sexual activities that a commit- 
tee is forming to open a “half-way 
orgy house” with their first 
benefit being a J/O party for 
nine-inchers or over! 

* * * 

That's it for this week. boys 
and girls. Don’t forget next week 
is my annual Thanks for the 
Memories column. Until then. 
remember: tis better to be look- 
ed over, than overlooked. i 

Marcus 

Mr. Safe Sex Book 

Jack Campbell, president of 
the Association of Club Body 
Centers, a chain of health clubs 
catering to gay men, announced 
that former Marine Sgt. Glenn 
Swann's book, which eroticizes 
safe sex, will be published this 
winter by New American Lib- 
rary. Swann and noted gay 
author John Preston have colla- 
borated on this seven-vignette 
novel about Swann’s sexual 
activities. 

Swann and Campbell will tour 
North America in the spring of 
"86 promoting not only safe sex 
and the book, but also a new film 
starring Swann. Fundraising will 
also be done for gay athletes 
planning to participate in Gay 
Games II, which will be held in 
August 1986. The Club Body 
Centers are sponsors of the 
Games and are sending athletes 
to the events. Swann will enter 
several swim events. 

Men interested in learning 
about safe sex should contact him 
in Miami (305) 444-2576 or by 
writing to Glenn Swann, 3025 
Coral Way, Miami, FL 33145. 
Swann’s latest film, Discharged, 
will be filmed in San Diego in 
mid-December. ® 

  

  

  

7 STYLES OF BOOTS - 20% OFF 

  

Regularly $69.00 

With Two Large 

Inside Pockets 

Black 
Only 

XS-§-M- 
L & XL 

40% OFF — 
On all new released maga- 
zines. Half price on se- 
lected hot magazines. 

Complete line of custom 
made leather Jackets — 

Pants — Chaps 
AT RACK PRICES! 

PAY CASH — 
Take 10% additional dis- 
count (on purchases over 
$10). 

FREE — 
Tom O’ Finland Book 
on purchase over $10. 

Add $4.00 for postage and handling. 

= (Fosow] 
A TASTE 

OF LEATHER 
DEPT. 

336 SIXTH STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO 94103 

(415) 777-4643 

EVERYDAY 

NOON-SIX 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT 
CARDS HONORED 

Catalog $3.00       

  
  

Send $3 For Our Catalogue 

(INCLUDES CERTIFICATE FOR 
- $2 OFF YOUR FIRST PURCHASE) 

IMAGE LEATHER 

2199 MARKET STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114     

FEATURE FILMS $1.99 
NEW RELEASES $2.99 

X-RATED $2.99 
NEW X-RATED $3.99 
VCR RENTALS $6.99 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
1716 CLAY AT POLK 

775-7577 
1414 CASTRO AT 25TH 

850-7577 
OPEN MON-SAT 10-9 

save rororarsy SUNDAY 11-6 

  

  

  

  
HOT G/W/M, 24, BLND/BLU, 
GREAT BODY-—LOOKING FOR... 

  
SAN FRANCISCO 

(415) 

976-77 

You've read the personals, 
but now you can hear 
them! 

GAYLINE, thefirstto bring 
you recorded personal ads, 
So you can actually meet 
the hot men you desire. 

GAYLINE, the new way 
to meet your match, and 
best of all, it’s   

SAN JOSE 
(408) 

LOS ANGELES 
(213) 

$2. + toll if any.     
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J 
CLEAN, SAFE, MORE | 
POPULAR THAN EVER! 

Members do their own live 

J/O Show every day! 

369 ELLIS ST. 
OPEN 11-11 

C 
MBL, 

o @ % 3S 
VaTe Cv 

Play It Safe, But Play It! 

TWO SCREENS FRONT AND BACK 
TWO 3-HOUR PROGRAMS ON EACH 

FILMS CHANGE SUNDAYS 
AND THURSDAYS 

  

CUSTOM GAY VIDEOTAPE SERVICE 
We can convert 8mm-Super 8mm Films to VHS or BETA TAPES for you! 
MORE THAN 50 VHS GRAND PRIX COLLECTOR VIDEO TAPES TO SELECT FROM 
UNCUT, J/O; AUTO-FELLATIO, ACTION DUOS, KINKIES, YOUNG MODELS, ETC 
FULL 2 HRS. WITH MUSIC 

  

    

  

    
   

   

    

   

   

    

   
   

MUSCLE MASTERS 

| | | 
| 

ADONIS VIDEO 
UPSTAIRS 

474-6995 = 

IN 

CALIFORNIA 
SUPERMEN 

  

   

  

COURTLY CHATTER 

Hauoli Makahiki Hou 

    
  

DAILY   

EE
 

video 
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—
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E
E
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$60   
ie | 

-   
retrospective 

Sister Sadie-Sadie (r.) and BJ compared notes at the opening of the Rink Exposed photography 

REMY 

(Photo: R. Pruzan) 
  

s 1980 approaches, we 
A should take time to reflect 

upon what 1985 was all 
about. There were some tri- 
umphs and some setbacks. The 

A1DS situation is still our com- 
munity 's number one priority. 
Demystifying the general 
public's view of the causes of 
AIDS has taken great strides. 
But, it’s far from over. The fight 
continues on all fronts; funding, 
education, services, discrimina- 
tion, research, prevention and 
cure(s). We can't let up our efforts 
until the war is completely won. 

| 

| 
| 

| 
| 

STARRING 
THE INCREDIBLE 

TOM LeDUC 
AND HIS LOVER 

KURT 
LASSEN 

  

   

          
      

The political arena has been a 
virtual standoff. For every step 

il forward, it seems we take two 
back. But this just gives us a 
stronger resolution to overcome 

these setbacks and turn them 
into positive situations. 

     

    

  

         
     
   

  

   

   

   
   

  

   

  

   

    

  

    

  

    
   

  

   

  

    

The motorcycle clubs had a 
triumphant year, as a record 
eight weekend runs took place. 
Attendance at almost every club 
function exceeded previous years’ 
turnout. Imagination and crea- 
tivity ran rampant, from week- 
end run themes to club shows. 
The overall feeling was that this 
was one of the most successful 
years for clubs. Membership in 
most clubs is on the upswing. 

Interest in the “royalty trip” is 
gaining momentum, as new peo- 
ple are getting involved with the 
various courts and titles. Both 
the Imperial and Royal courts 
made great strides in coopera- 
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PLUS: Tm 
THE LEGENDARY 
BRUCE MORGAN 

  

  

ORIGINAL 
AND UNCUT 

ALL NEW!!! 
Come see our hot & nasty late show everynight at 10PM! 

* LIVE J/JO SHOWS DAILY % 
MON. THRU THURS. 12:30, 5:30, 8, 10PM 
FRI. & SAT. 12:30, 5:30, 8,10, 12 MIDNIGHT 
SUNDAY ONLY 2, 5:30, 8, 10PM 
OPEN DAILY 10:45AM, SUNDAY 11:45AM 

1 
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OoB-HILL PTL 2AM 
ALLEL 

729 Bush at Powell 781-9468 
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
LISS. 

FULL DAY IN & OUT 
PRIVILEGES 
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The late Empress Tessie (r.) and Emperor Bobby Pace in 1982 

tion, fundraising, and atten- 
dance at various court functions. 

There has been a major in- 
crease in participant sports, as 
many people seek other ways in 
which to spend their time. Bowl- 
ing, bicycling, softball, pool, 
running, basketball, volleyball, 
and football are some of the 
sports that have gained in 
popularity. As Gay Games 11 ap- 
proaches, athletes are practicing 
diligently with an eye toward a 
gold medal. Even interest in the 
49ers has increased within our 
community. One only has to walk 
down the street to hear TV sets 
blaring the play-by-play com- 
mentary of every Niner’s game. 

Community fundraising is at 
an all-time high with special em- 
phasis towards the AIDS crisis. 
Major recipients of funds, be- 
sides the AIDS Foundation, have 
been those organizations pro- 
viding direct services to AIDS 
patients. Also there has been 
fundraising for the various arts 
and sports organizations 
throughout the city. 

I look forward to 1986 and 
hope we will continue the positive 
momentum that has been started 
in 1985. I wish all of you a very 
prosperous and healthy New 
Year! 

DEADLINE NEARS 

The deadline for applications 
for the office of Emperor XIV 

oy 

   

   

  

and Empress XXI elections is 
very close. Jan. 2 is the magic 
date when applications can be 
handed in to representatives of 
the Governing Board between 
the hours of 8 and 10 p.m. at the 
Village on 18th Street. If the can- 
didate(s) wish to mail it, it must 
be postmarked that night by 
midnight. 

Applications are available at: 
Blue & Gold on Turk Street, 
Kimo’s on Polk Street, and the 
Men’s Room on 18th Street. Fil- 
ing fee is $100 with the applica- 
tion. The rules and necessary in- 
formation are contained within 
the application. B.4.R. also has 
applications, and if you wish to 
charge your filing fee using your 
Visa or MasterCard, it can be 
done at the B.4.R. office. 

The Public Review Board will 
beheld Jan. 7 at Kimo’s, starting 
at8 p.m. The introduction of ac- 
cepted candidates will be Jan. 11 
atthe Hungarian Hall on Geary. 
Festivities start at 8 p.m. and ad- 
mission is $5 at the door. Chair- 
persons for this event are Em- 
press XIV Ginger and Emperor 
VII (A.N.) Bob Ross. A fun 
evening is being planned, and 
this is the official kick-off of the 
campaign. Posters announcing 
the various locations of the All 
Candidates Nights have been 
posted around town. 

It isn’t too early to start plan- 
ning your outfits for the Corona- 

(Continued on next page) 
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Rock! 
{Continued from page 20) 

Before he left town Gary Floyd 
had been working on a concert 

called Rock Against AIDS. It 
was originally going to be held in 
Golden Gate Park, but at the last 
minute the Dicks pulled out, the 
venue was changed to the Farm. 
and the date to Dec. 15. Most of 
the punks. Kids, and musicians 1 
talked to at the concert Dec. 15 
said they were bisexual. 

“AIDS is the only cause worth 
fighting for.” said V'sar, who 
makes what he calls unpleasant 
vocal noises in a band called Car- 
rion Commandos. “I'm both 
concerned and wary. The world 
is in an advanced state of decay.” 

“People think just because 
they don’t have anal sex that they 
don’t have to worry and that’s 
bullshit,” added Ziggy Fascina- 
tion, who plays bass and occa- 
sional guitar for the group. 

‘The lead singer 
tossed condoms into 

the crowd, some of 

which were blown 

up like balloons. 

“Failure after failure plagued 
(Rock Against AIDS) but it 
finally came off and I'm glad,” 
said Ariel, Carrion Commandos’ 
percussionist, who plays two 
O05-gallon oil drums. “I don’t 
know if I have AIDS or not and 
I want to help. 1 brought Pop 
Tarts to the ARC/AIDS Vigil 
and was christened the Pop Tart 
man.” 

The Carrion Commandos 
opened the show, followed by 
Stick Against Stone, another 
socially concerned rock 'n roll 
band. Next Tito sang a song 
about AIDS, a very moving 
ballad the crowd supported. The 
show became Dada when a 
bearded hippy in genderfuck 
drag howled and screamed into a 
microphone while a tape played. 
“Would anybody like to pose for 
peace? the man asked. This guy 
may be a whole new form of men- 

  

talillness, I thought. Next came 
aband called Brain Rust, which 
lived up to its name. It sounded 
like a cross between Public Im- 
age Limited and a car crash. 

“1 am a person with AIDS,” 
said Dan Turner when it was his 
turn to speak. “Oh my God,” 
said one kid in mock horror. “Get 
to a hospital quick,” said another 
jokingly while covering his face 
with his jacket. Dan spoke well, 
keeping his sense of humor, and 
received strong support from the 
audience. 

‘The next band up was MJB, 
which sounded like the AIDS 
virus set to music. There was a 
sense of belonging in the 300-plus 
crowd. We were having fun. 

But when a young man spoke 
who said he got ARC from his 
girlfriend who shot dope and told 
about how she killed herself 
when she found out she had 
AIDS, the message had a sober- 
ing effect. “We love you,” some- 
one in the crowd yelled, and the 
young man said, “Thank you. 
One supporter is all I need.” The 
crowd yelled back, “We support 
you. That's why we're here.” Gay 
activist Paul Boneberg told the 
crowd to “empower yourself,” 
and the crowd applauded. 

At 7 p.m. Social Unrest, the 
most popular band of the day, 
took the stage, providing excite- 
ment for skinhead and fun-seek- 
er alike. The lead singer tossed 
condoms into the crowd, some of 
which were blown up like bal- 
loons. 1 had a slight noise 
hangover when 1 left, but the 
show was worth it. The kids and 
their music are where it's at. ll 

J. Sugar 
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ON 
SALE 
NOW 
‘Gay Comix Is the 

kind of publication 
one can display 
proudly on the 
coffee table. 
—Joyce Bright in 

Mom . . Guess What 

"Stretches the 
comic book form 
Into exciting art 
and politics.” 

—Christopher Street 
Magazine 

  

   

    

   

  

   DARLIN, 
HOW COULD 
THEY TELL? 

      

   

    

  

  
Available at Headlines, 

better comics shops and B.A.R. 

  

   
san Francisco, CA 94103 

SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE 
FROM THE PUBLISHER 

ONE YEAR (FOUR ISSUES) FOR $10   
  

(Continued from page 20) 

J.S.: How do your parents feel 
about you? 

G.F.: My father is dead, but he 
always supported me doing 
music. 

My mother is wonderful. She 
has our records all over her walls. 
Who knows what those Texas 
folk think when she says (with 
pride) ‘My son's a Dick"? 

She's very proud of me, and 1 
love her for it. i. 

J. Sugar 

LD TS BET SB 

Occupational 
Stress 

The Women’s Occupational 
Stress Resource Project, located 
at 264 Valencia St., San Fran- 
cisco (telephone: 864-2364) is of- 
fering a ten-week group for work- 
ing and occupationally disabled 
women beginning Jan. 1986. 

The group will examine causes 
of stress in the workplace and in 
occupations. It will provide in- 
formation and education about 
the effects of stress on the body 
and its effects on behavior. Par- 
ticipants will learn how to iden- 
tify problems resulting from 
stress and to develop strategies to 
reduce stress in their lives by 
changing conditions in their en- 
vironment, including the 
workplace. ] 

  

AIDS VICTIMS 
Have you been denied life 
insurance or disability be- 
nefits due to AIDS? 

It may be unlawful to with- 
hold such benefits simply 
because you are the vic- 
tims of AIDS. 

For a free initial consulta- 
tion, call attorney Clifford 
Malone at 434-4747 or 
939-9394. 

Weekend, evening, and 
hospital visits available. 
Competitive hourly or 
contingent fees. On con- 
tingent, no fee if no re-   covery.   
  

    

Chatter 
(Continued from previous page) 

tion Ball. The ball’s theme is 
“Space Station— Nashville” and 
I can only telly you, it's going to 
be spectacular. The date is Feb. 
22 starting promptly at 7 p.m. at 
the Galleria on 101 Kansas St. 
Ticket prices are $30 and $20 for 
reserved, and $12 for unreserved 
seating. Emperor Ken Wright 
and Empress Sissy Spaceout., 

along with their Coronation 

Committee, have worked hard to 
give you a great show. This one is 
not to be missed. 

UP & COMING 

Sunday, Dec. 29, the Les- 
bian/Gay Freedom Day Parade 
& Celebration Committee will 
host a beer bust and buffet at the 
S.E. Eagle Patio. Themed “Pre- 
New Year's Madness.” there will 
be games like Wheel-Of-Fortune. 
Chuck-A-Luck. and Brown Bag- 
A-Luck, complete with Vanna 
W hite. The festivities begin at 3 

di (0) Lego! 0) 

It's Better At Buc’s! 

ANTONIO 

p.m. and last until 6 p.m.. with 
a donation of $7 requested. 

‘This one is not to 

be missed.’ 

BE BRR EA EI 

Stop by your favorite pub for 
the New Year's parties because 
every one of them is planning 
something special for you. Enjoy 
the festivities and have a “Hauoli 
Makahiki Hou"!!! 

Aloha until next time. . . WB 

Remy 

RESINS 

Grief Group 

Operation Concern will spon- 
sor a Grief Group for lesbians for 
12 weeks. The group will be lead 
by Emily DeLaRosa, LCSW, 
and payment may be made on a 
sliding scale, with MediCal and 
private insurance accepted. Call 
626-7000 for more information. 
Wheelchair accessible. A 

You want me? Lift the telephone.   
  

S.F. HOTRODDERS ASSC. 
J/0 at 1808 Club, daily 8PM — and receive 
a Guest Pass for the following Sunday or 
Monday nights HOTRODDERS meet. 
Effective January 5, 1986, 1808 Market, 6PM on Sun.     

  

  

   
      

50% OFF MFG. LIST PRICE 

ee 3% OLOR” Heantiun 
I" MINI & 2" MICRO BLINDS 

FREE ESTIMATES! i 

759-5144 Day or Evening   

    

  

MEN ON VHS FOR SALE 
Must sell entire collection , 

of various Hot all-male 

video movies! All titles 

only $20-$25 each! Great 

Christmas stocking stuffers! 

Paul 346-7416 
E52 

  

  

23’ Airstream trailer set under 70 

yr old cypres O/L Montara Beach 

Listen to those waves! Fully 

equip. $375 mo. 6 mo. min. 

728-7488 E52 

Studio in private home in Marin. 

10 min. to GG Bridge. Near 
woods, trails, beaches. $550. 
Ref. req. 383-6017 E1/86 

18 & CASTRO 
VICTORIAN SUITES 

PVT. BATH $40-55/DAY 

CASTRO HOTEL 
560 Castro (Bet 18-19th) 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

621-6222/TOM 
E2/86 

  

    

  

    
    

    

   
  

F7 VY HOTEL 

  
»P DAILY ® WEEKLY » MONTHLY 

2A $70 & Up Weekly 

7’  (415)863-6388 
539 Octavia, SF, CA 94102   

S.F. rent too high? Gd. bldg. gd. 

    

   

  

area Oak. 1 B.R. $495 + dep. 
Pool Pking. Mgr. Laund nr BART 
town/Lake 547-1928, 268-1558 

E5/86 

  

    
     

® Over 1300 Apts, flats & 

* Vacancies in all city areas 

   

COMMUNITY | 
RENTALS 

houses cach month. 

2 convenient offices. 

Open 7 davs a week. 

Gav owned/ Gav staffed. 

552-9595     
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OFFICE CLOSED TUESDAY, DEC. 31 

Classified Deadline is Saturday—Noon, Dec. 28   

  

  

  

. Ark { J 
  
  

  

    

  

Visiting San Francisco 

Dolores Street 
Bed & Breakfast 

    

  

  

VACATION 
RENTALS 

  

  Affordable Rates 
415-861-5887 

or write: 
Marc 

381 Dolores Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

  

      

  

            

LAKE PLACE 
RESORT ON CLEARLAKE 

Open All Year 
(707) 998-3334, 

Cabins, RV, Walk to Gay Bar 

Glenhaven, CA 95443       

  

      
— 

  

  

  

immacuie — ATHERTON 
onveniently jig herald HOTEL 

A0e DCs $17.50 per night A and . 

GOLDEN GUEST HOUSE 

CITY INN WEEKLY RATES 

HORGOCY ; $126.00 or $147.00 
. Bewween 11h & 12h | | TV.~TELEPHONE-SHARED BATH 

wl 19876 DAILY RATES 

i $35.00 to $60.00 
$500 -— LARGE TV.-TELEPHONE-PRIVATE BATH 

SUNNY STUDIO & VALID IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED 

KITCHEN NOOK 685 ELLIS STREET 

View, Hdwd. Firs., Cable, Transp. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 
600 Fell St., San Francisco (415) 474-5720 

(415) 626-2041 Ja . os 

  

  

CIVIC CENTER HOTEL . 
$70/wk & up — $20/day & up 

24-hr. Desk - Switchboard 

$75 a week — $20 a night 
For Gays since 1970   
          

    
24 hr. desk Great Transportation 

20-12th St. (nr. Market & Van Ness) 
NATIONAL HOTEL 861-2373 

1139 Market St. 864-9343 

HeaTREDISTRICT || Bunkhouse Rpts. 
WINTON HOTEL Office: 419 Ivy Street 

445 O'Farrell 885-1988, San Francisco 
L $20 per night $75 per week Mon.-Fri. 1-6 PM         

  

   
  - Or By Appointment 

Did you need a 

place by 

  

Commercial Space 

      

CHC ITE Available for Retail 
* EVICTED? RVSWOSNINS | 1 B.R., 419 Ivy, #19... . $350 PSPUAE | 1 B.R., 419 Ivy, #4D .... $400 
(eV eI 0h) 1 B.R,, 419 Ivy, #14... 0 $400 

Spacious newly remodeled 1 
bdrm. flat. Tile Bath, Dressing 
Room, Walk-in Closet, AEK, car- 
peting & some wood floors. . $750 

“*| PERFECT! per $8055 CYNE 
Clean, large, bright rooms with views! 

Only $80.00 per week! 
or $18.00 per nite 

AND THAT INCLUDES MAID SERVICE! 

520 Jones Street at Geary 

(Near Union Square, Cable Cars) 

Col us — 673-0234 — and relax . . 

Stove, refrigerator, car- 
pets and curtains included. 
First and last months rent 
required. No deposits. All 
references checked. Must 
be employed. 

863-6262 

  

    
   

Loca'ly Employed Welcome 

ey 

  

  

BOOKS WANTED 
Especially all types of gay in- 
terest. We'll pick up or you bring 
to Books etc. 538 Castro, SF 
(415) 621-8631. Cash or trade.e5 

   9515 Harbor Drive | 

Bartenders wanted at Revenge- 
Redwood City. Call 361-9444 
betw. 2-4 for appt. E1/86 
  

Auto detailer and shop mgr 
trainee. Full-time begin Jan. Need 
DMV printout. Ultra Care, 208 
Portola Dr, 826-3090 E52 

BODY 
SERVICES 
  

ERECTION FAILURE? 
FEEL YOU'RE IMPOTENT? 
SERIOUS DISCUSSION AND SUPPORT GROUP 
BY OTHER GAY MEN WHO EXPERIENCE 
SAME. QUALIFIED UROLOGIST ANSWERS ALL 
QUESTIONS. FREE — JOIN US. PRESBYTERIAN 
HOSPITAL, 2333 BUCHANAN ST. CONFER- 
ENCE ROOM. MONDAY, JAN. 6th, 7PM. 
ANONYMITY PROTECTED. NOTHING TO SELL. 
SERIOUS ONLY. FOR INFO CALL ALAN 474- 
7978, JACK 776-2136.       

ROOMMATES 
  

NEED A ROOMMATE 
OUR GAY ROOMMATE SERVICE 

HAS HELPED 1000s OF 

      

  

Swedish Massage - San Jose 
$25/60 min. In - Certified 

Call Anthony (408) 288-6169 
E3/86 

  

HOME GYM 
Comp. BB W/Gym In 
Home. Res. Rates 

  

   

  

  

E52 
  

Rooms & Studio Divis/Fell 
$220 to $440- 626-5362 - Eves 

E52 
  

  

   
Sweeping Sidewalks in Front 
of Private Residences. M-F, 
Part-Time, 20 Hrs. per week. 
Call Mon.-Fri., 2-5PM ONLY. 

  

   

      

  

  

863-6262 
  

Erotic nude perf. for adult gay 

cinema. Apply 729 Bush. 11 AM 
- 4 PM. EB 

Energetic Personality? 

Good phone voice? Like to 

make money? No experience 

needed. Call 863-2766 
E4/86 

PRIVATE CLUB 
Opening in February, accepting 

applications for Head Chef, Bar 

Manager, Maitre 'D, Bartenders, 
Waiters, Concierge. Send resume     

       FINANCIAL   

  

to: Gemini Mgmt. Corp., 1409 
Sutter, SF, CA 94109. E52 
  

Contract Laborer Wanted 

Tile contractor needs someone 

  

  

   

    

  

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION 
WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY 

Low Daily and SERVICES with light exp. in remodeling- 
Weekly Rates construction trade 621-8879 

eves or wknds. E52 
ALL GAY - rrr 

SAUNA LOUNGE SUNDECK Models 
TV in Room or Share Kitchen Internationally published 
NEAR CIVIC CENTER FINANCIAL photographer needs hard 

bodies for nude photo video 

work 863-4068 
E4/86 

Bay Area Paint Co providing opp.     

      

  

  

    

     Walter R. Nelson 864-0368 
4 

417 GOUGH STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102 AFFORDABLE 

(415)431-9131 LEGAL SERVICE 

BANKRUPTCY - $175 

WILLS - CORPS. - PARTNERSHIPS 

LAW OFFICE OF 

SCOTT V. SMITH 

BEST POLK ST. ADDRESS 
SMALL FRIENDLY ROOMING 

. HOUSE ATMOSPHERE-GAY BLG.   
* to learn trade; needs reliable in- 

dividual as apprentice painter- 

height a definite advantage — call 
521-3744 for appt. 

INSTRUCTION   Ignorance breeds disease! Through   
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-1417 THE SHIRLEY S62: 
1544 Polk nr. Sacramento 928-3353 

FROM $75 PER WEEK ma 
—4 OPPORTUNITIES 

DONELLY HOTEL HAIRSTYLIST 
Central to ON clsom. Casio Areas Lease Chair Very Attrive 

Shop Avail 1-1-86 Gr Loc 
1272 Market Stree! | 2843 Calif or Ph 922.0808 

out history shit causes plagues 
death. Proof 

tems. Disguised constipation causes 

AIDS and . most 

[SNF 1S Sewer sys 

  

modern disease 

anal, ¢ 

ne session $25 

GAY MEN AND LESBIANS John - 863-9529 

552-8868 Eves 

. SPECIALIZED GYM $350 + Ut + Dep. Alamo Sq. 

Fur Rm 30+ 346-2606 INSTRUCTION 
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION FOR BB, 
BODY SHAPING, WEIGHT GAIN, 
DIETING & LOSS OF BODY FAT. 

— ALSO AVAILABLE — 

BIO-GENICS® 
STEROID REPLACEMENT SYSTEM 

LEGAL, SAFE, NON-PRESCRIPTION 
CALL COURTLAND WRIGHT 
(415) 864-0475 (Belore 7PM)     

  

  

    
PEOPLE 

  

  

Cheap Thrills 
a show and party 
New Year's Eve 

Church Street Station 
99¢ Drinks   
    
  

SEEKING DADDY 
I'm bright, gdlkng, together, fun. 
Need someone to pay my rent 
$450 in exchange 4 pro. 
massage?? I'm 21 br/br 145 Ibs. 
All American boy from dn. South. 
AIDS aware NO fats, Queens. 
C/O Ken Boxholder 401, BA.R. 

E52 
  

=. 

Meet A Special Man 
Go on a date with someone that 
meets your general specifications. 
Make new friends & find romance 
with FOG Friend Introductions, 
dating service of the Fraternal 
Order of Gays. Call or write FOG, 
304 Gold Mine Dr., SF, CA 94131. 

  

    641-0999. 

* TERRY PHOTO® x 
SAN FRANCISCO 

BODYBUILDING 
VIDEO JOCKS + Tight Pec 

Bicep & Pump Up Shots 

      

Video at THE MAGAZINE ‘ Larkin SF 

TERRYPHOTO + (415)285-3838 
Box 31241 San Francisco, CA 94131 

Gdlk, blond, 38 yo seeks small 
endowed slim man, any race. Call 
Jeff 552-5744. E52 

    

  

    

  

  

  

‘CUM SHOOTING CONTEST 
Ritual phallic worship circle J/O 
from New Guinea. Fri. 8PM. St. 
Priapus Church, 583 Grove, SF 
94102. Send $2 for newsletter or 
call newstape for info on phone 
buddies club and schedule of 
other religio-sexual events.     431-8748 
  

CHOICES DATING SVC 
415-982-1037, 408-971-7408 

E52 

Glory Hole Hotline 552-7339 
E1/86 

  

  

Oral servicing my specialty. 

Serious only! 552-9427 Ese 
  

Occult Master requires 
Apprentice 864-6048 3-6pm 

E52 

18 look 16? 585-4335 M 45 
E£24/86 

(SUPERSTAR 

  

  

THE BIGGEST & Best 
IN MALE HARD CORE! 
(OVER 500 MOVIES IN STOCK) 
4057 1STHST. AT CASTRO-552-2253 

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 

  

      
Dick Kramer Gay Mens Chorale 

Auditions now for singers 
863-0342 

E1/86 

Gdlkng Black, 32 likes his 
hairy crotch licked while 

beating off. Tom, 441-6909 
E1/86 

  

    

NEW YEARS 
EVE GALA 

Choice of Wild Boar, Prime 

Rib, Pheasant, Lobster. 

Sausalito Inn $25 Per 
Person 332-0577 

Reservations Required 
E52 

  

  

The California Institute 
of Religious Science 

Invites You to Attend Sunday 
Services, 12 Noon-1:15PM at the 

Institute, 1540 Howard St., S.F. 

(415) 431-8361     

  

  

HOT LATIN BUNS 
Needs deep plowing by 

huge hung men 824-4398 
E1/86 

MOUTH SLAVE 
Strong clean WM for same 
only ® safe only. 482-4897. 

E52 

Tall, lean muscular gdlkg guy, 

wants same for rough sweaty 

wrestling & J/O. Muscles, a must 
537 Jones #9927 SF CA 94102 

E52 

Raunchy 928-8900 
E52 
  

  

    

   
    
   

AY SAREA REPORTER CLASSIFIEDS 
e \ i ® 

: OFFICE CLOSE 
Classified Deadline is Saturday—Noon, Dec. 28 

New Gay Computer Dating 
Service. First 200 

Members Free. 843-6370. 

  

E52 

Phonesex, V-MC-AE (714) 
240-2220 E9 
    

Desperately 

seeking perversions 

Tops Call Joe 863-8147 
El 

  

Daddy 30 
will train yng trim boy 

the art of obedience thru 
bondage and discipline 

Tom 468-6567 before 11 p.m. 
E1/86 

  

== San Francisco's Largest 
Erotic Store 

A TASTE OF LEATHER 
336 6th St./777-4643 

San Francisco 94103 
Sun. 12-6/Catalog 13. 
Mon.-Sat. Noon-Six. 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

HONORED 

   

  

   
    

  

  

ZZ 

  

  

    

  

  

  

rN 

  
D TUESDAY, DEC. 31 

  

The medium is sensitive 

  

  
| 

  

STOP 
FULL SWEDISH MASSAGE 

The mean world been making 
you tense? Drift away for 1 hour 
on my table. Relaxing strong 
big hands will iron out the rough 

spots. Private apartment. 
GOOD LOOKING MAN! 

Tim 928-8734 
Peninsula Massage By Sexy 

    
  

    

  

    
TR 

OUT TO RELAX? 

  

i 
  

NOB HILL AREA — KARL 

      

Hi! Get up on my table for 1 
hour for an excellent full body 
Swedish Massage. In/Out Calls. 

All Major Hotels   

  
ENERGY BALANCING, INCLUDING HEALING 
THROUGH SOUND & TOUCH, NON-SEXUAL 
MASSAGE, BODYWORK, MEDITATION, VI- 
SUALIZATION & HEALTH CONSULTATION. 

112-2 HRS., $35. 

Jason Serinus 652-2180 

  

Want someone professional and friend- 
ly. | give a full body massage in the 

nude. | am a Norwegian man, 28, 
Lt. Bodybuilder and swimmer. Hand- 

ome and clean cut Certified. 

885-6309 $30in 24 hrs 

bodywork. The message is >= 
AAAAHHH! a Ll o 

Last wk. at $25/1% hr. Oo 
Happy '86! 20 << © 

Certified. Robin 621-6041 gm wn © 

ei 1 E52 - aD, - 

= << YNG. GIFTED L= 

Sensual Massage — All Ethnics 
Hot Tongue — Safe — In/Quts 
Serving the Greater Bay Area Stress Reduction/ 
Robby (415) 333-2549 Strength Development 

ALIGNMENT OF 
MIND BODY & SPIRIT 

    
MAX MARSHALL 

Certified Massage practitioner 

90 minutes, $30       

  

474-3194 

All Men Over 50! Best Massage! 
$45. Nick 864-3263. E2 

Bodywork for health conscious 
types by chiropractor and cer 
tified masseur. Non-sexual Mike 
621-6389. E52 

Massage by hot blond swimmer 
$50 out Vick 431-4859 E52 

Caring Mature Blk Masseur 
Mr. G 621-3319 $25 Hr. Hung 
Uncut 39 Yr Sensuous Merry 
Xmas & Happy New Year 

  

Masc. Handsome 
Blonde — 28 

Huge Balls — Big Load 
Discreet massage—Safe/Outcall 

Serving the Bay Area 

  Jetf (707) 557-5085 
  

  

  

PHONE SEX 
The men who use our service 
get connected together for a hot, 
erotic gay experience with other 
HORNY GUYS 24 hours a day. 
Do it now for LESS THAN $3.50 
an hour.   

KEVIN 

  
MASSAGE 

664-2682 or 626-3131 
    . 9 a 4 A 
  

4 

4 HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
with 

'MANEUNTERS 
SEE OUR AD 

Man - 570-5216 ($30) Frankie 
E52 

OUT TO RELAX? 
Want someone professional and friend- 
ly | give a full body massage in the 
nude | am a Norwegian man, 28, 
Lt. Bodybuilder and swimmer Hand- 
ome and clean cut Certified. 

  

  
  

1885-6309 $30in 24 hrs   
  

DON’T BE SHY NOW!    
HAD A HARD DAY & NEED THAT SPECIAL 
PAMPERING? RELAX & CALL SOON 
HANDS OF GOLD, RELAXING ATMOS- 
PHERE, & A GOODLOOKING GUY IS A 
GOOD RECIPE TO START WITH SEE YOU! 

24 HOURS  $40/350 

ANDY 673-1141     

  

  

  

  

  

Cheaper Than 
A Vacation 

is a good massage. Nice, good 
healthy man that is hung, hand- 
some, etc. Lie down on my piece 
of heaven and I'll wake you up 

in an hour or so. $40/50. 24 hrs. 

Ken 775-7235 

Fantastic Massage! 550-7703 
E52 

In the Castro. Trained, 

caring, certified, experienced. 

Nonsexual, 75 minutes $25 

Jim 864-2430. 
E52 

Complete massage by handsome 

guy. Dwntwn SF 885-1558, 
Mark. 24 hrs. E4/86 

"’Celebrate’’ With The Best of       

  

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
Thank you for your 

continued support. 
  

t 

i 

YOUNG HOT MUSCULAR JOCK 

gives safe. sensual/professional 

full body massage 

Will travel anywhere in the Bay Area! 

Phil 349-6318 

a 2 hrs. bliss balance 7chakras 
T - Healing warm oils, Light 

» 

EE pleasure & peace 

; sharing & caring 

VISAMC * Outcalls * 441-7628 

* TANTRIC MASSAGE = # 

ouch in a private 

ntimate spa<e of    

    

§ 

* ECSTASY + HEALTH! » 
y or 1 hr. sensuous 

therapeutic combi- 
nation tailored to 
your individual 
needs by young 
French athlete. 
80% repeats! . .. . 

LW crtified. $45/hr 

FRANCOIS    
    I'll be on vacation 10/86. 

CALL NOW, START RIGHT! 

HAVE A HAPPY 

Body Workers. Bob, Body Dyna 

mics Save 25%-Holidays 

864-7418 E52 

Handsome Blonde Masseur 

Full Body or Structural 

Alignment Deep Muscle 
Accupressure Reflexology 

$15-$30 By Steven 221-9916 
E52 

  

  

Nurturing Deep Tissue 
HOT OIL TOUCH 

Combination Shiatsu/Esalen 

Swedish. Member of Wilbur 

Hot Springs Massage Staff. 
Above the Castro $25/hr 

$35/1% hr Harald 626-1611 
Gift Certificates 1-10 PM 

* You Have Muscle Pain? = 

Call Rocky, a Licensed Black 

Masseur. Swedish/Shiatsu 

Therapy. In/out. $30/hour. 9-7 

431-8869 
E2/86 

Good Bodyrub $20 474-5576 
E52 

Fullbody Massage by Nude 

bodybuilder 33 5'5” 41C 16A 
Older men welcome $40 out 

fine body Don 885-6254 
E2/86 

$15 best massage for less 

out only Jack 333-6073 
E2/86 

       VISIT HEAVEN! 
SF's FAMOUS DOUBLE (OR SINGLE) 

SENSUAL MASSAGE 
+ WARM + FRIENDLY « PROFESSIONAL * GUARANTEED + 

* DELUXE FACILITIES « REASONABLE RATES + 
“TOTALECSTASY + TOTALLY HEALTH. SAFE + 

MIKE & JEFF 567-2343 

1 ve been walching your ad for months I'm 

so glad | finally called! 

      
   

     
   
   
    

    
    

  

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR 

I've never been higher! 
CLERGYMAN 

Now | know what my bes! friend is gelling for his 
birthday! 

BARTENDER 

They don | have anything like this in EI Paso 
SCHOOL TEACHER 

1 never felt so good! 
ARCHITECT 

    You re a greal leam        
MODELS AND 
ESCORTS 

New! BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL 
BEAU: 22, 6’, 180 Ibs., 42C, Black 
Hair, Brown Eyes, Friendly. Vers 
and Well-Endowed. $75/24 Hrs. 
RICHARD OF SF 821-3457 
  

19, Hot Buns 
Cute butch guy has round 

smooth buns. | will send you 
home happy tonite! VISA/IMC/AX 

$60 Todd 641-7517     

  HEALTHY ONE! 
  

  

    

(415) EGO-TRIP (346-8747) 

(415) 441-5742      
Saraha Psychic 
Card Readings 

  

  

ENJOY A PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE BY 
AN EXPERIENCED MASSEUR. COMB. 
SHIATSU/SWEDISH THERAPEUTIC, NON- 
SEXUAL. A HEALTHY THING TO DO FOR 
YOURSELF. IN/$40. TOM 552.9231. Certified. 

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE!   

| Sessions, Weekly Classes 285-6542 a es 
BODYWORKER Milo Jarvis 863-2842 

($30) NONSEXUAL 

TOUCH IS HEALING 

MY SENSITIVE HANDS GIVE A THOROUGH   OLIVER 552-4432 

  

RELAXING, NURTURING MASSAGE 
MASSAGES MAKE GREAT GIFTS! 

Certified Therapist.         

* * * Phillip * x = 

Good-natured model-masseur. 

Handsome, clean-cut and 

discreet. 864-5566 
E52 

Sensual loving massage . . . 
Nude, yet safe! Call anytime! 

David, 441-4413. E52 

BLACK MASSEUR 
Prof. massage 776-9972 

E52 

with a Certified Masseur 

YTV] 

David 957-9715 

  

Cheap Thrills 
a show and party 
New Year's Eve 

    

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

      

    

    
    

Church Street Station 
TN . 99¢ Drinks 

( EasteBay+Massage md 

RELAXING, gr } 
NIRS. y TAL IA N 
& THOROU 
MASSAGE BY - STUD 
STRONG, kN Excep. hndsme, well-muscled 
SENSITIVE bi-guy, hung, rugged porno star. 

HANDS. Judd 863-0242 
CERTIFIED Gi 

N.OAKIAND SOUTHERN CAL. BB 
4 3 Kristopher 653-8559 | 340 20A Jon 663.0009 

Sensual massage by loving 
men! Pete/Jim 864-5483 

E52 

Hot Oil Massage by Body 

Builder Gino 861-0294 
E1/86 

Caring Mature Blk Masseur 
Mr G 621-3319 $25 hr hung 

uncut sensuous 39 yr 
E52 | 4 

SENSUAL MASSAGE JASON 
by hnsme well-muscled sexy $115 
nude Italian. Tony 863-0242 922-3645 

Eves (credit cards o.k.) 
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; OFFICE CLOSED TUESDAY, DEC. 31 
__ Classified Deadline is Saturday—Noon, Dec. 28 

  

«>    

    

A MAN FOR 
ALL REASONS 

SUPER HANDSOME & CLEAN 
CUT DOMINANT BOYISH MAN. 
NORWEGIAN SAILOR, HUNG, 
FUN & SAFE. HARD 8". BLONDE 
w/BLUE, SENSITIVE PERSONA- 

LITY. AHOT MAN! YOU SHY? 
24 HOURS 

Mike 775-5342   
  

VITO 2 DO U 
Anytime Thru Holidays Hry 

Hunky Tan Italian A Great 
Gift 863-5539. $50/$75 Out 

E52 

Self. Suck/ Vacu- Pump/Plus- 
Meat That's Hard-To-Beat! 
® Scott (Thick-10) Taylor 
Porno Stag $100 552- 3260 

E52 

  

Bi Dick 
626-1595 

EH2 

NEW GQ MODEL 
Dom. Healthy Long 

Thick. David 864-3120 
E52 

Handsome Hairy Hung! 34 6'2” 

170# Br Hair Beard/Moust 

Steven. 431-5974 24 Hrs 
E52 

  

HOT ORIEN TAL 
BODY BUILDER 
31y,5'7", 47C, 30W, 17A 
TOM -751-STUD 
      

Hot Hairy Hunk. Richara. 
861-5216 

E1 
  

M7 x7%" 
Goodlooking Cuban, 27, 
61”, 185-, muscular, cut. 

ROBERTO 863- f309 ‘ 
  

  

'EX-FIREMAN 
29,5'10”,190 Ibs., BR/BR, 

8" cut. Likes to lean back 

while you work his hose. $50. 

673-7442   NO GREEK 
  

   

  

. When You Need A 
Man On Top! 

#1 Topman (9"' x 62") loves 
lying back while getting serviced 

and/or riding hard on top! 

Call Mitch—The Man for Men 

550-7008 

$30. Married straight stud, 36. 
Take it from ERIK, 527-1110 

E4 86 

Dirty 1 greasy 501" s, jockstraps, 

man smells, J/O, W/S, Lt S/M. 

Very safe encounter 928-0449 
E1/86 

the Boots/Tit'JO 552-9829 

24 hrs. E52 

222 HOT!!! 
Young Blond/Super-Hung 

Handsome/ Versatile 

All American Boy Type 

Kevin (861-4538) 24 Hrs. 

Bondage’ Workshop, Sat. Dec. 28. 
4 hr. live demonstration by ex- 

perts. 974-6149 E52 

        
The smell, feel, look, sound 

& taste of Black Leather! 

1st timers ok— Do it now! 

Your fantasies fulfilled 

Discreet - Jack 415-680-8959 

LEATHERMAN 

S&M 
' Phone Sex 

346-8747 

Nick 

Xxtra hndsm bld athlte 23 

incrdbly defined musclboy 

smth hot masculine 8” hng 

thk 565-5493 wait 3 bps tch 

tone yr-telno/extno. Hngup 

I'll Call U Keep It Up 

   

    

        

TOE JAM - Gets my v dick herd 

if yr a top-gdlkng esp. a 

BB with sexy feet 621-3058 
E1/86 

Hung Straight Stud 
Digs Head 626-9816 

E52 
  

Please be of good cheer & 
move to the rear 641-9426 

E52 
  

Young & Hung 
SEXY, SATISFYING, 

SELF ASSURED 
24, 5'8”, 140, very gdlkng. 

  Paul 821-2318 
  

  

PHONE SEX 
The men who use our service 
*get connected together for a hot, 
erotic gay experience with other 
HORNY GUYS 24 hours a day. 
Do it now for LESS THAN $3.50 
an hour.     (415) EGO—TRIP (346-8747) 
  

BAY AREA REPORTER   

DAN 
ROCK HARD 

MUSCLES, BIG TOOL 
$100 922-3645 

VISAIMC O.K,   
  

  

  

  
DECEMBER 26, 1985 

GENTLE TOP IN OAKLAND, 55”, 142, 
HAIRY. PHALLIC LOVERS-FR A/P, GR/ 
A, JJO, EXHIB. $60/IN. CONGENIAL. 

MARC 444-3204   

FIRST & FOREMOST 

SINCE 1968 WITH 

SAN FRANCISCO S FINEST 

MALE MODELS 
& COMPANIONS 

STANDARD RATES 
HOUR. DAY. OR WEEK 

Models Ava:lable Around Town 

or Around the Bay 

* Please Book Early 

Travelers Checks and 
In City Personal Checks 
with proper hi are OK 

STAY HEALTHY WITH 

RICHARD OF S.F. 

(415) 821-3457 
Applicants Needed 

Must Be Exceptional 

Hungry Mouth. $35. Doug. 
431-7230. Holiday Special 

El 

   
   

  

DREAM MAKER 
Handsomg black B.B., 28, 6ft., 
195, 47C, 31W, 18A, 25T, Hung 
7. Perfectly smooth & hairless 
body. Warm, friendly & very sexy.. 
Dream Maker J.0., posing, cud- 
dling, leather, F.F., light S/M, 
Your fantasy is my pleasure. 
Treat yourself to the body you've 
always wanted. For an affair with 

Sonny call 621-8640. 
$100in/$1200ut 

UNC, 10%2 MAN RICK 
Safe Srvc 826-5728 24 Hrs 

E52 

Hot J/O. Rex 928-5826. 
E7/86 

* Silicon Valley 3 Way 

408 247-6690 Mike and Jon 
E1/86 

EXTRA EXTRA HUNG 
Total Top Real Hot 

Super looks 27 yrs old 

Visa MC Amex. In or Out 

Rex 864-4010 24 hrs. 
E52 

UNCUT, HAIRY HUNK 
6°2”, hung top, 24 hrs, safe 
$40/$50 Brian 864-8549 

E52 

  

BLOND CANADIAN 
Photo by Reno 

| have been out to sea too long! Hung 8". 

Slow & easy. Dynamite good looks, cleft 
chin. 44"C, 32"W, 6', 185 Ibs 

Ron 775-7057   

  

    

Moustache and Hung? 
for good head 885-0926 

E52 

Texas Stud 
Goodlooking hunk, 26, 6'2", 185, 
mustache, blue eyes, masculine. 

50/65 TERRY 24 HRS. 

  

  

  775-9756 
    
THE REAL THING 

Competition B.B. 6'5”, 245# 
54C, 21A, 32W, 31T 

Frank (415) 621-1066 $120 
  

  

  

  

MEN, MEN AND 
J Lela1 13) 

IL ER CER ED 
Phone Fantasy 
FREE LONG DISTANCE CALL 

BACK AVAILABLE 

(415) 821-9952 
Hot Cops 

Hot Tops 

Daddys 

Daddy's Boy 

Truckers 

Leather 

Muscle Men 

Sweat 

Jock Straps 

Bondage 

AH 

SandM 

and much. much more 

CREDIT CARDS 

Dial-A-Daddy 
Se —— —————————— 
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WARM & FRIENDLY 
DREW: 29, 6’, 160 Ibs., 40C, 29W 
Smooth, Brown Hair & Eyes. Easy 
going. Masculine, Well Endowed. 
Available Evenings & Weekends. 
$75/24 Hrs. RICHARD OF SF 

821-3457     

* DONKEY » 
8 40][61, 6 3 

No B.S.! Huge, long thick] 
tool with big, shaved low 
hangers swinging heavy 
from healthy, hunky body. 
30, hot and extremely 
handsome, big nipples 

When you want the best. 

ISR 
A EYAL T 

  

  

HUGABLE HUNK 
Masculine caring 40 yr. man. 
Handsome, Versatile, Muscular, 

Healthy, Hung, Vic, 821-9988 
E52 

WELL HUNG 
Older Men Welcome 550-7078 

EB 

X-WEST POINTER 
Safe Vers. Healthy Blond. 

$60 In/$70+ Out 626-7710 
E52 

COLLEGE JOCK 
BRIAN: 22. 62", 180 Ibs. Solid 
Smooth 

SEL 
ends. Han 

RICHARD O 821-3457 

  

  

8” SLAMMER! 
Take it to the balls! 

Tom 626-5982 50/60 24 Hrs 
E52 

  

Hot Blonde Boy 19 yr 

very sexy and ’Q"’ big 
cock 510” 140# versatile 

friendly Tony 863-3638 
E52 

  

Head My Way! 

Ask for B.J. $25 864-5483 
E52 

Good Lookin Straight Guy 
Likes Getting Head 885-3255 

E2/86 

New! YOUNG STUDENT 
NICK: 21, 511”, 150 Ibs., 40C, 
Smooth, 30W, Black Hair & Hazel §| 
Eyes. A Sharp Handsome Lad — 
Winning Smile. $75/24 Hrs. 
RICHARD OF S.F. 821-3457 

New! GUY NEXT DOOR 
STEVE: 21. 510". 150 Ibs.. 29W. 
Blond Hair & Blue Eyes. 38C 
Warm & Friendly. $75/24- Hrs 
RICHARD OF SF 821-3457 

BIG BUTT tall hairy blue-eyed 
Daddy. Chad 861-7014 E3/86 

* x $25 - Hot Athlete * % 
* Bill, 441-1054. Massage, etc. * 

E4/86 

HAIRY DADDY 
TAKES CARE OF YOU 

Muscles, Massage, and More 
Handsome, Hung, Healthy Man 
24 hrs. Andy 821-9955 

E52 
    

19, HUNG HUGE 
HAVE HEAVY-DUTY HITCH W/XTRA 
LARGE BALL BEARINGS. RATED FOR 
LONG HAULS AND HEAVY LOADS 
MOUNTING & INSTALLATION 

$60 Bruce 641-7517 
  

FF? ws? sm»B&D? 

  
Inside massage: FF top expert, 
S/M? Young fox with uncut hose 
& body to get you on your knees! 
$100. Worth it! Safe. Healthy. 

    

  

    
  

VISA/IMC ROD 928-5198 

Cdtering 
arpentry 

Bartenders 

Will Paint it, Screw it, Pound it,. 
Will Service you, Entertain you,and Clean it up. 

Give us a call for all of your needs. 
Our dependable staff is ready to serve you. 

" Travelers Checks and In City Personal 
Checks with proper ID Excepted. 

      

   

  

House Cleaners 
Models & Escorts 
Masseurs 
Strippers 
Painters 
And More 

(415) 621-2652 

  

  

6°4", 195#, hairy X-Army sgt. 
E3/86 Chuck 431- 1579 

  

  

   

   

  

   

   

  

   

   

    

   
     

      

    

SAN FRANCISCO 
Sl XIN Te] V 
“We'll Fill Your Order” 

* New Talented Men 
* Healthy & Discreet 

* Models/Escorts/Massaurs 
* All ages & types 
* MC/VISAO.K. 

yA RAT) 
Men featured in Blueboy, 

Mandate, Drummer, 
Playgirl & Porno Stars! 

MOVING AND 

        
Lotus Hauling to the dump 

Sm:Lge. truck 626-3131 
E3/86 

Swan Delivery & 
Hauling to the dump 861-8612 
Steve. E52 

  

  

Payless Express 
Lo rates, 24 hrs. 386-0263 

E52 

    

SCANLON 
MOVING 

    A ——————— 

776-84005 

    

BIG MAN/SMALL TRUCK 
Small hauling jobs handled 

Quick ® Economic ® Efficient 
864-8583 Leo 

3/86 
  

One Big Man, One Big Truck 
$15/hr. plus Fred 931-0193 

E2/86 

REA SOLIS CLASSIFIEDS 

    

       

    

a Lg J \ : 

    
  

: OFFICE CLOSED TUESDAY, DEC. 31 
Classified Deadline is Saturday—Noon, Dec. 28 
     vid [am 
  

  

  

       

     

     

  

    

    

      

    

   

  

  

      

  

  

  

    

    

    
          

  

    
  

   

     

    

  

Norm's Painting 
sang COMPANY ig a 5 Je ax, We do * Interior & Exterior ® No job 

$15/25 558-8863 E3/86 too Small 6263181. 1 

A ING- TWO BUDDY TILE 

EST. 1973 
uy 2s 

EN! nn FREE LOTTERY TICVE mc HEL on S.F. 415/567-6146 | meme HR MARIN 415/499-0500 
SANTA ROSA 707/585-8885 SUNSHINE MOVERS oT CISA GiracT Hous Custom Ceramic Tile Work 

A — * Lowest Legal Rates . HAULING ON WITH RON + Expert Piano Moving C Tiree os Reasonable Rates 285-9846 * 24 Hr./7 Day Service Ld fap 
EB + Licensed & Fully Insured (415) 552-8437 

: * Corporate and Office = y Light Hauling Service x Baoinp wit Gam _ CABINETMAKERS | 
* Large Van D. EF. G) ERIC & ' * Low Rates Call Jeremy + Trash Remiovsi wi Wo FOR FREE ESTIMATE RTs DANIEL 
* Prompt Service 440 431-7180 * Call for FREE Estimate 821 ren 
JOE 552-0645             
    

      ROOFING 
All types - Complete or Patch 
Quality Work ® References 

3-Year Guarantee 

CAL PUC #7142874 “The Professionals’ 

(415) 929-8609 AG EMINI 
(415) 469-8072 “WYWMOVERS 

     

   

HANDYMAN 
Electrical ® Plumbing ® Maint. 

Norman 626-3131 

  

  

Plan Your Holiday Parties NOW! 

FIRST CALL CATERING 
(415) 861-8454 or 861-8540 

Bartenders Parties from 
Waitpersons 2-2,000 

Versatile, exp., professionals       

EB 

Handyman 

Painter ® Plumbing ® Electrical 
Fast Reasonable 

Jim 826-0764 
E1 

  

Thomas Stevens 

WOODWORKER 
Custom Furniture ® Cabinets 

Design ® Space Planning 

Remodeling ® Repair 641-1126 
E52 

Norman's Tiling 
New or Regrouting 626-3131 

EB 

Skylights % Rain Gutters 

Sheet Metal x Roofing * 
586-0583 x Tom 

Painting 

  

LET ME HELP! 
Housecleaning * Home Health 

Care Attendant © Live-In 

help available ® Also Pet- 
Care, Errands, etc . . . Exp., 
Reliable, Efficient, Caring, 

Reasonable rates. Relax! 
Rob can help. Rob 626-3131 

Ext 391 
E1/86 

Housecleaning. Reasonable 
rates. S.F. and East Bay. 

Call Richard at 548-4450. 
El 

  

  

Interior/Exterior 

Quality Work 

David 931-8615 

Dan 552-4009 
E52 

          
We can move your office, home or apt. at affordable rates. 
fly insured, provide free estimates and packing svcs. 

UPKEEP AND RENOVATION 

  

1JOHN 641-8304 

| ELECTRICIAN 

            
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Commercial/Residential 

EXPERT CARPENTRY '   Have a bunch of small jobs 

WORDTUNERS 
WORD PROCESSING 

Resumes, merge letters, small- 
business support, term papers, 
manuscripts. Reasonable rates 
plus free disk storage. We're 
writer-owned/operated. 

648-2321     oralargeone Call usin. 

25 years of friendly experience. 
Estimates Free 

647-1984     

       

  

  

  

SERVICES 

  

  

   
     

   

Deck 

Von Meyer 621-3690 y Gary 863-5064 
E9/86 

: PLUMBING 
Floor Refinishing TO YOUR NEEDS 

' : 24 Hour Emergency Service 
Installation — Repair * Reliable * 

     

      

    
       

         

    

      

       

    
       

    

   

    

   

    

From a whole house to small jobs. 
Quotations Free 8 SERVICE CALL WORK 

B FAST RESPONSE 

BOB DIRSA 861-3241 #353 

  

  
        

     

              

  

* With the Bay Areas lowest rates!     
- 647-1984 ® EMERGENCY REPAIRS 

TILING AND PLUMBING | '| @ ON-TIME. QUALITY WORK 
at its best, with 20 years to prove it @ ACHES PAINTING . 

Tile tubs - all 3 walls $450 = LOW COST INTERIOR EXTERIOR PAINTING = Cristopher (incl remove old wall + new) Ww QUALITY WORKMANSHIP » 4 
New one-lever showers $185 = E 
Xtract-fan thru wall s$250f B ig Electric FREE ESTIMATE + 24 HOUR EMERGENCY i 3 ue no 282-3003 S.F. 

821-0644 s 641-9434 W206 547-6669 E.BAY 
" — eee 

    

  

Deadline for each Thursday's paper is NOON MONDAY.      

  

   

HH
I 

Need someoneto. .. 

* Bartend 
* Party Serve 

* Bodywork-Massage 
* Entertainment 
* Housecleaning 

  

HOUSECLEAN A-1 REFS. 
Bill, 525-2028, All Bay Area 

E4/86 

"Housecleaning 

6 Yrs. in Business 
Donald 863-9053 

   

HOUSECLEANING 
Reasonable and Reliable 

Simon 626-6379 

Photography (415) 928- 1398 
E3/86 

   
  

     

     
   

  

* Unlimited Services!!! I 
Then we have 

The Simpl&8olution 
441-3335 

Simple Solution Temp. Agency 
1537 Franklin St., No. 101 

"We make temporary help affordable’   
a... A muses 

   

  

Precision Tuning 

John Walters 

w»921-2586 

3077 Catormvia SF CA 9411s 

      

  

  

  

Payment MUST accompany ad. No ads taken over the phone. B-S0k > CLASSIFIEDS 
If you have a question, call (415) 861-5019. Caps > IN THESE TYPEFACES 

8 i Reg > The above three lines are more %, 0, ‘0 . 8 9% Cs Pica expensive than the lines you are now $4 % He %%y 4 Dg yp reading, but they pay off in increased re ‘e ‘e readership. EO 

Rates 

FIRSTLINE ...................... $4.50 
ALL SUBSEQUENT LINES ........... $3.00 

ALL CAPS 

Double price of line for 19 spaces. 

ALL BOLD 

Money Order 

Personal Check 

  

Double price of line for 16 spaces. 

ALL DOUBLE BOLD 
Triple price of line for 12 spaces. 

Display Rates Upon Request 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 
a 

I - 
Visa 

Master Charge 

  

  

    

  

NAME ee a a eon PHONE ela 

Card No. 
ADDRESS PE, Ea Interbank 

CITY aban OT ATE L ZIP No... 

NO. OF ISSUES CLASSIFICATION. AMOUNT ENCLOSED Signature 

Expiration 

Date 

  

       Deliver or mail with payment to: Bay Area Reporter, 1528 15th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103 
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ELEVATE 
YOUR 
SENSES 

he
l)
 

The Napoleon of Rémy Martin. 
This extraordinary cognac is matured to 

an elegant depth in bouquet and a subtle complexity 
in flavor, earning it the official cognac 

appellation: Napoleon. Cognac connoisseurs will 
find it a rare and superior achievement. 

THE NAPOLEON OF REMY MARTIN 
ABQUT $40 THE BOTTLE 

Im
po
rt
ed
 

by
 
R
é
m
y
 

Ma
rt
in
 
Am
ér
iq
ue
, 

Inc
., 

N.
Y,
 

N.
Y.
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